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EXECUTWE SUMMARY 

The Torrington State Recreation Area is located approximately 70km north west of 

Glen Innes, northern NSW. This report forms part of a wider cultural heritage 

assessment of the SRA. and details the results of a survey for historical archaeological 

remains. The Torrington SRA occupies an area of some 500 square kilometres and 

encompasses an area of high relief, rising to I I OOm. known as the Mole Tableland. 

which consists of a massive granite outcrop containing a central sedimentary pendant. 

known as the Torrington pendant. The Torrington pendant is considered to he the 

most significant geological area for gems and minerals in NSW, and there are over I 300 

mineral deposits situated within and around the Mole Tableland. There have been 

several different landuses within the SRA in the historic period, including pastoralism. 

mining, forestry, agriculture and bee-keeping. although mining is without doubt the 

principal of these. Tin ranks as the most important mineral deposit, followed by 

wolfram. silver, arsenic. bismuth, fluorite. beryl and molybdenite. 	The Mole 

Tableland also possesses the world's largest deposit of silexite. or industrial topaz. 

A total of 41 sites were recorded during the survey, including tin, wolfram and 

bismuth mine sites, sites worked on by Chinese and European miners, and alluvial and 

lode mines, as well as associated settlement sites. Historic sites within the Torrington 

SRA are significant for their complementary aesthetic, historic, archaeological and 

social values. The archaeological significance of these sites is largely embodied in the 

existing landscape and features, particularly the spatial arrangement of the various 

mine sites, their relationship to each other, and their artefactual contents. 

Historically, patterns of exploration and settlement across the study area demonstrate 

the complementary processes of opening up the landscape, initially for large scale 

pastoral use, but subsequently for smaller scale alternative uses, and attracting larger 

and more permanent populations through the exploitation of various resources within 

that landscape. The historic mine sites associated with the Torrington SRA are early 

sites in the context of Australia's tin fields, containing the first excavated lode tin 
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deposit in the state and the first tin crushing equipment in the colony. Many facets of 

the technology used at these sites demonstrate distinctive solutions to the problems 

encountered in working and processing tin and wolfram deposits. In part this reflects 

the wider processes of adapting technology to suit specific local conditions, although 

many solutions indicate distinct cultural prelèrences in technology, which also 

illustrate the interrelationships between the various cultural groups who lived in and 

worked the same environment. 

The isolation of many of these sites in particular, and the remoteness of the 

Torrington area from other centres in general, is reflected in the fortunes of various 

mining ventures across the study area. In the material traces of these ventures, and in 

their present status as abandoned mine sites in often difficult to access locations, the 

reflect the difficulties associated with working, winning and transporting ore, and the 

hardships which accompanied the uncertain and often transient life of a miner. The 

ultimate failure of many sites, both individually, in relation to the nature and character 

of' various ore deposits. and collectively, in response to the changing world market. 

reflects wider political and economic climates beyond the boundaries of the local 

mining industry, but which nevertheless closely affected the lives and lifestyles of 

ordinary miners and townspeople. 

More recently, the various debates over the status of the study area and its eventual 

declaration as an SRA, demonstrate important changes in the history of the 

conservation movement in NSW, and represent changing community attitudes to 

conservation issues and an increase in public opinion over the handling of these issues. 

In contrast, the ability of the local community to successfully challenge proposals 

advocating the elevation of environmental values over economic and utilitarian values 

illustrates the power inherent in community unity to successfully defy government 

decisions. 

The Torrington SRA is held in high esteem as place which is widely known across the 

local communities of Torrington, Emmaville, Glen Innes, Deepwater, Tenterfield and 
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surrounding rural areas, and which is highly valued for its long and continuing 

associations with local families, as well as for its important role as a recreational focus. 

Particular sites within the SRA are closely associated with the contemporary identity 

of the local Torrington and Gulf communities and with people's continued residence 

in those places. 

The conservation approach which has been developed here is designed to take into 

account the Service's lack of resources for undertaking expensive capital works, except 

where critical to the retention of the most significant places or to the personal safety 

of visitors. The emphasis has therefore been placed on mitigating the most active 

causes of deterioration (fire. mechanical failure and theft) and actively monitoring the 

condition of sites to ensure that they remain stable. As all recorded sites possess 

cultural significance, activities should be guided by recognised conservation 

philosophy, such as the Burra Charter. It is critical that the place be managed in a 

way that permits the maximum number of appropriate conservation policies to be 

implemented and followed. Works at the place should be planned. directed and 

implemented by people skilled in conservation practice at a professional level. 

An important aspect to consider in formulating conservation policy for the SRA is the 

opinion of the local community who continue to use. visit and reside near the SRA 

and its sites. Many of the residents interviewed during this survey stressed their 

reliance on the mining industry for their own continued livelihoods, and expressed a 

desire that they not be excluded from the continuing use of the place through the 

conservation or management policies instituted by the NPWS. Notwithstanding this, 

many people were extremely concerned that their history and the history of these 

places be recorded and preserved for future generations. 

• • 	The interpretation potential of these sites raises particular conservation and 

management issues. The most suitable sites for interpretation are the Bismuth Darn 

tailings retreatment site, and the existing area around the Blatherarm creek fossicking 

area. Provided that safety issues are adequately addressed, the Wallaroo Mine might 
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also provide an opportunity for interpretation, particularly as it is easy to access and 

could be used to demonstrate the devastating process of the removal of material from 

sites and the effects this has on the archaeological remains left behind. 

Because of their cultural significance, sites within the l'orrington SRA should he 

interpreted to the public and to specialists and access should be provided. The 

interpretation need not attempt to present a place in any particular configuration 

which it possessed at any particular past time. At present, because little is known 

about the precise structure of the landscape and the placement of various elements 

within it, no conjectural reconstruction should take place. 	Instead, a wider 

investigation of unrecorded sites within the SRA should be made a priority of any 

further research. Physical intervention in the significant fabric will be necessary for 

safety and possibly structural reasons. particularly maintenance and stabi Ii sation 

work. The place is also an archaeological resource and there is a need to both protect 

the archaeological potential of the place by controlling unrecorded excavation and 

demolition, and a need. if it arises, to allow properly conducted archaeological 

excavations. Deleterious forms of intervention need to be controlled. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This report details the results of a survey for historical archaeological remains within 

the Torrington State Recreation Area, approximately 70km north west of Glen limes, 

northern NSW (figure 1.1). This project is one component of a cultural heritage 

assessment of Torrington SRA and should he read in conjunction with other specialist 

reports, detailing the contextual history (Rosen 1998), Aboriginal archaeology (English 

1998) and anthropology (Erskine 998). Volume One of this report contains all of the 

historical background information and subsequent significance assessments and 

management recommendations following on from the archaeological survey; while 

Volume Two is devoted to the individual site details and descriptions. 	Site 

information included in Volume One has been limited to summary data only. For ease 

of reference, and so that each volume may he read separately, certain sections have 

been reproduced in both volumes. 

The Torrington SRA occupies an area of some 29 350 hectares on the Northern 

Tablelands. The SRA encompasses an area of high relief, rising to 11 OOm, known as 

the Mole Tableland, which consists of a massive granite outcrop containing a central 

sedimentary pendant, known as the Torrington pendant. There have been several 

different landuses within the SRA in the historic period, including pastoralism, mining, 

forestry. agriculture and bee-keeping, although mining is without doubt the principal 

of these. No evidence for historic Aboriginal use of the SRA was found during the 

present survey, although at least one site near Bismuth was recorded in 1991 by the 

NPWS as including flaked glass artefacts (Minark 12-1-12). 

There are over 1300 mineral deposits situated within and around the Mole Tableland 

(Harvey Henley pers. comm.), including antimony, zinc, wolframite (or wolfram), 

scheelite, bismuth, tin, lead, copper, silver, iron, arsenic, manganese, molybdenite, 

nickel-cobalt, gold, uranium, emeralds, garnets, sapphires, beryl, topaz and the quartz-

topaz rock, zircons, and fluorite. 
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Tin ranks as the most important mineral deposit, followed by wolfram, silver, arsenic, 

bismuth, fluorite, beryl and molybdenite. The Mole Tableland also possesses the 

world's largest deposit of silexite, or industrial topaz, currently under assessment by 

the Topalite mining company. The remainder of the minerals occur as minor or trace 

deposits only. 

Most of the archaeological mining remains within the SRA relate to the tin, wolfram 

and bismuth mining industries. Although other minerals were mined sporadically 

throughout Torrington's history, all of the mining sites recorded during the present 

survey relate to the extraction of these three principal minerals. 

1.1 The brief 

Under the National Parks and Wildlife Service Act 1974,   the Service is responsible for 

the care, control and management of historic heritage reserved as part of the State's 

reserve system. Moreover, under the National Parks and Wildlife Land Management 

Regulations 1 995,   it is considered an offence to damage or remove a non-Aboriginal 

relic (defined as any deposit or object which is more than 25 years old) from any land 

managed by the Service. Part 5 of the NPWS Act requires that a Plan of Management 

is prepared for each area managed by the Service. Plans of Managment are statutory 

planning documents which provide written details of the operations which enable the 

Service to realise its legislative role. The Service also has responsibility for the 

protection of relics under the Heritage Act 1977. Under this act, a relic is defined as 

any deposit, object, or material evidence' which pertains to non-Aboriginal 

occupation. The NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service has formally adopted the 

ICOMOS Burra Charter and manages culturally significant places in accord with the 

Charter's principles. 	As a consequence, the primary aims of the historical 

archaeological component were to: 
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I. build on the information collected by the historian and identify relevant 

archival and published documentary material related to the mining and other land 

use histories of the SRA; 

2. identify and interview select oral history sources to collect information about 

mining remains and other land uses, where relevant to understanding particular 

sites or evidence; 

3 prioritise, survey and identify mining and other remains within the SRA for 

recording; 

prepare a statement of significance for the suite of mining and other remains, 

and individual locations; 

propose a conservation policy or range of policies appropriate to the 

significance of the mining and other remains; 

identify conservation and management issues arising from the conservation 

policy; 

identify conservation and management issues arising from condition, safety, 

interpretation potential and park management; 

prepare recommendations for conservation. management and interpretation 

which can be incorporated into the forthcoming plan of management and 

management documents or which should be implemented urgently; 

collate all materials in a specified format as an information resource for 

NPWS. 

In short, the historical archaeology component has been designed to provide an 

understanding of the European heritage within the park and how important it is, to 

identify the management and conservation needs of the sites, to suggest how they 

might be interpreted and presented to the public, and to suggest how all of these facets 

can be carried out to complement the other management objectives of the SRA. 
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• 2. THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

• • 2.1 Design and survey method 

• 
Given that there are some 1300 identified mineral deposits within the SRA, it was 

impossible to record all of the known mine sites given the time frame of this report. 

Instead, the survey strategy focussed on five prioritised areas: 

• 
Areas identified by Glen Innes district as infrastructure development zones, • 
or areas which are subject to visitor pressure (Blatherarm Creek); • 
Evidence of rare or representative mining activity: . 
Large or unusual 	operations 	as 	opposed 	to 	small or 	undifferentiated 

sources; 

Areas where mining occuned over a longer period; and 

Extension along geological settings (along the line of lode). 

The remains of pastoral and agricultural land use were also made a priority of the 

survey, given that so little of these landuses are now archaeologically visible. 	'Rare or 

representative' mining activity was interpreted to include a range of sites and site • types covering the main themes identified in the contextual history. 	This, in part, • allowed statements of significance to be formulated for the area and the sites, and also • directed the recommendations for future recording (see Volume 1). 	The final survey 

incorporated a representative sample of mining: 

• On different mineral deposits, including the alluvial and hardrock mining of 

• tin, wolfram, and bismuth; 

On different scales, from small scale alluvial and small scale hardrock to 

large scale companies; 

• During different time periods, from at least the 1890s to the 1950s; 

Using different technologies, from manual labour and horse power to more 

highly mechanised ventures. 
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A total of 41 sites were recorded during the survey, including tin. wolfram and 

bismuth mine sites, sites worked on by Chinese and European miners, and alluival and 

lode mines, as well as associated settlement sites. Dredging was the only form of'  

mining employed in the study area which was not recorded within the time frame of 

this report, although several creeks in the area are known to have been dredged in the 

past (e.g. Catarrh Creek, Bridge Creek. Lottery Creek. Black Swamp [Bald Rock] 

t.rcck and Fla(, stone Creek). 

For the smaller and more contained sites a scale drawing was prepared showing the 

spatial arrangement of,  features at each site. On the larger sites (Dutchman's. Butler's. 

(urnow 's) however, both the extreme slope of the sites and their sheer size made it 

impractical to prepare scale drawings, and sketch maps onl\ (not to scale) were 

prepared. These sketch maps still preserved the spatial relationship of features at the 

site. hut cut down considerably on the time required to record these sites. 

ii \ en that one of,  the priorities for the historical archaeological survey was the 

coverage of a representative sample of sites, not all sites recorded during the surve\ 

were contained within the boundaries of the SRA (23 within: 18 without). 

Inside SRA Outside SRA 

7'( 'HI. l?oari,ic 	Afcggs ('/'eL'k htocki'ards TC'H2 Maidenhead Outstation stockyard 

T( 'H-I. ft'alIa,'ou Lode (F-i 2S) TCH3. Turner 'S house and farm, Bismuth 

[('/17. Hill Flat Deposit (EA 621)  Curnows Tin Mine (EA 260 

TCHS. Flu gcsy ( 'reek alluvial  Dutchman Tin Mine (El 27) 

TC'lll 1. Bismuth tow/i TCH9.AIL3I, Tunc.,'.sten (El 	160) 

TCl/12. J'a// Creek alluvia/s an(l graves i/c TCl//O. Cemetery, 7uiigsten 

TCHI3. Back and JVa// Creek lode (MRI 7/) TC'fJ/5. Back Creek hits (Bing/ii) 

TCHI-I. Back/Ua1/ Creek alluvia/s TC'HII(. Kathida/Yankee lodes (IN 0/10-0113) 

TCIII 6. Blatherarm alluvia/s [CIII 9. Cemetery, the Gui! 

TCH / . Blaiherarni stone bases 7(1120. C'onipcini' 's /111/ (LV0094) 

JC'112 1/). 

trench) 

Chinese sites, 	Raine,s (lu/li' (dam and 7'( 7/2/a. 	Chinese 	sites, 	Raines 	Cu//v 	(ic/i 

and oven) 

[('1123. Carpet Snake Creek a/lucia/s TCH22. Garth's battery (EA22) 

TC'H25. 

(E.1306)  

Flagstone 	and 	( 'ar/heel 	lode.s' TCH24. Specimen Hill (EA337) 
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TCH26. Hut sites, Corduroy Creek TCH27. Butler Mine (EA 25) 

 Cunliffe lode (BA 262) TCLJ30. Lee 's Gully and Chapman 's lode 

 Nash's (EA261) TCFJ3I. Camp Gully alluvia/s 

TC'H32. Bismuth Dam TCH37. Donaghue 's lode 

TCH33. Bismuth Mine (EA874) TCH39. Mica Hill Wolfram (MR079) 

TC'H34. Elliott's wolfram (MR053) TCH-//. Rockva/e Wolfram Ptv. Ltd. 

TC'H35. Duck ('reck Bismuth (51R052) 

TCFJ36. Oppen/iiemer 'S (MR /67) 

TC'H35.Mc Donald's_(EA 0097)  

T('/140..S7even 's Wolfram (MR080 

TOTAL 23 TOTAL 18 

It was impossible to consider the sites within the SRA without also considering the 

context of the wider region. consequently the development of sensible statements of 

significance often required the comparison entailed in recording sites outside of the 

SRA boundaries. In the case of the Turner's farm at Bismuth. for example, this site 

was included in the survey because it represented the only remaining standing 

structures associated with the settlement of Bismuth. As such, although outside the 

boundaries of the SRA. the buildings of Turner's thnn are the only above-ground 

material indicators of the kinds of structures and ways of life within such settlements. 

I he issue of defining site limits was often problematical, particularly on the larger. 

more complex sites. which covered extensive areas of ground and often incorporated 

several smaller ventures or producers (eg. Curnow's. Wallaroo. Butler. Dutchman and 

Kathida). In the end, no attempt was made to separate smaller production episodes or 

sites within the larger complexes, except as separate features within the overall site 

designation. At the Butler mine, for example, many different producers worked the 

various leases simultaneously (see figure 2.146). but because of the difficulty of 

locating these lease boundaries on the ground. all associated archaeological features 

were grouped together as part of the total Butler site. This is perhaps somewhat 

misleading, as what was referred to historically as the 'Butler Mine' in the 

Department of Mines Annual Reports only covered certain leases, although oral and 

local histories seem to be much broader in their definition, and probably approximate 

the coverage of the archaeological survey. As a result, the grouping of features into 
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the coverage of the archaeological survey. As a result, the grouping of features into 

complexes is an artefact of the close proximity of the mined deposits: at the Butler, 

for example, different leases were covering extensions along the same line of lode; at 

Kathida, on the other hand, different producers were working parallel deposits within 

the same relatively small area. Rather than trying to separate these archaeological ly, 

closely related deposits and their material traces have been grouped together as 

complexes, both to save time and in response to one of the survey priorities being to 

cover extensions along the same line of lode. 

A further problem arose in determining the general boundaries for each site. Although 

areas around each discrete site were surveyed to determine the limits of the 

archaeological material, given the density of vegetation overgrowth and ground cover. 

this may often be largely an artificial boundary, which reflects the viewing conditions 

rather than the absolute extent of the site. This cannot be remedied without further 

detailed survey following dry seasons or major bushfires. 

2.2 Limitations 

There were numerous limitations on the extent and effectiveness of the survey 

coverage for this report. Most areas were subject to extensive vegetation regrowth 

and dense ground cover, which not only made it difficult to determine the boundaries 

for some sites, but also prevented the location of some sites in the field. In addition, 

many of the areas subjected to mining activity, particularly in the western part of the 

SRA, are located in areas inaccesible to 4WD vehicles and thus could not be visited 

during the present survey period. The sheer number of possible sites which could 

exist within the SRA and its sunounding areas was another limiting factor—given the 

relatively short time frame for this report, it was not possible to visit the location of 

all 1300 mineral deposits within the SRA. All of these limitations, along with the time 

constraints of this project meant that only a small percentage of the total historical 

archaeological resource within the SRA was able to be surveyed. 
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2.3 Features 

2.3.1 Pastoralisin and agriculture 

Only three sites associated with pastoral or agricultural landuses were located during 

the present survey: two sets of stockyards associated with Maidenhead Station and 

the Turner's f'arm at Bismuth (see figure 2.1) 

T( 'Hi. Roaring Meggs (eek Stockyards 

On a fiat beside Roaring Meggs Creek are the remains of a set of post and rail 

stockyards. Five of the original posts are round bush poles, the other six are split 

timber, while two, constructed with drilled holes and wire, appear to be later in date. 

All original posts average 1 .5m in height and all except one have four axe-cut mortices 

to accommodate the rails, the uppermost mortice hole forming a notch in the top of 

the post (figure 2.2). The other original post has live mortice holes, and three posts at 

the southwestern end still have their rails in situ (figure 2.3). Several fhllen and burnt 

posts and post holes indicate that these yards were once more extensive, although not 

enough post holes could he located to determine their exact arrangement (figure 2.4). 

Figure 2.2: Upright post, Roaring Meggs Creek 
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Figure 2.3: In situ rail, Roaring Meggs Creek 
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Figure 2.4: Plan of stockyards on Roaring Meggs Creek 
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T( 'H2. lYlaidenhead Outstation stockyards, Tungsten 

i\ second set of post and rail stockyards were recorded at Tungsten, near one of' the 

former outstations for Maidenhead station (John Griffey pers. comm. 2 1/4/98). At 

this set of yards, only two of the posts are still standing. while another two have 

Ihilen, but remain as yet unburnt by bushfires. All four original posts have four 

mortice holes for rails, as with the set of yards on Roaring Meggs Creek, the 

uppermost mortice forms a notch in the top of the post (figure 2.5). One fallen post 

was evidently a slip rail gatepost, in which the rails could he 'locked in' with a 

wooden peg (figure 2.6). While the full extent of the yards could not be determined, 

enough post holes could he located to give a rough outline of the layout (figure 2.7). 

This set of yards is marked on two survey plans for Carter's cut, the nearby wolfram 

mine operated by the Rockvale Wolfram Mines Ltd. One. dated to 1910. records the 

yards as 'old broken yards', the other, dating to 1911. as 'old drafting yards' (figure 

2.8). This 1911 map clearly shows the layout of the yards as consisting of three 

parallel rectangular yards. Other features, perhaps associated with the early pastoral 

land use of this area are also shown on the lease plans: a line of' fencing is marked as 

extending east from these yards on the 1911 map, and a second line of 'old broken' 

fencing is marked as extent to the south of these yards on the 1910 plan. Neither of' 

these features were located during the present survc\ 

Figure 2.5: Upright post. Tungsten 
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Figure 2.6: Fallen gatepost, Tungsten. Note holes for timber pegs 
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Figure 2.7: Plan of the yards at Tungsten 
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Figure 2.8: The yards at Tungsten 1910 and 1911 
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John Griffey reported that a large stringybark post in the western corner of the yards 

had been built by George Carter and was around 80 years old. All the other posts 

were made of box. The Carter's had lived on and managed the outstation and 

continued to live there after the station folded in the 1920s (John Griffey pers. comm. 

21/4/98). Given that the yards were described as old and broken in 1910, suggests 

that they are much older than 80 years. even though parts of them may have been 

replaced at later dates. 

One, possibly 	two, 	other set 	of stockyards 	are known 	to 	be 	associated 	with • 
Maidenhead station, although these were not located during the present survey. 	Rex . 
Clifford and John Griffey both recall yards existing at Little Duck Creek (Interviews • 
in Rosen 1998. 126, 136). although both also noted that these yards had been burnt . 
out long ago. Another set were situated on Carpet Snake Creek and were burnt down 

around 1940 or 1942 (Rex Clifford pers. comm 8/5/98). 	Alvena Gibbs remembered 

huts associated with the Carpet Snake Creek stockyards where the musterers used to 

camp (Interview in Rosen 1998. 142). On a lease plan for the Carpet Snake alluvials, 

dated to 1908, a square set of yards is marked, labelled as 	Bowman's Yard 	(figure 

2.9). On a later survey, dated to 1927, these yards are simply marked as stock yards 

(figure 2.9). 	George Bowman was one of the early licensees of Maidenhead station • from at least 1845, through the 1850s (Rosen 1998. 13). • • A large flat behind Carpet Snake Creek corresponding to the location of these yards 

was investigated during the survey, although no remains or post holes were located. • This may not be the location of the yards referred to by older residents, as both Bill • Sherratt and Rex Clifford maintained that the Maidenhead stockyards were located • further down Carpet Snake Creek (Rex Clifford pers. 	comm; Bill Sherratt pers. 

comm.). 	The precise relationship between Bowman's yard and the Maidenhead • station stockyards remains at present unknown. 

• 
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Figure 2.9: Bowman's yard on Carpet Snake Creek 
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There was also a bullock track connecting the various sets of stockyards on 

Maidenhead station, although this was also not located during the present survey. 

This is possibly the same track labelled from Maidenstar', parts of which are marked 

on early parish maps, and which correpond roughly to the location of the present 

Duck Creek firetrail. 

T( '113. izimner 's house and /hmm, Bisiiuzih 

ibis consists of a timber slab house with detached kitchen. a slab barn, a set of yards 

and associated fencing and plantings. A later skillion car port is located to the rear of 

the slab house and kitchen. 
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Figure 2.10: Plan of Turner's house and farm, Bismuth 
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Main house. The main house is constructed of timber and galvanised corrugated iron 

and consists of four internal rooms: two larger rooms on the eastern side and two 

smaller rooms along the western side. The central corridor linking the opposing front 

and rear doors, although only one side of this was walled, passed through both of the 

larger rooms, rendering their useable space similar in size to that of the smaller rooms. 

There is also a skillion verandah across the exterior northern wall (flgure 2.11). 

Figure 2.11: Exterior north wall of the main house 

All of the uprights are round bush poles, as are all of the roof and ceiling timbers. 

apart from the battens and ridge plate, both of which are manufactured from sawn 

timber. The uprights for the verandah are also round bush poles, as are the rafters, but 

the battens are sawn timber. The house is supported on low timber stumps, although 

the slope of the ground ensures that the northeast corner of the building practically 

rests upon the ground. All of the walls, roof and gables are made from corrugated iron. 

Nine low timber stumps for supporting a tank stand are evident near the external 

southeast wall of the house. The internal floorboards were also manufactured from 

milled timber. Unfortunately a large section of the flooring in the eastern front room 

has recently been removed, presumably by someone intending to re-use the material 

elsewhere. 
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There are two symmetrically placed windows in the front (north) wall and two in the 

rear (south) wall. Although three of the four window embrasures no longer have any 

remains of the actual windows (instead the window frames are covered by corrugated 

iron sheeting), the fourth, in the southeast corner of the house, still possesses an in 

situ timber window. This is made from vertical sawn timber planks with two simple 

hinges fixing itto the window frame. It obviously opened inwards (figure 2.12). 

Figure 2.12: Interior timber window, main house 

Corrugated iron trademarks visible in various parts of the house include a version of 

the Lysaght Orb trademark, with the words 'galvanized tinned' beneath it, on the 

ceiling. Trademark Redcliffe' on the internal surfaces of the walls, and the faint 

remnants of a circular logo with the word 'Wolverhampton' and parts of the words 

[corrug]ate[d] iron' on the exterior south east corner of the building near the roofline. 

Another illegible logo is also visible on the east wall, closer to the front of the house 

(figure 2.13). 
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Figure 2.13: Illegible logo on exterior corrugated iron, main house 

Although Lysaght Orb is one of the more common brands of galvanised corrugated 

iron sheeting, it did go through a number of trade mark changes, beginning in 1 876 

when it was first registered. The inclusion of the words 'galvanized tinned beneath 

the brand instead of the word 'Australia', probably indicates that these sheets were 

manufactured in England. Unfortunately on present information they cannot be 

securely dated, although they are probably limited to the second half of the nineteenth 

century and certainly date to before 1926 (Robert Irving pers. comm.; Miles Lewis 

pers. comm.). Unfortunately, the version of the Redcliffe trademark can be even less 

securely dated. Although it was first registered in 1888, it was taken over by 

Lysaght's in 1902 and continued to be manufactured by them as their second quality 

iron throughout the twentieth century (Lewis nd, 15). The Wolverhampton brand is 

less common and could date to as early as 1880, although it was still in use in the 

1910s (Lewis nd, 27-28). 	This contained an emu motif, with the words 

Wolverhampton corrugated iron manufacturers' and 'Emu best galvanized tinned' 

above and below the logo respectively (Lewis nd, 28). 
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Inside the house, the cavernous interior roof space has been cleverly divided by the 

insertion of two lower internal ceilings across the eastern and western halves of the 

house. These ceilings are truncated rather than flat, and made from roughly sewn 

together squares of hessian sacking (figure 2.14). The interior walls were also made 

from hessian sacking, at least one section of which still has the original Waratah Flour 

trademark (figure 2.15). This was covered by layers of newspaper, as was the interior 

of the only surviving timber window. Various dates from the paper visible on the 

interior walls range from 1924 to 1947 (figure 2.16). Presumably the papering was 

periodically renewed with fresh sheets when the older ones became dirtied (figure 

2.17). 

'M 

4 

Figure 2.14: Interior ceiling and roof structure, main house 

Figure 2.15: Waratah flour trademark on internal wall, main house 
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Figure 2.17: Newspaper fragments on the interior walls of the main house 
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Detached kitchen. The kitchen is a slab and corrugated iron structure consisting of a 

single open room with two fireplaces at one end (see figure 2.18). Two doorways 

oppose each other in the north and south walls and there are no internal windows. 

The superstructure of the building is composed of round, bush pole uprights, with 

bush pole rafters, ceiling joists, collar ties and floor joists. The floorboards and the 

battens in the roof are both milled timber and the roof is of galvanised corrugated iron. 

Unfortunately, as with the main house, a large section of flooring from the central 

. 	 section of the kitchen has recently been removed, exposing the dirt floor beneath the 

structure. The kitchen is supported on low timber stumps and lots of relatively 

• 	recent rubbish is evident underneath the building. 

The \\estcrn  wall is the best preserved and clearly shows the onginal method of 

construction, with vertical timber slabs fixed with battens to the lower wall plate and 

corner uprights (figure 2.19). Two sections of the building (the southwestern corner 

and the northern wall) have had the external slabs replaced by corrugated iron sheeting. 

The central fireplace in the eastern wall has a hearth of brick and cement, while the 

tireplace to the north is simply a recessed corrugated iron chamber. This may have 

once been used to house a cast iron stove. Both are connected to a timber and 

corrugated iron chimney, with a low and rough rear fireplace wall of brick and cement 

mortar (fi('ure 2.20). 

• 
On some of the interior of the timber slabs on the rear (southern) wall of the kitchen 

there are well defined adze marks, although many of the interior wall surfaces have 

been covered by sheets of corrugated iron and pieces of plywood. The original ceiling 

of the kitchen was made from hessian sacks, although few remains of these now 

survive (figure 2.21). Slab surfaces on the interior of the kitchen were also covered 

with sheets of newspaper, sections of this still legible on the door post in the northern 

wall are dated to 1928, 1935, 1936, and 1945 (figure 2.22). On the same upright there 

are at least four layers of alternating newspaper and plain (brown?) paper (figure 

f 
	773) 

• 
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Finre 2.18: Kitchen interior 

Figure 2.19: Exterior western wall, kitchen 

Figure 2.20: Exterior eastern wall, kitchen 
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Figure 2.21: Interior walling of hessian sacking, kitchen 

Figure 2.22: Interior newspapering, kitchen 

Figure 2.23: Sequential layers of newspaper and plain paper, kitchen interior 
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Corrugated iron on the roof is marked with the trademarks 'Redcliffe' and Lysaght 

Orh. Both these forms of corrugated iron are quite common, this version of Lysaght 

Orb dating to either between 1934 and 1938, or to after 1950 (Panitz 1993, 114-116). 

As with the examples in the main house, the trademark for the Redcliffe brand cannot 

be more securely dated than the first half of this century. 

YurI: This small enclosed set of yards are located to the south of the house and are 

constructed mainly of bush saplings fixed to a rough framework of forked hush poles. 

The walls on two sides are constructed of vertical saplings, on the other two of 

horizontal saplings, and the'roof-  of the yard still has rafters and battens intact. The 

vertical saplings are wired onto the framework with thin gauge wire, the horizontal 

saplings are placed closely together and bolted to the frame. The northeast corner of 

the yards has been more completely enclosed with corrugated iron on the walls and 

roof (fi('ure 2.24). The only sawn timber in evidence is on the internal gate, although 

one re-used sawn timber plank forms part of the southern wall (figure 2.25). A re-

used timber slab (1 Oem thick) has been used to hold down the corrugated iron on the 

roof of the northeast corner. Inside, there is a small water trough. hewn out of a 

section of log (figure 2.26). Given the small scale and relatively enclosed structure of 

these yards. they may have been used as a pig stye. 

Figure 2.24: Yards, looking south 
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Figure 2.25: Yards, looking north 

Figure 2.26: Water trough in yards 

Barn: As with the other structures, the barn is manufactured from bush pole 

uprights, wall plates, rafters and ceiling joists, and sawn timber battens. All of the 

four corner uprights are naturally forked bush poles, of approximately the same height 

and diameter. Three of the exterior walls are of vertical timber slabs simply nailed to 

the upper and lower wall plates, one wall (the eastern) is of corrugated iron. The roof 

is also corrugated iron as are both the end roof gables. Half of the floor space of the 
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barn is raised and floored with milled timber boards, the other half of the barn is open 

to ground level. The floored section has been converted into a storage area for mineral 

samples by the last company to work this area. The remains of a tank stand are 

located beside the outside western wall. Three corrugated iron brands were visible on 

the sheets of the barn: a typical 'Lysaght Orb Australia' mark and 'Trademark 

Redcliffe' brand, and a third, unknown brand consisting of a crown trademark (similar 

to Redcliffe) contained within the centre of a band of two circles, themselves 

containing the word 'Australia'. This latter brand has not yet been identified. 

Car port: The car port at the rear of the main house is constructed of timber poles 

and galvanised corrugted iron. Much of the corrugated iron appears to have been re-

used. as various sheets are painted in different colours and show clear paint lines 

where they were once incorporated into another structure. While this is obviousl\ 

more recent in date than any of the other structures, it is not known at present 

whether it relates to the tail end of the Turner's occupation of the farm or to a later. 

more recent occupation period. The Turner farm was occupied by Alfred and Louisa 

Turner and their children, Alfred, Milly, Stanford and Arthur. Milly Turner was the 

last resident of Bismuth and lived there until her death in 1975 (Alt 1981. 76). 

There are several other features associated with the main structures: lines of collapsed 

paling fencing, an old orchard and other exotic plantings, and great quantities of recent 

'rubbish' left behind by the last company to mine nearby (Pacific Copper). A 

photograph of the Turner place in Alt (1981, 74), shows the family in the paddock 

between the house and the barn, with the barn and a line of paling fence in the 

background. A second timber and corrugated iron structure is shown immediately 

north of the barn (Rosen 1998, figure 3.3.3). An earlier photograph is more difficult 

to locate accurately and relate to the features recorded during the present survey 

(Rosen 1998, fi(--,ure 3.3.4). This shows two timber walled and bark roofed huts 

enclosed by a paling fence, with a third such structure seemingly located adjacent to 

them, but outside the fenceline. This is obviously much earlier than the photograph in 

Alt and suggests that the present structures are either replacements for earlier 
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structures, or that they have been extensively remodelled in later years. Further 

research would be necessary to determine this. 

Much of the recent rubbish consists of parts of mining machinery, much of it jerry- 

• rigged (for example the use of car axles and wheels as driving shafts, which also 

• presumably explains the 	large number of abandoned car bodies in the paddock 

between the house and the barn) and commercial drink bottles. 	Recent rubbish is also 

evident beneath the floor space of the main house and the detached kitchen. 

2.3.2 Tin Mining 

S 
Twenty-eight sites relating to tin mining were recorded during the survey. 	For the 

locations of these sites, refer to figure 2. 1. 

S 
T( 	aIIaroo Le1e (L.4 28) 

Overvievi' of operations: 	Wallaroo was one of the larger concerns in the Torrington • . 	. area, although of' the five big lodes in the district (Butler s. Dutchman. Curnows, • Hart's and the Wallaroo), it was the smallest. 	The Wallaroo is the most southerly of 

• the group of neighbouring outcropping tin lodes which also includes Curnow's, Hart's 

and the Dutchman. It was discovered by John Trewhella and party around 1881, and 

• by 1882 they were prospecting on an 80 acre block (Department of Mines Annual 

• Report 1882, 89). 	By 1883, the reef was offered for sale and in 1884 it was being 

prospected by Bray and Sons, who sank a shaft to 30 feet (Department of Mines 

Annual Report 1884, 98). Although no further official record of the site is made in the 

Department of Mines Annual Reports until 1924, there were at least twenty-two 

separate producers on this lode in the period between 1882 and 1950 (DMR Mineral 

Deposit Data Sheets for EA 28). Many of these were shortlived (averaging 3-4 

years), but some, in the 1920s, 30s and 40s spanned more than twenty years. When 

the site was acquired by H. H. Goodwin and P. Spicer in 1924, the No. I shaft was 

o 	down to 180 feet. They sold to Cumberland Caledonia Gold Mines in 1936, who 
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erected a milling and concentration plant containing three Wilfley tables, two Frue 

vanners and a huddle, a rock breaker and a ten-head stamper battery (Department of 

Mines Annual Report 1936. 5 1). They also began the sinking of a new shaft (Pyper 

1963. 14-15). and in the next twelve months erected 40 loot high poppet legs and 

crude ore bins, and connected the battery to the ore bins with an overhead tramline. 

Spicer's shaft was equipped with a winch and boiler. and they also erected a new 

power plant. and an engine house over the winch (Minin(,,, operations reports 1937.   

1938: Department of Mines Annual Report 1937. 65). This company probably 

closed down operations around 1941 (Pvper 1963. 15). 'Ihe plant built by CCGM 

was later acquired by the Mines Department and used asaGovernment battery for 

public crushing purposes. By 1946 the Government battery had been partiall\ 

dismantled and was re-erected at the New Butler's fin Mine (Mining Operatioim 

Report 1 946: (1rann\ Sherratt I nter\ IC\\ in  Rosen 1998.   128). 

1)ate Event 

1881 Reel discovered by .lohn Frewhella and party 

1882 lrewhella and party prospectino on an 80 acre block 

1 883 Reef offired for sale 

1884 Reef prospected by Bray and sons, Orst shaft sunk to 30 feet 

1882-1885 Worked by Watson and Company 

1882-1885 MI, 170 worked by Allen and Co 

1882-1885 ML302 and ML164 worked by J. Reid and Co 

1882-1885 ML169 and MLI7O worked by Wilson and Co 

1882-1885 ML 162 worked by Curnow and Co 

1882-1886 Worked by J. Coates and Co. 

1884-1886 ML309 worked by Coates, Fraser. Reid and Crane 

1888-1890 ML302 and ML 163 worked by L.C.R. Jones 

I 888'?-???? ML30 I worked by Fraser and Co. 

1892-1892 ML350 worked by J. R. Judge and another 

1906-1907 ML340 worked by R. R. Davidson 

1907-19 10 ML27 worked by Robert Porter 

1910-1912 ML340 and ML341 worked by C. Counter 

1919-??'?? Worked by D. Douglas 

1923-1934 Worked by W. Huchett 

1923-1948 Worked by P. F. Spicer 

1924 Site acquired by H. H. Goodwin and P. Spicer. No 1 shaft to 180 feet 
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1927-1928 Worked by H. H. Miller 

1927-1933 Worked by W. Blayney and S. Herbert 

1928 No 2 shaft sunk further 40 foot 

1929-19?? Worked by R. S. Davis 

1929-19?? Worked by P. Finnigan 

1933-1934 Worked by F. J. and R. W. Finch 

1936-1948 Worked by E. N. Thomas 

1936 Site acquired by Cumberland Caledonia Gold Mines 

Milling and concentration plant erected 

1937 New vertical shaft sunk to 270 feet 

Post 1937 Plant acquired by Government as Government battery 

1946 Batterv plant partially dismantled and moved to the New Butler's tin mine 

1950-1963? Worked by G. W. Gilbey 

Figure 2.27: Chronology for the Wallaroo site 

lrchaeologicul remains: The archaeological remains of the tin mining complex were 

dominated by two (possibly three) long lines of shafts extending along the line of lode 

(figure 2.28). In all twenty shafts were recorded. along with numerous pits. 

depressions and mullock heaps. One of these shafts (shaft number 20) was the main 

shaft put in by Cumberland Caledonia Gold Mines and is substantially larger than any 

of the earlier workings. Its large surrounding mound of mullock dominates the area 

and there is a large concrete foundation (approx. 2.5m x I .4rn), presumably for a 

pump or air compressor, to the northwest of the main shaft. Two clearings were also 

recorded at the northwestern extremity of the site, corresponding roughly to the 

location of the office on a 1963 map of the site prepared by Carpentaria Exploration 

(figure 2.29). 

Your of the earlier shafts (Nos. 4, 7. 9 and I I ) still have in situ timbering at ground 

level. On shaft 9 this takes the form of alternating layers of round bush poles, a 

common timbering technique used since the nineteenth century (figure 2.30). This 

shaft may correspond to the location of Spicer's shaft, sunk in the mid to late 1920s 

(see figure 2.29). The concrete machinery bases and floor foundations of the milling 

and concentration area are located to the east of the line of shafts. This consists of an 
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upper level of machinery bases beside an earth embankment, the slope of which grades 

into the uppermost concrete floor tier. Below this is a second tier, followed by a third 

tier, below which is a final level containing the buddle (figure 2.3 1). The buddle base 

is a distinctive material feature of this site and consists of a raised cement cone, 

approximately 1111 diameter, in the centre of a wide tat circle of ground, itself 

surrounded by a raised circular concrete edge. 

Figure 2.28: Plan of archaeological features, Wallaroo tin mine 
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Figure 2.29: 1963 map of the Wallaroo site 

Figure 2.30: In situ timbering on shaft number nine, Wallaroo tin mine 
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Figure 2.31: Central cone of buddle base 

An area below the buddle is heavily overgrown with blackberry and bracken fern and 

according to the 1963 map contained waste tailings from the concentration and milling 

process (figure 2.32). A single iron arch bar from a boiler fire grate was also located 

near the processing site. A concrete reservoir is located to the south of the milling and 

processing area. The reservoir measures 1 Om by 5m, the walls are 12cm thick and the 

depth of the reservoir is I .5rn (figure 2.33). Graffiti scratched on a corner of the 

reservoir reads Jl. .Jones and 'A. Potter', with a possible date of" 1931 (figure 2.34). 

Figure 2.32: Milling and concentrating complex, looking northeast. The 

buddle base is in the centre background. 
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Figure 2.33: Concrete reservoir 

Figure 2.34: Graffiti on upper reservoir wall surface 

A scatter of amethyst (purple) bottle glass, dark green bottle glass, brown bottle glass 

and possibly black bottle glass occurs on and near a large granite outcrop beside the 

main Torrington road. The track to the site runs through this scatter. On a 1944 lease 

plan a cottage is marked on ML 146, which is located directly beside the Torrington 

road (figure 2.35). The distinctive colour of the purple bottle glass results from the 

use of manganese to produce clear glass, which, when exposed to sunlight, is apt to 

discolour to amethyst. Although the cottage cannot be dated at present, the practice 

of adding manganese to glass was limited to the period between 1890 and 1916 

(llutchinson 1981, 22). 
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A water supply dam is located on ML 90 to the west of the main mine area, accessible 

along the Marven fire trail, on what is probably a tributary of Lottery Creek. This is 

quite large and is dammed with a concrete wall (figure 2.36). 
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Figure 2.35: Plan showing location of cottage beside present Torrington Rd 
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Figure 2.36: Dam on Lottery creek associated with Wallaroo tin mm 

J'C715. ('urnows Tin Mine (ELI 260) 

Overview of operations. Like the Wallaroo, Curnow's Tin Mine was one of the five 

largest operations at Torrington. Named after it discoverer Bob Curnow, it was 

worked first by the Great Britain Tin Mining Company, who, in 1881, sank a shaft to 

a depth of 104 feet on the crown of the hill (Department of Mines Annual Report 

1881, 102). In 1882 shafts were being sunk by contract, some of which had been sunk 

on the side of the hill (Came 1911, 128). By 1883 Curnow's lode had crossed the 

summit of a high ridge on the western side of Lottery Creek, and a crushing plant was 

to be erected to treat the ore (Came 1911, 128-129). After 1887, Curnow's was 

amalgamated with the Dutchman workings and specific references to it are rare. By 

1926 developments were so satisfactory that a separate company had been floated 

(the Curnow's Tin Mining Company) and a battery was being erected (Department of 

Mines Annual Report 1926, 28), and in the following year the new prospecting shaft 

was equipped with headgear and a complete winding and air-compressor plant 

(Department of Mines Annual Report 1927, 29). 
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Figure 2.37: The headframe at Curnow's, 1936. 

In the same year a ten-head stamper battery commenced crushing. George Trewhella 

remembered a five-head stamper being used originally, which was later doubled in size 

to a ten-head stamper. The original five-head battery was accompanied by Wilfley 

tables, Frue vanners and buddles (Interview in Alt 1981. 34). 

In 1927 a tunnel was driven onto the reef for 600 feet (Department of Mines Annual 

Report 1927, 48). This tunnel was located under the old main shaft on the top of the 

hill and although very good tin was found inside it, a new main shaft was eventually 

placed at the mouth of the adit (Alt 1981, 34). By 1937 a new semi-marine type 

boiler had been erected at the main hauling shaft, and the capacity of the water supply 

dam increased by raising the height of the banks 4 feet (Department of Mines Annual 

Report 1937, 65). A second new boiler was installed in 1944 (Glen Innes Examiner 

28/9/1944). Although it is not known when the mine closed, by 1953 all the 

machinery from Curnows had been sold and there was no prospect of any resumption 

of production (Glen Innes Examiner 9/9/1953). 
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The deepest level recorded by the Department of Mines Annual Reports for a shaft at 

the Curnow's mine was 800 feet in 1947, although others have claimed that it was 

sunk as deep as 1000 feet (Interview with George Trewhella in Alt 1981, 34). Geoff 

Finnigari (Interview 14/5/98), who worked at Curnow's during the 1930s remembers 

that although the Company sank the mine to the number 8 level and started on the 

number 9, they never completed it. 

Date Event 

1 881 Reef discovered by Bob Cumow 

1881 Worked by Great Britain Tin Mining Company (Long and Masters). 	Shaft sunk on 

crown of hill to 104 feet 

1882 Shafts sunk on contract, some on side of hill 

1881-1891 Worked by W. J. Weston 

1882-1885 Worked by John Reid 

1883 Crushing plant erected 

1887 Amalgamated with the Dutchman mine 

1926-1954 Worked by New England Mines Pty Ltd 

1926 Curnow's tin mining Co floated 

Battery and crushing plant erected 

1927 New prospecting shaft equipped with headgear and winding and air compressor unit. 

Tunnel driven onto reeo for 600 feet 

1937 New semi-marine boiler erected 

1944 New boiler erected 

1953 All machinery sold 

1965-1975 Worked by A. C. Martin 

Figure 2.38: Chronology for the Curnow's site 

Milling practice: The process of milling at Curnow's was recorded in 1936 by M. R. 

McKeown for the Chemical Engineering and Mining Review (8/9/1936, 429-430) 

(figure 2.39). Ore was trucked from the main shaft, crushed in a jaw type rock 

breaker, and delivered into the battery bin. The crushed ore was fed into the 10-head 

stamper battery and the pulp was classified into two products: coarse underfiow and 

fine overflow. Each of these were fed to separate Wilfley tables which produced 

concentrates (which were dried and bagged), middlings (which from the coarse tables 
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were sent to another Wilfley, and from the fines table to a Frue vanner), and combined 

tailings (sent to canvas strakes or blanket tables). The concentrates from the second 

stage Wilfley tables were collected and passed through a streaming box, while the 

concentrates from the strakes tables were collected by hand and, together with the 

Frue concentrate, were buddles. The firsts from this buddling stage were kieved and 

bagged, the seconds, together with the seconds from the streaming box, were fed to a 

grinding pan and returned to the buddle. 
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Figure 2.39: Flow chart for the Curnow's milling process 
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Archaeologiccil remains: The original area of workings lies of top of the hill behind 

the later processing area and plant (figure 2.40). There is a line of lode of at least six 

shafts, interspersed with shallow trenching, running from the crown of the hill down 

over the slope. The summit is reached by a winding switchback road, bordered on the 

lower slope with low, roughly stacked stone retaining walls. Two low concrete 

niachineiy bases on the summit of the hill, the smaller square one, measuring I in x 1 m, 

presumably for a pump or air compressor, the larger rectangular one (measuring 3.5m 

x I .8m) possibly for a winding engine. 
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Figure 2.40: Sketch plan of the Curnow's site 
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At the base of the hill below this line of lode is the adit leading into the ore body. 

This is angled at 600  and the entrance is up to 3.5m deep as it cuts through the granite 

outcrop (figure 2.41). Directly opposite the entrance of the adit is the main shaft 

sunk at least 800 feet. This has now been fenced off and capped with a concrete lid. 

A rectangular engine foundation is set perpendicularly to the axis of the main shaft. 

To the northwest of the main shaft are more heavily overgrown machinery bases and 

the body of a boiler (figure 2.42). The boiler drove the winding gear situated in the 

larger rectangular concrete base, which still contains the drum for the winch (figure 

2.43). The two low parallel concrete foundations opposite this were for the air 

compressor and are marked at the base with 1ngersoll Sargeant Drill Co., New York. 

To the rear of both of these is a stone fireplace base with the bases of two upright 

timber poles at either rear corner. This may have been used as a forge to sharpen the 

drill bits. although Geoff Fiirnigan recalls a hlacksmiths forge being located closer to 

the main shaft. almost immediately beside the entrance to the adit ( Interview 1 4/5/98). 

Figure 2.41: Entrance to adit, Curnow's Tin Mine 
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Figii re 2.42: Uoiler origina liv for driving winding gea F 

Figure 2.43: Winch drum for the winding gear 
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The main shaft is surrounded by in enormous pile of mullock. This heap is up to 2-

3m high and the base of the pile (up to I m) is carefully stacked to keep it clear of the 

road\\ av  which runs beside the heap. A tramway once ran from the shaft along the 

raised mound of this mullock heap across to the processing area. The line of this 

tramway is clearly visible and is bordered by timber poles. A single timber tramway 

support still stands in sin' at the end of the mullock heap (figure 2.44). Geoff 

F i nnigan saw the ore from the shaft being sorted here, the rubbish Ic ft behind (thro\\ n 

O\ or the side of the mullock heap) and anything good sent across to the mill (lntervie\\ 

14 

Figure 2.44: Tramway line and standing trestle support 

ftc mill area was run by two large boilers, the bases of which are still relatively intact 

(figure 2.45). All identifying trademarks or maker's plates are missing from the 

boilers. These boilers are quite different in their manufticture: boiler I is raised on 

brick plinths and is constructed in two sections: boiler 2 is set into a concrete 

foundation and is a single cylinder. The stacks to both boilers are lying in the grass 

nearby, some of these sections are manufhctured from welded 44 gallon drums. 
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Figure 2.45: Boiler bases above milling and concentrating area 

The processing area is arranged on four tiers, with various concrete machinery bases 

on each level. Some of the timber superstructure is still standing across this 

processing area, indicating the height of the original roof line (figure 2.46). In parts, 

the sides of the cutting are bordered by roughly stacked stone retaining walls and a 

large mullock heap is located in the northeast corner beside the highest level. This 

highest tier held the stamper battery, the next level down contained three Wilfley 

tables, with two more Wilfieys and a Frue vanner on the level beneath. Below that on 

the fourth tier is a round buddle base similar to that recorded at the Wallaroo (figure 

2.47). At the base of the second tier are two sets of square concrete hutches (figure 

2.48): one set containing five smaller square hutches and one larger rectangular luitch; 

the other containing three smaller square hutches. The tin from the tables was steered 

into these hutches, which were covered by locked steel grids, and when they had filled 

it was shovelled out, taken to the diying shed and dried in large, shallow iron pans 

(Geoff Finnigan Interview 14/5/98; McKeown 1936, 430). One of these pans is lying 

discarded in the grass beside the processing area. A small galvanised corrugated iron 

tank is located to the northwest of the processing area. 
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Figure 2.46: Milling/processing area, showing standing timber superstructure 

Figure 2.47: Central pivot of concrete buddle base 

,I_ • 	-. 
dr 	 - 

Figure 2.48: Hutches for collecting tin, Curnow's processing area 
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7'CH6. Dutchman Tin Mine (Eu 27) 

Overview at operations: The Dutchman lode was discovered and first prospected in 

1 875 and went on to become one of the five largest tin lodes on the Mole Tableland. 

Although it was worked only intermittently for the first few years. in 1 880 it was 

acquired by the Great Britain Tin-mining Company as part of an 800 acre lease 

(Department of Mines Annual Report 1880, 164). For the next two years the 

Company were engaged in sinking shafts, but in 1883, the property changed hands 

and the Dutchman Tin Lode Mining Company erected a 12-horse power engine, with 

five-head stamper battery. concentration plant consisting of six jiggers, four round 

buddies (two of them convex) and one dead huddle, a steam pump and a dam had 

been constructed (Came 1911. 131; Department of Mines Annual Report 1883, 104). 

The Annual Report for the Department of Mines (1883, 104) described the scene at 

the Dutchman in 1883: 

Ihe neiehbourhood has assumed a ver\ flourishing appearance: a large store has been erected 

br storing the Company's necessary supply of various materials required for working. Several 

neat cottages ha e also been built, one being the manager's residence and the others those 

occupied by the men, all of which have been constructed chiefly of sawn timber and covered 

with iron.... In the hack of the drive, and about 60 feet from No 2 shaft a tunnel is being put in 

at the side of the hill, which is intended to tap No I shaft 

All the crushing and vashing appliances, including the engine, were housed under a 

large iron shed, described as being 'well floored'. In addition. '[a] good tin house has 

been built of wooden frames and iron roof in which a large drying pan has been set; a 

blacksmith's shop and spacious store have also been constructed, and a good 

wcighbridge set. All the buildings occupied by the miners (who live very near the 

mine) are very comfortable, particularly the manager's, which is a snug four-roomed 

cottage' (Department of Mines Annual Report 1884. 98-99). 

By 1886, the mine had been sunk to a depth of 21 5 feet and in the following year the 

Dutchman and Curnow's mines were amalgamated. In 1889 new machinery had been 

erected (Department of Mines Annual Report 1886, 89; 1889, 135). and although the 
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precise nature of this machinery was not speci0ed, it may have included the Wilfle\ 

tables and vanners mentioned in an undated Mines Inspection Report (in Department 

of Mineral Resources Mineral Deposit Data Sheets File. Armidale). 13v the following 

Ncar the mine had been closed down. not to re-open until 1906.   when it was taken 

over by the Austral Tin Company of London (Alt 1981. 1 7: Department of Mines 

Annual Report 1890, 1031).  Plans dating to around this period show the relationship 

between the I )utchman and neighbouring mines, as well as sections through the 

\vorkines. 

Figure 2.49: ('ompoite of the Dutchman Lodes (Came 1911, 130 and MR1467) 
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The property changed hands again in 1912 when it was purchased by the Hart' s Tin-

mining Company. In the same year the Hart's Company erected a 'reduction plant' 

near their main shaft. containing an engine and boiler, a rock breaker. self-h.eder. 5-

bead battery. two classifiers, two Wililey tables. one Ferrares slime table, one Frue 

vanner and a Callow tank (Department of Mines Annual Report 1912. 53). In 1914 

the Dutchman and Hart's Mine were amalgamated (Department of' Mines Annual 

Report 1914. 57) and in 1919 a new dam was being built in the creek bed to solve the 

water problem (Department of Mines Annual Report 1919. 48). By 1920 this 

company had gone into liquidation, to he reconstructed as the New England Mining 

Company, and by 1922 a new main shaft was being sunk and equipped with hauling 

machinery (Department of Mines Annual Report 1920. 30: 1922. 34). The tllowing 

\car new poppet legs and a hauling plant were also constructed (Department of 

Mines Annual Report 1923. 28). 

S 

Figure 2.50: Main shaft at the Dutchman, 1936. The tramway to the mill is on 

the extreme right. 

The mine was not again mentioned officially until 1937 and in 1938 new poppet heads 

had been erected over the shaft. and a double-drum winding engine installed and 

equipped with new hoisting ropes. A new engine shed and a change house were also 

constructed. During this later phase. the ore was trucked along an elevated tramline to 

the ore-bin at 1-lart's battery (Department of Mines Annual Report 1938. 59). In 
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1945 the mine was once again closed down. although it continued to be worked on 

tribute. B! IP crc one of the last companies to mine here in the I 960s. 

Date Event 

I 875 Reel discovered 

876- I $85 Worked by J. Atkinson and A. A 	thonipson 

1877-1885 Worked by W. II. Henderson 

$80 l'ropert\ acquired by Great I3ritain 	tin Mining Compan\ 

I $80-I 887 Worked by W. H. Weston 

I $$ I -18$ I Worked by Dunstant 

I $82- I $84 Worked by II. M. Shaw and Company 

I $83 Property acquired by Dutchnian I in Lode Mm 	mo Conlpan\ 

13attei 	and concentration plant erected, cottages built 	or manager and workers 

1885-1888 Worked 	b\ 	.1. Rossi 

I $$7 l)utchnian and Curno\\ 	imalgainated 

I $$- I $0 Worked b\ J. \\eton  

1888- 1889 Worked by I?. J. Swvnr 

I $89 Machiner' 	erected (bar concentration plant? 

1890 Works closed, mine operated on tribute 

1890- 1893 Worked by J. CarE on 

I 904- I 99$ Worked b\ J. I3ooth 

1906 Property acquired by the Austral tin mining Compan\ 

190$- 1924 Worked by S. L. Bensusan 

19 I 0--???? Worked by J. Mackay 

19 10-1 954 Worked by G. II. Clark 

1912 Property acquired by Hart's Tin Mining Company 

Reduction p ant erected near 1-tarts main shaft 

1 9 I 4 I tarts and the Dutchni an amalgamated 

1919 Ne 	dam built 

I 920 Property acquired by the New England Mining Compan\ 

I 922 New main shaft being sunk 

I 9213 1-1 au Ii ng plant and poppet head erected 

1928- 1955 Worked by F. G. Dawson 

938 New winding engine and poppet head erected 

1945 Mine closed, continLied to he worked on tribute 

1954-? Worked by A. C. Martin 

1963- 19?? Worked by C. F. Pevv and F. C. lohin 

Figure 2.51: Chronology for the 1)utchman site 
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Tfillint process: 

The milling process at the Dutchman was extremely similar to that in use at the 

E'urnows tin mine. The Curnow's mill was the larger of the two and when 

McKeo\vn visited both sites in 1936, he used the Curnows processing system as 

representative of both (see figure 239). 

• 
:lichaeologicul reniams: The Dutchman is a complex of excavations following various 

lines 	of lode, 	along 	with 	associated 	mullock 	heaps 	and 	machinery. 	At 	the 

northernmost end of the site is the 	area of earliest \vorkinCs 	at 	the 	Dutchman. 

consistine of two lines of lode to the left of the access track. 	This lode has been • 
excavated 	as 	a 	series 	of shafts 	(some 	with 	in sitit 	timbering. 	see 	figure 	2.52). 

interspersed 	ith 	areas of more shallow trenching (figure 2.53). 	Ihis 	techifiquc 

prodUCCS a distinctive landscape feature. resulting in a series of pits separated by rock 

and earth '\valls'. forming a line which follows the angle of the lode through the 

landscape. 	Ihis line could have originally connected with another line of lode on 

roughly the same angle, now located across the access track and large mullock dump 

(see below). 	This original line of lode was known as the Dutchman No. 1. or Hart's • vein (see figure 2.49. • 
An overgrown track runs east from this area of workings and ends at a point above the 

creeklinc. The track ends at a fiat rock outcrop with two upright bolts (the largest 

80cm long and 3cm in diameter) approximately l 5cm apart. There is a length of coiled 

steel cable. a piece of metal piping and two timber planks scattered across this area. 

This may have been the site of a pumping station. 

• 
:\t the westernmost end of the original line of lode is a large square earth pit. 

approximately I 5.5m a side. supported along its rear (southern) edge by a stacked 

stone retaining wall (figure 2.54). This was the base for a reservoir which held water 

pumped up over the hill from the dam at Curnows, and presumably is the one referred 

to in 1912 as 'a reservoir on the top of the hill near the mine' from which water was 

pumped from Lottery Creek and siphoned down to the mill (I)epartrnent of Mines 
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Figure 2.52: In situ timbering on one shaft along the earliest line of lode 

mining at the Dutchman, Dutchman No. I 

Fi("ure 2.53: General view of the line of lode which has been followed with a 

series of shafts, trenches and pits, Dutchman No. I 

Annual Report 1912.  53). Originally, it had a clay base to prevent the water leakine 

out ((ieoft Finni(an Interview 14/5/98). Immediately beside the reservoir is the 

remains of a concrete magazine constructed around a large granite boulder (figure 2.55). 

This measures 3 .Sm x 3 Sm and is approximately I .8m high. The ma azine is sealed 

with a steel door. Adjacent to this structure is a smaller magazine, approximately 

60cm high. consisting of a brick box abutting a large granite boulder with angled cement 
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sides sloping up towards a flat roof (figure 2.56). The steel door to this is located on 

the ground nearby. Geoff Finnigan remembers the smaller magazine as being built 

hetbre the larger one which replaced it in the 1940s. The pay office was located 

slightly to the south of the smaller magazine (Interview 14/5/98). 

Figure 2.54: Retaining wall at rear of reservoir cutting 

Figure 2.55: Large concrete magazine, c1940s 
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Figure 2.56: Small concrete magazine 

On the other side of the access track from the original Dutchman workings are more 

recent shafts excavated by Bill and Fred Sherratt. These are timbered in the traditional 

fashion using alternate layers of round bush poles and partially enclosed with shcet 

of corrugated iron (figure 2.57). The mill for the Dutchman site was also located to 

the north of the access road, although the foundations for this are no longer visible 

because of the enormous quantity of mullock which has been deposited across th i 

area. This site was the one referred to as Hart's battery in 1938 (Department ot 

Mines Annual Report 1938. 59). as this and the northern section of 'the associated line 

of lode ( Dutchmans No I ) were once part of Harts N line, originally located on 

1-ienrv Hart's property (MLs 167 and 170). A partially buried boiler shell located 

beside two small machinery bases is all that marks this as the location for a mill (figure 

2.5(S). 

Figure 2.57: Timbering at the surface of more recent shafts 
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Figure 2.58: Boiler shell on site of mill area 

Immediately est of the maga7ine and pay office area is a second boiler shell from a 

('ornish boiler (ligure 2.9). It is in an extremely poor state of repair and has been 

reinoved 1mm its original toundations. Two concrete machinery bases are located 

beside this A raised tramway mound extends south from this location, the bases of 

the timber tramvav supports (angled inwards and approximately mi tall) are still 

visible in one section ( figure 2.60). 	This tramway originally ran between the 

Dutchman's shall and I fart's shall and mill. A second line of lode extends west from 

the tram\vav mound, which may have once been part of the original Dutchman No. I 

lode. This connects to the adit (known locally as 'Bat tunnel') at the base of the 

southern side of the hill. 

Further to the south are a third and fourth mined lode system. roughly parallel to each 

other. with some in silo timbering (figure 2.61). This is presumably the Dutchman 

No. 2 lode, or the Dutchman's veins. At the southernmost end of this lode is a deep 

fenced off shall (referred to by Geoff Finnigan as the Number 9) surrounded by 

iiii,illock. A third rivetted steel boiler is located adjacent to the Number 9 shall and is 

the best preserved of the three on site. This is still encased in its steel firebox lined 

with Orebricks and many of the valves and outlets on the top of the boiler are still 

attached (figure 2.62). Unfortunately there were no maker's plates or dooi's still 

attached to this boiler. 
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Figure 2.59: Cornish boiler shell adjacent to paY office area 

Figure 2.60: Raised tramway mound with base of timber trestles 

Figure 2.61: In situ timbering along line of lode, Dutchman's No. 2 
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Figure 2.62: Hoiler adjacent to the Number 9 shaft 

I)i root l\ behind the N urn her P shall are the remains of two metal shea\ es, or the 

piil le\ S from the \\ indian  apparatus for this shaft. Inch  is approximately 2.1 m in 

diameter and consist of spokes radiating from a central hub. 	At the outer 

ci cam Icrence the spokes were once kdncd h\ a round urn. grooved to NO the 

\vi]ldmp cable (flgure 2.63). 1 his rim is no longer intact and is only still present in 

n1all sections at the end of each spoke. On one of these pulle\ 5. some sections of the 

in ha\ e been rein forced 	ith iron strips bolted to the outside of the rim. 

Figure 2.63: Sheaves (pulleys) for the winding gear 
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I ist of the Number () shall and boiler is a possible surveyors portion boundary. 

I his is niarked by two lines of large stones intersecting in a T-shape. Reside this is a 

blazed tree which has had a rectangle (70cm x 15cm) of bark removed, although 

whether the portion boundary and scar are contemporary is unknown. Steel axes cuts 

are clearly visible at the top and bottom of the scar. 

[here is also i more recent campsite at the Dutchman, with the remains of a small 

ti tuber and corrugated iron hut and various artefactual remains (a gas fridge. a rough 

campfire with (, rate. and glass. ceramic, tin and other metal fragments) . Although this 

site cannot be securely dated at present. none of the artefactual remains appear older 

han tile I o)fifi 

1 	If - I/ill Plot I )rpo.if (P. l 02I 

his is a small scale hardrock mining site across an area approximately I Ohm in length. 

\vith asoeiatcd camp sites, rubbish dumps and alluvial \\ orkings  (figure 2.64). 

Recause all fiatures were contained within a relatively small area. they have been 

grouped together as a single site. No archival inforniation exists with which to 

interpret the activities at this site. apart from one refrrence in the DMR Mineral 

Deposit Data Sheets computer database to a C. Rowe working here in 1936. This 

corresponds with surlicial artefactual evidence which dates this site to a period post-

1 934 in date. The unusual feature of this site was that there was only one noticeable 

mul lock heap associated with the hardrock workings. 

[he first rubbish scatter, located on a large granite outcrop, contained fragments ol 

brown and clear bottle glass, rusted kerosene tins, food tins, oil cans, car parts, a 

rusted enamel howl and a galvanised iron laundry tub. a rusted hike frame, the springs 

from a bed base, and a kerosene lantern frame (figure 2.65). One brown glass bottle 

base was labelled 1 926'. although others are later in date and have the distinctive 

Australian Glass Manuficturing Company trademark with the '0' and the ' M 

contained within a large capital 'A'. This company was created around 1912-191 5. 
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S 
when the Melbourne Glass Bottle Works Company amalgamated with the Waterloo 

Glass Bottle Works. This particular version of their trademark was first used in 1 934 

and is still in use today (Arnold 1985, 29; Roycroft and Roycroft 1982, 46). The 

earliest AGM' trademark had the three letters superimposed on each other, whilst 

two intermediate forms placed them in a straight line (Arnold 1985, 27) (figure 2.66). 

S 
Close to this dump are a series of workings including a shaft capped with timber and 

corrugated iron, and a line of shallow trenches and pits. To the east of the rubbish 

scatter are the remains of what is possibly a stone fireplace base, roughly 2.8m x 3.5m 

and 50cm high (figure 2.67). This has been constructed beside a shallow trench. This 

may be a fireplace for a domestic structure. althouth because it is located beside an 

S 
extension of the workings. it may have been part of a fireplace used to sharpen drills. 

S 
. 	 Approximately lOOm to the west is a second rubbish dump, also located on a fiat 

granite outcrop. This contains a large quantity of broken clear, green and brown bottle 

glass. rusted food tins, kerosene tins, broken ceramic fragments. a rusted monkey 

wrench. two iron frying pans, an enamelled cookware lid and a metal name plate from 

a Tuckers Alarm Till, manufactured by Tucker and Dorsey? Ltd., Company, 

Indianapolis. USA (figure 2.68). Several of the clear bottle fragments have the 

Queensland Glass Manufacturer's trademark on their base, with the 'G' and the M' 

contained within a large capital Q', others have the post-I 934 AGM trademark. One 

bottle was embossed with Remains the property of R. M. Gow & Company. Ltd.', 

another with This bottle remains the property of W. C. Douglas Ltd. Sydney. An art 

deco door knob plate, an iron drill bit and fragments of piping and machinery parts 

were also part of this scatter. Adjacent to this scatter was one bottle base with an 

embossed date of'1967' on its base. A one metre deep trench and a shallow pit were 

5 	 also located beside this scatter. 

S 
To the southwest of the second rubbish scatter along the banks of the creekline 

(Flaggy Creek) is an area of shallow alluvial workings, containing many pits, up to Im 

in depth, with piles of associated tailings. 
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Hill Flat deposit site 
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Figure 2.65: some of the contents of the hrst rubbish scatter at EA 621 
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Figure 2.66: ACM trademarks and date ranges 
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Figure 2.67: Possible fireplace base, EA 621 

Figure 2.68: Some of the contents of the second rubbish dump at EA 621 
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TC'H8. Flaggy Creek alluvials, Torringion-Silent Grove Road 

East of EA 621 is another area of shallow alluvial workings. also on Flaggy Creek, but 

located beside the Torrington-Silent Grove Rd. These cover an area of approximately 

I OOm and consist of at least 12 pits, some up to I .5m deep, with associated tailings. 

l-larvcy Henley, geologist with 	the 	Department 	of Mineral 	Resources Armidale, 

recorded three small hardrock mines in this area, although none seem to correspond to . either area of shallow alluvial workings. 	This site at present cannot be positively 

correlated with one of Henley's. 

T('H9. 	A11,3I. Tungsten (EA 160 

I his site is located east of Black Swamp Creek and west of the 	I orrington-Silent 

Grove Road on the old Mining Lease 31. This was first officially applied for in 1907, 

although an original lease plan shows numerous huts and areas of old workings already 

there by this date. 	One of these huts was occupied by Jan Hin. a noted local figure 

and Chinese herbalist. 	A dam site registered to Jan Hin. two other huts, another 

Chinese registered dam site and a Chinese registered race are also shown on the plan • (ligure 2.69). 	Immediately south of this lease was ML72, first applied for in 1909. 

According to this plan. sluice boxes and an engine house. an  abandoned Chinese hut, a 

shed. another hut. three huts within a fenced garden belonging to Ah Tong and a 

miner's encampment. were all located in the vicinity. 

Domes/ic vile: This corresponds roughly to the location of Jan 1-un's and the two 

nearby huts, although the location of the two dam sites marked on the lease plan is 

more difficult to reconcile with the two dams there now. This may be due to either 

the fact that the capacity, shape or location of these dams have changed since 1907, or 

to the domestic debris being scattered in an area away from the site of an actual hut 

(i.e. it may mark the general location, rather than the specific site of one of the huts). 

f • 
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Figure 2.69: Composite lease plan information for 
ML31 (1907) and ML 72 (1909) 
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;\t the northern extremity of the site are two small dams and a scatter of unglazed 

earthenware, dark brown stoneware and light green (celadon) porcelain (figure 2.70). 

These are typical fragments of Chinese pottery 	and the scatter covers an area of 

roughly 50 metres. 	While there are some diagnostic neck and shoulder fragments 

among this scatter. many are too small to he positively identified in terms of the 

precise kind of vessel they originated from. 	The dark brown fragments are all storage 

container fragments. either from soy sauce containers (see figure 2.71 c and d: with a 

small pouring spout and narrow rolled-lip neck). liquor bottles (figure 2.71 a and b: 

without a pouring spout and with a flared neck). or from more general purpose food 

storage jars (figure 2.71 e). 	One fragment is the spout. another the lip of a neck and 

the largest sherd is a shoulder fragment. all from a type A soy sauce container. 	Four 

other fragments are neck fragments from general purpose storage jars. 	These are all 

varieties of utilitarian brownware. some of the most common artefacts found 	on 

nineteenth and eaulv twentieth century Chinese mining sites (Wegars 1988,   44) (fi(—Iure 

2.72). 	Brownwares were produced by many independent potters in southern China, 

and although the\ 	all conlormed to an idealised harm. they 	were seldom identical in 

dimensions. glazes. quality or finish. 	Brown\vare is a common ware and is usually 

overlooked in the literature on Chinese ceramics which tends to focus exclusively on 

porcelais (Martin 1996.   43). 

f'he green celadon fragments include three base fragments. two with characteristic blue 

trademarks on the base (figure 2.73). and a variety of curved body sherds. Celadon is 

a variety of porcelain with a thick pale green glaze both inside and outside. It has been 

manufactured in China since at least 800AD and was widely prized because of its 

beauty and resemblance to jade (Martin 1996. 44). The trademarks on the two base 

sherds have not been positively identified as yet, although rice bowls were commonly 

made with all underglaze blue maker's mark on the base (Martin 1996. 44: Wegars 

1988.   47). Celadon functioned almost exclusively as tableware and was extremely 

popular with nineteenth century Chinese immigrants. Similar fragments have been 

found in nineteenth century mining sites elsewhere is Australia. as well as in New 

Zealand. British Columbia and the United States (Martin 1996, 44: Wegars 1988). 
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Figure 2.70: Chinese pottery fragments located near upper dam site, Tungsten 

fl L 
a 	b 	c 	 d 

0 	 20cm 

a & b: Liquor bottles; c & d: Soy sauce pots; 
e & f: Shouldered food jars; g-i: Straight-sided jars. 

Figure 2.71: T'vpical Chinese hrownware forms, after Wegars 1988, figure 1 
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Figure 2.72: Chinese brownware recovered from sites at the Gulf, Tern and 

Rex Clifford collection 

Figure 2.73: Celadon base sherds, Tungsten 
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Also on this site are fragments of light green. dark green. and clear green bottle glass. 

One dark green base has the high push-up characteristic of early wine bottles (figure 

2.74) and a clear green neck fragment has a single collar ring seal, roughly dating it to 

pre- 1920 (see fi(-Yure 2.74). Sinufle collar rim-,  seals were common on a variety of 

bottles up to ci 900- 1 920. With improvements in bottle manufacturing technolog%. 

however, the ring seal was largely replaced by crown seals, which became common 

after 1920 (Boow 1991. 68-70). One dark green wine bottle base looked as if it had 

been deliberately removed from the body of the bottle. It consisted of the high central 

push-up. with only a shallow rim. 1cm in height. remaining from the body of the 

bottle. The edge on this rim was both smooth and relatively even. Although it is 

known that the Chinese ollen cut clown portions of bottles to convert them into 

opium lamp co crs (\\c(_Tars 1988. 47). this particular fragments has not Yet been 

positi\cl\ icicnhi lied. 

Figure 2.74: I)ark green wine bottle typical of many found on sites in the 

Torrington study area. This has a high push up base and a single collar ring 

seal. Courtesy Terry Clifford. 
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.1lhivial ii'orkings: In the bed of Black Swamp Creek to the west of the domestic 

artefact scatter are two races and several small piles of tailings along the margin of the 

races. These two races split off from a common beginning and diverge around a central 

island' before rejoining approximately 100 metres downstream. In parts the races are 

narrow rock cut channels (figure 2.75), the most westerly one is up to 1.71n deep in 

1arts and contains sections of stacked stone walling inside the wall of the race (figure 

2.76). Large tailings stones have also been stacked along the top of the races in some 

sections (figure 2.77). 

Figure 2.75: View along the western race looking northwest 

Figure 2.76: Western race looking northwest. Note stacked stone retaining 

wall in centre of photograph (indicated by arrow) 
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Figure 2.77: Stacked tailings along top of race 

fhis area was worked and reworked periodically and races are shown on at least two 

other lease plans. One, dated to 1933, shows the 'applicant's tail race' in the same 

vicinity as the TCH9 races, while another, dated to 1936, shows two other races 

slightly further south (figure 2.78). While this area was obviously heavily worked by 

Chinese miners (including Jan 1-un. Ah Tong and Ah Yick), it was also worked by 

Europeans, who both sluiced and dredged here as well. It is impossible to tell whether 

the races recorded at TCH9 were built by Chinese or European miners as, to date, 

there are no known archaeological methods by which to distinguish between the work 

of the two cultural groups. In appearance these races are very similar to the race 

recorded at Camp Gully, which oral history suggests was built by Chinese alluvial 

miners, however it is impossible to he certain. 

T(JiI 0. ('einelert, Tzinc.sien 

This houses the graves of at least seven people. including Joe Bates, the discoverer of 

the Forrington tin lode, who died in 1924, and various members of the Carter family. 

who were originally managers of the outstation at Tungsten, but who later found and 

worked Carter's lode. William and Catherine Carter (who died in 1922 and 1930 

respectively), James Carter (1932), George Carter (1932) and Emily Cecilia Carter 
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S 
(1977) are all buried here. A largely unknown burial, marked simply as 'Forde' is also 

interred here. 

S 
i'C'FIl I. Bismuth toii'ii 

S 
The township of Bismuth was scattered across a wide area and, at its peak, contained 

a school, post office, shop, bakery and a hall and billiard room. There were no formed 

. 	 streets (Alt 1981, 77). Granny Sherratt, born in 1912 as the younger of William and 

Elizabeth Toy's two children, remembers at least fifty houses at Bismuth, made from 
S 

nondurable materials such as bark or timber weatherboard (Interview in Rosen 1998,   

S 
. 	 126). The post office at Bismuth may have been typical of such structures: from the 

photograph in Alt (1981. 56). it appears to be constructed of timber clapboard, while 

S 	 •0• 	 . 

beside it is a hut with bark walls and root. The archaeological features located dunng 

the present survey include elements possibly representing residential sites (mounds, 

fireplace remains or old fncelines), many bottle collector's pits and a mine site (see 

Bismuth Mine iC1432) (figure 2.78a). Figure 2.78b is an overlay of the main 

archaeological data with historical features known to have existed on the site from 

S 	mining lease plans. Given the unreliability of old survey information and the possible 

inaccuracies accruing from the use of a compass and pacing survey technique, this 

overlay presents the best line of fit only. 

S 

Most of the domestic debris observable across this site is the result of excavations by 

collectors souveniring items from old rubbish pits. There are at least 16 illegal 

5 	excavation pits scattered across the old township site, and there are probably many 

more. Some of these pits are quite large, the largest being square shaped and possibly 

S 	excavated mechanically. In all 16 examples, large quantities of broken and rejected 

domestic artefacts. including bottles, plates, teapots, earthenware vessels, chamber 

pots, and vases are scattered in and around the margins of each pit (figure 2.79). 

S 
Twelve features were located which could mark the location of residential sites within 

the township. TCH1 I/I is a low earth mound with a rough border of large stones 
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Figure 2.79: Typical domestic artefacts scattered around the margins of bottle 

collector's pits 

alone its western end. located near several collector's pits and beside a track leading 

west of')' the Fielder's 1 Jill track. 	ICI-I 11 2 is a low stone fireplace base (roughly 

0cm tall) on a low earth mound. At the northwestern end of the mound is a pile of 

large stones. 'IC 1111 	is two h-shaped lines of large stones set at ground level. 

[here is no mound associated with these l'eatures. but because they appear to 

delineate two corners (i.e. they are located opposite to each other and each marks a 

right angle'. they may indicate the foundations of a single larger structure. [Cl -Ill /4 is 

the most readily recognisable residential Rature. It represents the remains of a garden 

pathway located just to the cast of the l"iclders Hill access track (figure 2.80). This 

consists of parallel lines of single stones approximately I .2m apart harming a cross 

shape. Immediately northeast of this feature is a square depression. with upright 

timber planks lining the inside walls on We sides. This may be the remains of a \vell 

or privY (figure 2.81). 

IC III P5 are two parallel low earth mounds in the centre of a large cleared area. 

These are approximately ten metres apart and are apy-oxViately 10cm high. At the 

northwestern end is a pile of rock rubble. 'l'Cl 111/6 are three stone fireplace bases 
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located at the eastern end of' the mounds in iC! 111/5 TEl-I 11 /6a has a Stone floor as 

well as square stones placed around three sides (figure 2.82). and TCH1 1/6b is a 

square mound with large stones along the rear and down both sides. TCHI 1/6c is less 

regularly shaped and has lots of stone rubble scattered around it. Together, these 

three fireplaces are arranged roughly in a line, although they are not all oriented to the 

same direction (see figure 2.83).  

Figure 2.80: Remnant of garden pathway 

Figure 2.81: Possible privy or well pit 
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[fl-I I I 17 consists of t\VO more fireplace bases. approximately 28m to the south of 

'1-Il I 6. [('1 III /7a is an irregularly shaped stone feature. roughlY square. with large 

quantities of rock rubble surroundin(21 it. 	[CH 11 /7b. while also scattered with rock 

rubble. is more definitely square shaped and located on a lo\\ earth  mound. 	It 

measures rouuhlv 1.4111 x I .7m. [('I I I I 8 is another possible hut site. consisting of a 

rouchl\ C U\ ed I inc of stones beside a square stone feature containing a large scatter of 

broken hiown bottle class and ceramic fracments (a possible bottle collector s pit?). 

Cl-I 1! 1 I is a more definite fireplace base. with a stone floor surrounded by large flat 

slabs (figur 	. e $4). 

Figure 2.84: Fireplace base TC'HhI/ll, Bismuth 

1(111 1 1 0 is possibly the remains of the Bismuth school site. It is located beside an 

old line of ,  fencing at the eastern most extremity of the Bismuth township site. ftc 

Bismuth School is shown on old photographs as being a hark a aIled structure. with a 

bark and split slab chimne\ and a calvanised corrugated iron roof (see figure 5.0.6 in 

Rosen 1998).  
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At the front (north) of the site are two shaped gate posts. approximately 12 metres 

apart and 1 .3 metres tall ( ligure 2.85). Both are squared timber posts shaped to a 

point on top. At the rear of the site is a line of seven fnce posts. the two at the most 

easterly end also gateposts. I .7m high and closed by a single rail (ligure 2.86). 

Notches cut into opposing sides ol these posts accommodated a single slip rail 3m 

above the ground. The lenceposts beside these are much shorter (only I 3m) and are 

drilled with two holes to accommOdate a two strand wire knce. [wo post holes line 

up with these fenceposts and possibly mark the western extremity of the site. Inside 

the school site is a small in silli brick footing, possibly of a step and therefore 

presumably located before an access door. composed of two bricks laid side by side 

and surrounded by a scatter of bricks, mortar and stone rubble. 

Figure 2.85: Shaped gate posts at front of school site, Bismuth 

Figure 2.86: Gate posts and gateway at rear of school site, Bismuth. Note 

smaller fence post to right of right hand gate post. 
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To the west of the school site is an old property boundary marked by a row of five 

• standing and several thilen posts split timber fenceposts (ICR 11/9). each with five 

drilled holes to accommodate a wire line. 

;\loni1 the Fielders Ihil boundary fence to the west of the main town site are another 

series of bottle collector's excavations and artefact scatters. 	A laree bottle collector's 

dump is located near the Fielder's 1-lill gate and contains a wide variety of domestic 

debris. includin 	a ceramic cog cup, an enamelled lid, earthenware pouring ink container • 
fragments, and clear, dark green and amethyst bottle fragments. 	Further north along 

the boundary fence are the remnants of a set of old yards (TCI-1 11/14). 	These were 

post and rail, with notches for four rails, and only five are still standing. 	Nearby is a 

half of an old ship's tank and the top plate of a cast iron stove. • 
Opposite these is an uprieht timber pole structure with a cement slab at one end and a 

• - I drain in the centre (I (JI I 1; 1 ). suggesting a use as a shower or washing block (tigure 

2.7). 	[his is in ver\ 	coed condition compared to the other timber structures in the 

study area, suggesting that it is relatively recent in age. A stone fireplace base is 

located to the south of this structure, as well as a bottle glass scatter, with many of 

the beer bottles embossed \vitll dates ranging from 1926 to 1928.   One bottle base is 

from a [enterfield lemonade bottle (P. .1. Imberger. Tenterfield) and another has the 

A( iM trademark arranged in a straight line, indicating a date of 1 923-1930. A huge 

variety of artefacts are scattered around the timber structure. including a cast iron bed 

head, pieces of cast iron stove, hinges, a second ship's tank, an old watering can. door 

locks, a sieve, and relatively recent rubbish (c20-40 years old), including 44 gallon 

drums. fragments of electric ceramic jugs, plates. bowls. mugs and two beer bottles 

embossed with the date '1 97'. 
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Figure 2.87: Timber structure TCI-111115, near Fielder's 1-1111 boundary fence 

T( 7/12. 1 uI! (ioek ulI,o'iul.v u/u! iit'e iio 

[his site is located between the arms of Back and Wall Creek. approximately 4km 

north o I' the site of lungstcn. I here were apparentlY five graves here at one stago of 

three adults and two children who had died in a flu epidemic at the end of World War I 

(John (irilTev pers. comm.). Although one grave site is marked by a low mound and a 

few large stones. no other grave sites are visible, and without specialist knowledge (ie. 

already having been shown the site), the one grave site 'a hich is still visible would be 

unrecognisable (flgure 2.89). 

Figure 2.88: Post VWl European gravesite on Back Creek 
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Near the grave site there are alluvial workings running for at least lOOm both north and 

south along Wall Creek. These are along the very margins of the creek and are marked 

by a series of alluvial tailings heaps in the creek bed and on the creek banks. Between 

the grave site and Wall Creek is a domestic artefact scatter containing large dark green 

and clear bottle fragments and a rusted shovel blade. This is from an old style of 

shovel, with the shaft made in two sections rivetted together to grip the wooden 

handle (fi(-Iure 2.89). Later forms are made with a siigle shaft piece which wraps 

around the handle. The dark green glass is mostly from typical wine bottles, with a 

large kick-up base and a single collar ring seal. Although the presence of these would 

tend to date the site to pre- 1920,   at least one bottle neck was also sealed with a crown 

seal which would tend to sugest a date of at least 1920. Althouuh in ineral leases are 

known to have existed over all of this area. no specific plans were located relatinc to 

the area of the crave site. Plans sliehtiv further southwest indicate that mmmc in this 

\ieinitv began as early as 1908. but at present no further historical information is 

known specifically for this site. 

Figure 2.89: Old shovel blade near grave site between Back and Wall Creeks. 
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T( '111$. Back and W(ill (reck 7ode 0JRI 77) 

This site is located at the junction of Back and Wall Creeks and is referred to by Some 

locals as the Yowie Mine'. It contains a series of shafts. a haul road and a processing 

area (ihture 2.90). Ihere are a collection of three shafts at the northern extreniitv of' 

the site and another shaft to the west, all on the edge of the gorge, and a further shall 

to the east. The processing area Shows evidence of at least two different periods of 

working this site: with earlier, older concrete machinery bases side by side with more 

recent bases. The concrete is distinctly different in each case, the older concrete also 

having been used for the floor. The Department of Mineral Resources Mineral 

Deposit Data Sheet for this lode records an S. Spinks as mining here from 1 91 5-1920 

and .lellis. Thomas and Smith working the site in 1967. although Edwin Smith also 

worked here in the 1970s.   which may correlate with the two different processine 

periods. 

I he pcssmg area is constructed on three levels, the upper and middle levels both 

vith concrete floors, the lower level merely a flat earth clearing bordered on both edges 

b\ roughly stacked stone retaining walls. A shallow trench drain leads from this area 

northeast towards the creekline. The uppermost tier has eight machinery bases 

constructed from the older kind of concrete, and one from the newer kind. 

Presumably this was the level of the stampers, so this arrangement reflects two 

different stamper batteries having existed on this site. When the site was re-used at a 

later date. the existing concrete bases were simply added to with newer versions. A 

battery was removed from this site in 1997 by a group of locals, some of' whom were 

involved in various capacities during the 1960s   working of the site, and who were 

aware that this was not the original battery, but a much smaller, more recent version 

(see Volume I. section 6.2 for further discussion on this issue). At the base of the 

junction of the second and third tiers is a line of four tin hutches, each linked to the 

one beside it bv a small bore inlet/outlet pipe near the surface (flgui'e 2.91). 
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Figure 2.91: Processing area looking southwest 

Other features arc also associated \vitll the processing area: a mullock heap bordering 

the drain leading to the creek. a large flat mound to the north of the processing site, 

and a concrete base with a rectangular pit beside a clearing bordered by a stacked stone 

retaining \\ all  to the west. 	An old haul road leads up to the general area of this 

cleanng and retainina \\all  Irom the south. the section of road which runs parallel to 

the edge o the Back Creek corge being bordered b\ a stacked stone retaining wall. \ 

\Volselev pump is still in v/hi on the banks of the creek, directly below the drain outlet 

(figure 2.92). This still hears a maker's Plate: WOLSELEY SI IEEP SHEARING 

N4ACJ LINE COMPANY III). BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND'. Established in 

Melbourne in 1885, the \kolselev company manufactured both petrol and oil engines 

from the early I 900s until 1930 (Simpson and Simpson 1988. 150). 

Figure 2.92: Wolseley pump on creek bank 
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R /114. Buck I Vu/I ('icck ullin'iu/s 

I ocated lurther east of,  IR6. this is a concrete dam wall across the width of Back 

Creek (IC! 114/1 ). This has been built in sections by pouring concrete between timber 

planks and looks very similar to the darn on Camp Gull\ (IC! 13 1) (figure 2.93). The 

swill has been patched in places and the westernmost section is still intact, although 

the centre section has been washed away by water flow. In the central part of the 

Jam. on the northern side of the wall are two post holes set into concrete. presumably 

once part of the water release mechanism A possible tailings mound is located beside 

the intact section of dam wall. 

Figure 2.93: Concrete (lani wall across Back Creek 

Although 	no 	actual 	alluvial 	workings 	were located (possihl\ a 	result of 	heavy 

\ e(_, etation overgrowth along the creek banks). to the west of the darn is an artefrict 

scatter. presumably once associated with a domestic structure (l('H 14/2). 	[his 

scatter is located on the surfrce of a large fiat granite exposure and. although no 

positive traces of a structure were located, a scattered mound of' fiat stone slabs marks 

the possible location of a fireplace (figure 2.94). The artefact scatter contains clear 

glass and green glass bottle fragments. kerosene tin fragments. a wide-mouthed 
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enamelled tin mtli 'wire handle (figure 2.95), an octagonal tin storage container, and 

itmerous tin cans. One of the bottle bases has the AGM trademark arranged in a 

straieht line. indicatine a date of between 1923 and 1 930. confirmed by other 

fragments from screw top bottles which indicate a date of post- 1 920 (l3oow 1 99 1. 

1). Some fragments have the post 1930 AGM trademark. 

Figure 2.94: Possible fireplace base, hut site TCH14/2 

Figure 2.95: Wire handled enamelled tin, TCIII4/2 
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S 
No historical information exists as to the date of this site. The similarity between the 

darn site here and the site on Camp Gully however suggests a possible Chinese origin 

for the dam site at least, although the hut site showed no evidence for Chinese 

occupation. 

S 
TCHI5. Back ('reek huts (Binçthi,) 

S 
This site is actually two hut sites. one beside the access track, the other 

approximately 151n away. The hut site closest to the track has a concrete floor slab 

and intact timbering at its western and eastern ends. Near this is a relatively recent 

rubbish dump. containing aluminium cans and glass beer bottles marked 1975' and 

S 	
- I 976. and a second scatter of rubbish containing a round galvanised iron laundry tub. 

round kerosene tins and numerous rusted tin cans. The body ftom a child s peddle go-

kart (since removed from the site) is also located beside the first hut. 

S 

lhc second hut is located to the north of this area. beside a large granite outcrop. This 

looks as if. at one stage. it was used as a workshop area. given the large quantitY of car 

parts and tools scattered around this site. The hut site itself is a shallow depression 

measuring 7m x 4.5m. with stacked stone at the northern end encasing the remains of a 

S 	 cast iron stove and open fireplace. These are constructed beside one another and take 

S 	 up the width of the hut (figure 2.96). The stove is embossed with Metters New 

Ro\alNo.3. 

S 

5 	 The timber superstructure for this hut has collapsed and is scattered across the site. 

5 	 lo the north of the stove and fireplace are numerous artefacts. including half a wrench 

5 	 head. the end of a wood saw. two internal clock mechanisms. fragments of corrugated 

5 	 iron. car valves and springs, parking lights, beer bottles embossed with dates ranging 

from 1 958_ 1964, and clear and brown glass bottle fragments. Further north still is the 

remains of the top cooking plate and one door from a second cast iron stove. This has 

no maker's marks upon it although the door is embossed with a floral design. 

S 
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Figure 2.96: tIut 2, showing stone fireplace and cast iron stove hod' 

so historical intbrmation has been located which provides a context for this site. 

1 mm the archaeological remains the second hut may have been the original domestic 

structure here, later converted to a workshop when the concrete floored hut was built. 

[he site was certainly occupied in the I o)5Q,  60s and 70s. aithouch a maximum age 

or it is vet to be established. 

R If! . 131u117eiuini u//io'icil.c 

I ike the other major creeks in the area, alluvial deposits along Blatherarm Creek have 

been worked since at least 1875. as in that year the Mining Registrar was able to 

report that Blatherarm (among others) had been worked more or less profitably 'hut 

all large operations ... have long since entirely ceased, both on account of the fhll in the 

tin market, and also the very limited supply of water usually found on the Tableland' 

Department of Mines Annual Report 1875, 107). Being one of the earliest 

prospected areas. Blatherarm has probably been worked on and off for over 120 

years, although specific references to the occupants and location of workings here are 

scarce. B'e 1879 Messrs. Stacev Brothers were doing 'a good deal of quiet steady 
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work at Blather Arm samp, continuing to work here until 1883 (Department of 

Mines Annual Report 1879, 155 1883. 103). Production must have decreased during 

this period, because by the following year only a few Chinese were described as 

working here (Department of Mines Annual Report 1884. 99). Blatherarm was not 

referred to again in the Department of Mines Annual Reports until 1 91 8. when 

George Clark was described as working one of the first lode deposits here: working 

on an area at Blatherarrn. Clark raised 25 tons of ore. his work consisting of sinking 

five shafts from 25 to 30 feet deep (Department of Mines Annual Report 1918. 45). 

Thomas Bollinger operated a wolfram and bervi prospect on Blather Arm Creek in the 

1950s.   some 2km south of the Blather Arm fossicking area. This prospect had been 

initially worked during the 1920s   and was located in an area which had already been 

extensively sluiced for alluvial tin (Mine Record 2864). 

1 he archaeological site is located on Blather Creek on old Mining Leases 8 and 9. in an 

tic. i \\ hich  is one of the toe ii points for t cci c tion ii lossicktng in I Ott inaton 	I hc. • 
entire creek bed has been heavily worked and re-\vorked. resulting in a landscape with 

extensive gullving and tailings heaps. Not all of this working is recent. and there are 

two possible hut sites associated with this area. One is located approximately 10111 

from the access track to the creek and is a low stacked stone base. I .4rn square (figure 

2.97a). The other is located further to the north on a large flat stone outcrop and 

consists of a roughly square shape outlined by stone rubble. measuring approximately 

2.8m x 4.3m (figure 2.97h). • 
As no mining lease plans for MLs 8 and 9 have been so far identified. no precise 

historical information has been located to positively identify or date these hut sites. 

although oral history may provide further clues as to their origins. Dating on the basis 

of surficial evidence alone is complicated by the fact that Blatherarm Creek has been 

worked for alluvial tin since the early I 870s. While these sites do not appear to he 

particularly old, given the long length of time over which the Blatherarm alluvials have 

been fossicked (over 120 years), and assuming that this activity has been more or less 

continual, it is impossible to even tie them down to a particular decade. 
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Figure 2.97: Possible stone fireplace bases at Blatherarm fossicking area 

IC /JI -. BIuiIic'r /17)? xl oiie 

I ocated ofT the filatherarm lire trail, this site has four stacked stone fireplace bases 

located on a wide flat granite outcrop in an area roughly 7m across. Only one of these 

is substantially intact----it is roughl\ stacked with a large stone lintel and a stone 

rubble 'roo 1". and measures 2m x 1 3111 and is I m high (figure 2.96). Fireplaces 2 and 3 

are largely rubble, although 2 still maintains its square shape. Fragments of solarised 

amethyst bottle glass. dark green bottle glass. and a rusted harness buckle are scattered 

inside this fireplace base. Fireplace 4 is mostly intact, maintaining its shape. roughly 

1 .4m x 1 m square and 50cm high (figure 2.98) .An area of trenching is located beneath 

fireplace 2. and a fifth mound of stones is located to the east of the other four bases. 

\Vhether or not these are all actually fireplaces is unknown—there is no evidence of 

burnine in the one intact stone base. and all others are either collapsed or filled with 

dirt and vegetation. Given that base number I has a stone roof', as well as a stone floor 

d 	alls, sests tat t was ot used for dryi 	tin, but was perhaps instead usedwgg 	 ng  

for storage (for an explosives box?), although there is also no evidence for a door ever 

having been attached to the opening. No precise historical infbrmation has been 
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located which relates to this site. so  as yet these structures cannot be identified more 

positively. 

Figure 2.98: Stone bases, Blatherarm 

TCIJIS. Kuiliida Ywikee lo(/ex (LV 0110-0113) 

()t'en/eu o/operaIions: This site is located at the Gulf and includes a number of 

separate areas and periods of workings on the Kathida colluvials and the southwest 

and northeast Yankee lodes. The history of workings for this place is quite difficult to 

unravel. as many different groups and separate individuals worked sections of the 

overall Yankee lode. In 1883 this lode consisted of three principal veins: a western, an 

eastern and a middle vein, although by 1972 some 14 roughly parallel lodes had been 

mapped (Weher 1974. 371). 

The area was first worked in 1878 when Wilcox. Webb and party began prospecting 

ss ork half a mile south of the Gulf Lode Tin-mining Company's property, on a 

property simply described as the Yankee lode (Department of Mines Annual Report 

1878. 129). In the same year. Messrs. Coghlan, Clifford and party also discovered a 

tin lode on their lease three-quarters of a mile north-east of Wilcox and party 
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(Department of Mines Annual Report 1878. 129). although only a little work was 

done on this lode over the next few years. Wilcox's Garden shall is one of the earliest 

shafts at the Gulf. and is probably the shall from which T. W. F. David took 

specimens in 1 883-84 to give to the Smithsonian Museum in Washington I).0 (Terry 

('lifford interview 28/4/98). Another early lode at the Gulf. which is marked on the 

1 878 sketch map of Vegetable Creek (see figure 2.1 ). to the north of Clifford and 

partY and the Yankee. is Agnew's lode, although no corroborating historical 

in formation for this lode is known. 

J. H. (Iranev and Company were also working the Yankee lode from 1 882 until 1886. 

in the process sinking several shafts (Department of Mines Annual Report 1882. 91). 

although whether they had taken over from. or were working beside Wilcox's party, is 

unknown. Granev and Company also employed two parties of Chinese tributors to 

work their block and. despite a drought which hit the area in 1883. were still able to 

clear [1 00 per month (Department of Mines Annual Report 1 883. 102). 

\othing else is recorded for theses mines until 1937. when the Kathida 1in Mining 

Syndicate acquired the Yankee Lode Mine (Department of,  Mines Annual Report 

1937. 64). In the same year. R. and S. Wilcox were working M1-609. a portion of the 

Yankee lode, while Francis and Henry I liggins. with a party of 12 miners, were 

workingMineral Claim 880. an adjoining area of eight acres (Department of Mines 

Anival Report 1938. 58: Morgan 1937). In the following year. the Great Northern 

Tin Mines Company erected mining and milling machiner\ on the Kathida NI inc 

(Department of N'Iines Annual Report 1 939. 52). 

l/c/iueo/oicvl/ reniuiiiv: This site consists of three parallel veins, mined with the 

typical combination of shallow pits, trenches and shafts, an in v/lu Babcock and 

Wilcox boiler and associated machinery and several relatively recent shafts (figure 

2.99). The area of oldest workings on this site is to the southwest, and contains 

several shafts excavated prior to World War I. including Wilcox's garden shaft. which 
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[he Babcock and Wilcox water tube boiler on site is part of the equipment 

constructed by the Great Northern '[in Mines Company and was built in 1939-1940 

(McKeown 1940). It was one of the first such boilers in the Gui 1' and prior to its 

erection. most of the mining had been done by hand (Terry Cliffhrd Interview 

28/4/98). Originally the boiler was encased entirely in brick, although this has since 

been pulled clown leaving only the chimney and several large mounds of brick rubble 

(figure 2. 1 00). 'I 'he Babcock and Wilcox boiler was a popular model, constructed vi th 

a series of inclined water tubes connected to a horizontal steam and water drum. The 

entire boiler is suspended From wrought iron girders and columns to allow it to expand 

and contract without undue strain. The end connections [or the water tubes were 

constructed in one piece )or each vertical row of tubes and are arranged in a zig zag so 

that each horizontal row covers the spaces of the previous row (figure 2. 1 01). 1 ach 

inclined tube is separated from the others and supported by specially shaped 

hrchricks. 'I here used to he brass taps on one end of the boiler. but these have long 

since been removed by collectors. 

Figure 2.100: Babcock and Wilcox boiler, Yankee lodes 
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Figure 2.101: End connections for the water tubes, l3abcock and W/ilcox boiler 

Ihe boiler was originally connected to a large air compressor. and engine and p urn p 

unit. both ol which survive substantially intact. lhc air compressor is located parallel 

to and behind the boiler and was manufactured by lavlor 1-lorsficld in Bendico. 

\ictorid. It ss as used to power the steam-driven rock drills used underground in the 

mine (O(2ure 2.102). One of the maker's plates from this air compressor has been 

removed by a collector (Terry Clifford Interview 28/4/98). The engine and pump are a 

single unit located at right angles to the boiler and behind the chimney (figure 2.103)). 

ftc engine was belt driven and is marked with an embossed legend: Colonial" 

lOxIS" engine' and a small plate 'Made for lOOlbs pressure 10 x 15" and 140 

revs:per minute. The pump is a Tangye pump, manufactured by Tangve. 

Birmingham. Both the air compressor and the pump unit are raised on square concrete 

machinery bases. 

A round tank was once located to the north of the boiler. slightly higher up the hill. 

leaving only a stone and concrete tank stand approximately 50cm in height. This held 

water for the boiler. Several recent shafts with timber poppet heads are located to the 

north of this tank. Artethvts are scattered all across the site. from car bodies and cast 

iron stove fragments to sherds of brown, clear. solarised amethyst, dark green. and 

blue bottle glass and ceramics. 
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RI R19. Ciiieierv, the Gulf 

Ibis cemetery was associated with the Gulf township. and contains graves of 

members of the Clifford and Wilcox families, as well as at least one Catholic Chinese 

burial, of \ndrew Ah Kim, as well as others. 

Figure 2.104: Cemetery, the Gulf 

RI '1/20. ('oinpuin 's 1/ill (1.\0094) 

(h'ervieu of operalions: Located to the northwest of the Yankee lodes. this was 

originally known as the Gulf Stream lodes and leases here were originally applied for 

in 1 872 by Messrs. Banks and party. Forming the Gulf Stream Company, these lodes 

became notorious through criminal proceedings instituted by the original owners. 

Banks and party. after they were turned off their leases by Messrs. Gat'fnev. Conway 

arid Partridge. Ibis resulted in several miners being committed for trial for tin stealing, 

and at least one. Mark Partridge. being sent to Armidale gaol (Glen lnne.s Ex(Iminer 

27?/1 878). In 1877. Banks and Company were mining open cuts and shafts. and 

sending their ore to a Chilean mill located near their sluicing appliances (Department 

of Mines Annual Report 1877, 150). With M. W. Carr as manager (Department of 

Mines Annual Report 1878. 128). the leases were worked until 1883, when work was 

suspended. 
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In 1 883 Carr began prospecting on the Red Cross lode and continued to work this reef 

until the 191 Os. Whether this reef was actually part of the Gulf Stream lodes is 

unknown, although it is possible that it was in the vicinity. In 1908 the Department 

of Mines Annual Report (1908. 52) recorded that '[a]n interesting discovery was 

made by a party of Chinese, working on tribute on Carr's freehold, at the (mill They 

obtained 25 tons of tin ore from a chute 3 feet wide by 15 feet long, but, 

unlortunately. it cut out completely at a depth of 16 feet.' This may refer to 

Chinamen's reef, the only archaeological feature recorded at this site. 

1rchaeologiceil reinams: The majority of the Company's I-jill site was not recorded 

during the present fieldwork survey due to time constraints. Instead the survey 

ftcussed on recording Chinamen's reeL a lode deposit thought to have been worked 

by Chinese miners. The first shafts and adits at the Company's Hill site were located 

at top of' the hill, but Chinamen's reef is located near the base of the hill. This is a 

long narrow trench with a shaft at one end. A section of the lode has been left in situ 

approximately I In below the ground surface at the end of the trench beside the shaft. 

According to Terry Clifford. the Chinese would olten leave a wall inside a shaft like 

this. Beside this trench was the remains of an old riddle for sieving, consisting of a 

perlbratcd metal plate. iresumably originally with a wooden frame (figure 2.105). 

Figure 2.105: Riddle frame, Chinamen's reef, Company's 1-lilt mine 
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TCT121. (hinese sites, Rcune.r Gully 

This is a collection of four sites in Raines gully, all associated with Chinese 

inhabitants of the Gulf. At the mouth of the gully, immediately beside the Emniaville-

Gulf road is an old communal well, which originally supplied water for the Gulf 

township. The well is round and stone lined, with flat rectangular stone slabs flanking 

it on tbur sides on the surface. It has been covered over with timber planks (figure 

2.106). According to Terry Clifford the well is over 100 years old (Interview 

28/4/98). and although not dug by the Chinese, it was located near a Chinese market 

garden and looked afler by its Chinese inhabitants. Jacky Ah Hin (or Ah Hen) and 

Andrew Ah Kim, who lived there up until World War 11 (Terry Clifford Interview 

28/4/98) 

Figure 2.106: Original well providing the communal water supply for the Gulf 

township, Raines Gully 

Slightly further up hill from the well is the remains of a round stone feature now 

located at the base of a dam wall, built in the 1970s. This was apparently a Chinese 

oven, used by Ah I-len and Ah Kim to smoke fish and meat. Although now partially 

buried by the dam wall, it is approximately 1 .5m in diameter and 50cm tall (figure 

2.107). The stones are roughly coursed and a frgament of celadon pottery was 

identified on top of the dam wall. Round stone ovens are a common feature on 
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Figure 2.107: Chinese oven, Raines Gully 

Still further up the gully is a short reef, apparently dug by Chinese miners. It is 

approximately 4.2m long and 70cm wide, with steep vertical walls (ligure 2,108). 

Large diameter (around 5cm) drill holes are visible in one end of the trench. and are 

possibly a result of gunpowder instead of dynamite being used as a blasting agent. 

Gunpowder was used extensively prior to the introduction of dynamite. but required 

1arer drill holes to contain a sufficient supply, while dynamite, because of its greater 

explosive power required both smaller quantities and smaller drill holes (around 1-2cm 

in diameter) (Terry Clifford Interview 28/4/98). Given that this trench contains what 

looks like powder-work at one end, it could date to the early 1900s. 

Figure 2.108: Reef dug by Chinese miners, Raines Gully 
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S 

S 
	.lust to the cast of the reef are three Chinese burials, marked only by small, recently 

S 
	erected cement headstones and, in one case, a recently heaped earth mound. Two of 

these mark the graves of Ah Young, who died in 1931 and Ah Hip who died in 1925. 

Both of these graves are oriented north-south. The third gra\'esite is anonymous and 

contains the burial of an unknown suicide who died between 1910 and 1912. This 

burial is oriented east-west. All of these graves have been marked and looked after by 

[crrv Clifford and his family. 

At the head of Raines Gully is a stone dam wall built across the width of the gully. 

This varied from approximately ]in to 1 .2m in height and is built of coursed square 

stone blocks on the outer face. and a sloped earth hank supporting the inner face 

(tigure 2.109). Water in the gully would be allowed to build up behind the wall, and 

\vhen a sufficient quantity had backed up. it would be released through an outlet drain 

and directed into races to wash the alluvial dirt. This outlet drain is still visible on the 

inner surface of the dam wall by a sunken depression. and on the outer face by a 

square cnvit\ with a stone floor and lintel. roughly 70cm x 70cm and I m deep (ligure 

2.110). Iwo gutters lrming a V-shape are still visible radiating away from the outlet. 

Obviously this drain once had some kind of water release mechanism. although there is 

no indication of what form this might have taken. 

Figure 2.109: Chinese darn wall, Raines Gully, the Gulf 

S 
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Figure 2.110: Outlet to release water, Chinese dam, Raines Gully, the Gulf 

if '1122. Curth '. butien', J3reuk/uvi ( 'reek (12'122) 

Overvie'ii' ot opera/ions: Although the first, recorded reference to James Garth in the 

Department of' Mines Annual Report was not until 1912. a lease plan dated to the 

previous year shows a battery already established on Mining Tenement 14. by F. 

Lloyd and J. Garth (figure 2.111). In 1910 Lloyd had secured a 40 acre lease as part 

of the Paradise Lode and declared his intention to erect a battery (Nicholson 1968a. 2). 

By 191 3 the Department of Mines Annual Report noted that Garth had constructed a 

'small battery on Breakfast Creek. 3 miles from the Gulf township, where a plentiful 

supply of water was assured, [which] is kept constantly crushing for the owner or 

other local producers.' (Department of Mines Annual Report 1912, 53 1913, 56). 

Although no mine workings were located during the present survey, it is known that 

Garth also owned a mine 'some miles' ftom the treatment plant (Department of 

Minc Annual Report 1913. 90). 
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Figure 2.111: Lease plan for MTI4, Garth's battery, 1911 
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By 1915 James Garth's lease at the Gulf was closed down for lack of water, although 

the reef was acknowledged as one of the richest in the district and the battery, used for 

public crushing purposes, was valued at £1,175 (1915, 53). Although Garth had 

resumed treating lodestuff within twelve months (Department of Mines Annual 

Report 1916. 53). by 1919 Garth's battery was idle, the old battery dismantled and a 

new 10-head stamper being erected (Department of Mines Annual Report 1919, 47). 

By 1920 Garth held several leases at Breakfast Creek and his battery, now with a 15-

head stamper. was valued at £5,000 (Department of Mines Annual Report 1920.   28). 

It is not clear whether this battery is the same as the one on M'l1 4 (i.e. whether five 

more heads of stamps were simply added to the existing ten), or whether it in fact 

refers to a completely different battery. Garth and various members of his family 

were working several leases in the vicinity of Breakfast Creek (including at Specimen 

I-Jill and Paradise Creek) during the decades of the 1 91 Os to the I 950s and it is often 

unclear. particularly in Department of Mines Annual Report records, which particular 

leases are being referred to. 

fo complicate matters still further, by 1925 J. Garth and his partner A.!. Mullett 

were described a awaiting the erection' of a battery on ML5 I (Specimen I-Till) 

(Department of Mines Annual Report 1925. 27), consisting of a 5-head stamper, two 

tables and buddIes (MR 2221). In addition, in 1931. Mount Garth Ltd. were erecting 

a treatment plant on their site (Department of Mines Annual Report 1931, 281). 

although this could once again be referring to the Specimen 1-Jill site. This is the third 

reference to a battery' owned by Garth on one of his leases, and it is unclear how the 

various reports relate to each other. It is possible that Garth erected more than one 

battery, just as he and his family worked more than one lease, although without 

further historical information, it is at present impossible to know which references 

refer specifically to the MTI4 battery. 

In 1937 a reference to other work' completed in the Gulf district included a mention 

of the reconditioning of Garth's 15-head battery and the erection of three 

concentrating tables (Department of Mines Annual Report 1937. 64). During this 
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year Garth's leases were apparently held under option by the Kathida Tin Syndicate 

N. I... and in a more detailed description, their engineer W. F. Morgan (1937) notes: 

The mill building erected on this site is in excellent repair and appears to have been erected by 

an Engineer of considerable experience. 	The boiler is well set in but the steam engine appears 

to be a little out of alignment with the structural beams intended to carn the stampers. 	... 	The 

II untinton Mill appears to have done a considerable amount of work, all 	worn parts having 

been replaced and the machine now appears to be equal to ne\ ..... The fifteen head stamps have 

not worked since they arrived at Breakfast Creek:asa matter of filet, they were literally 	lying 

about like so much scrap metal. 	... The curvilinear and WilfleN tables appear to have had some 

ork but with very little overhauling should be competent with the aid of launders fitted at the • 
foot of the battery boxes ... The main supply for the boiler ... 	is drawn from the dam ... 	on the 

edge of this 	is 	a small 	garden which appeared to 	be always damp. 	... 	A 	small 	windmill 

tocciher with a small 	Fri 11cr and .lolinson 	aim pmip 	engile pumping 	into 	concrete storage 

tanks erected at the ifl ill 	ill ensure of a permanent supply of 'ire milling, 	engine and drinking 

All 	references 	after 	this 	date 	simply 	reflr 	to 	'Garth's 	battery' 	in 	the 	singular. 

suggesting that there may only have been one battery 	site operating at 	this 	stage. 

presumably the one which was located on NiT 14. 	Certainly, long time residents of 

the Gull' state that there was ever only one battery in the area (Rex Clifford in Rosen 

• 1998. 135-136). 	In 1953. Garth's battery was deemed 'sufficiently erected for small 

scale crushing operations, and work was proceeding on the 	construction 	of the 

• battery (Mine Record 2221. Garth's battery). 	By 1959 the battery was standing, but 

deteriorating rapidly, and two curvilinear tables had been rendered 'virtually useless' 

(Nicholson 1968a. 7-8). 	Garth's battery was purchased by G. Gibbs and J. Gerrish in 

1900.   although how long it was worked by them is unknown. 	In 1974 a Department 

of Mines photograph showed the deteriorated condition of the abandoned battery 

(Rosen 1998. figure 2.5.6.1). 

• 
;li'c'Iuieological i'emcifn.s: 	Ihis site is located on M 1 14 on the western bank 01 

Breakfast Creek (figure 2.112). There is a considerable quantity of artefactual material 

. 	 on the eastern bank of Breakfast Creek. on either side of the access track approaching 

the site. including an old car body, half of a ship's tank, rusted tin cans and wire. . broken bricks, kerosene tins, dark brown wine and beer bottles (with dates ranging 
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from 1953 to 1964), and clear bottle glass. On the western bank is the processing and 

milling site with a relatively intact boiler, concrete machinery bases, remains of a 

tramway mound and several artefact scatters. The boiler is the best preserved of all 

those recorded during the survey. i\lthough it is characteristically lacking both front 

and rear doors and maker's plates. it still has the timber insulation planks around the 

boiler shell, two rear wheels, and its flywheel (figure 2.113). 1 he larger of the two 

rear wheels is embossed with the legend Davev Paxman and Co. I 'td. Coichester' 

fi(-Iure 2.114). indicating a 1940s   date. Founded in 1 876. the company became known 

as Davev Paxman and Co. Ltd. in 1941 (Simpson and Simpson 1988, 1 3 1). This 

boiler has been moved from its original position, at the toot of the retaining wall below 

the battery, and since 1974 its front wheels have been removed (see Rosen 1998. 

figure 2.5.6. 1). A beer bottle embossed with the date 1947 was located near the boiler. 

1 he remains ol a possible shaking table from the concentrating plant lie near the boiler. 

This consists of narrow diagonally-set timber planks attached to four timber supports 

running the length of' the table. l'hese supports are set in pairs. one of each pair being 

wrapped in a thin sheet of metal. These supports and the planks which they support 

are attached to two metal frames which span the \vidth of the table (fi(_,ure 2. 11 5). 

[his fature is in very poor condition. 

ftc boiler is located beside what is possibly the remains of a concrete and stone flue 

This is in two sections, the lower half composed of a curved concrete floor, containing 

concrete and galvaniseci iron rubble. and the upper half composed of a stone lined 

trench (figure 2.116). A square brick and stone base. roughly ]in in height, sits 

adjacent to one end of the lower half of this feature. A second raised square stone 

base is located to the north. this is also I in in hei(-,ht and is in line with three large 

tim ber pole !'oundati ons. each 50cm in diameter (figure 2. 11 7). The boiler originally 

provided motive power for the batters' which was located at the top of the processing 

area above the timber retaining wall. Two concrete machinery bases are all that remain 

of this feature, along with a concrete retaining wall and a curved concrete chute. 

presumably for the launders, leading to the processing area. 
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Figure 2.115: Possible remains of a shaking table, Garth's battery 

Ihe timber retaining wall supporting the slope of the battery area is constructed from 

horizontal timber poles. several of which have visible morticed bases and notches 

indicatini..i they have been re-used llom an older structure. \Vhat is possibly a raised 

tramway mound enters at the top of the hill directly above the location of the stamper 

battery .A makeshift ore bucket. made from adding a wire handle to a round kerosene 

tin, with a section of round metal piping as a handhold. as well as rusted tin cans, car 

parts and galvamsed iron buckets are scattered around the area of the mound. 

Figure 2.116: Concrete and stone lined 'flue', Garth's battery 
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Figure 2.117: Raised stone base showing timber pole foundations 

lhree concrete machinery bases indicate the possible location fr the concentrating 

tables below the stamper battery. This is located on a raised sandy mound, now the 

ftcus for a makeshift camping area. Immediately south of this are the remains of a 

long narrow timber and corrugated iron structure, although many of the timber 

uprights have collapsed (fI(-Iure 2. 11 8). These upright timber poles continue for a 

length of 22 metres An old truck body located beside this structure appears to have 

been used as a mechanism to drive machinery located in this area. 

Figure 2.118: Timber structure beside processing area 
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To the south of this timber structure is a length of shal lo\v drain containing solari sed 

amethyst and dark green bottle glass. The drain itself is only 20cm deep except where 

it is bordered by a I m high mullock heap. 	A high earth mound. I -2m high and 4m 

wide at its base. leads eastwards from this area towards the creek. continuing on the 

opposite bank of the creek. 	This mound is constructed of sand and mullock and 

contains some fragments of solarised amethyst and dark green bottle glass. 	Further 

east 	alone the 	creek bank is a small 	concrete 	machinery 	base. 	50cm 	x 	71cm. 

presumably for a water pump. 

To the south above the processing area is a stone and cement firebox. beside a low 

sandy charcoal mound. This measures approximately 51n x 2.21n and is 80cm tall. [he 

firebox is open at both ends: the southern end has a curved metal arch bar supporting a 

curved cement roof, the northern end has a trebar from a boiler grating (see figure 

2. 17 1 ) as the arch bar. 	On either corner at the northern end are attached the bases 

from two round iron chimney stacks. 	These are roughly cemented onto the firebox 

and both connect directly to the inside of' the firebox. 	l he box itself is made from 

• roughly coursed stone. 	Given that this feature has a curved 	roof 	it does not seem 

that it 	as used as the seating for a boiler. but it may have been used to dry tin. 	A 

large scatter of bottle glass fragments is located at the base of a large granite outcrop 

near this feature. containing beer bottles embossed with dates ranging from 1955 to 

1957. rusted kerosene tins, and a galvanised laundry tub. 

A second stone and timber base is located just to the south of this feature. 	This is a 

hollow square base, possibly a fireplace base, with three upright timber planks now 

• placed along the inner face. 	It is 1 .4m square and 1 .2ni high at the rear, and the stone 

walls are 25cm thick. 

• 
1 o the west of the main processing area is a hut site with a rectangular concrete slab 

and large scatters of domestic refuse. 	The slab has been poured between sheets of 

corrugated iron, some of which is still in .silii, the remainder of which is marked by a 

distinctive crinkled edge (figure 2.119). 	A round corrugated iron tank base is located 
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to the north of the hut slab and the domestic rubbish includes two old bench car seats. 

a 44 gallon drum, beer bottles embossed with dates ranging from 1962 to 1965, clear 

glass pickle jars, rusted food tins, round and square kerosene tins, clear glass scre 

top bottles and a rusted pump action insecticide sprayer. 

Figure 2.119: flut slab, Garth's batten' 

this site has obviouSly gone through a number of stages. Although established in the 

early 1900s,   it was overhauled in 1937 and the remaining archaeological evidence 

seems to date from after this phase. The boiler, for example, was manufactured in 

1940. and many of the glass beer bottle fragments indicate activity at the site between 

1947 and the 1960s,   according well with the 1 960s dates for the hut site. i'here were 

no archaeological indications of the dam described by Morgan as an excellent 

eatchment and storage dam', or the accompanying concrete storage tanks. 

T( '/123. (u/pet Snuke C 'reek ciIIuviaI,c 

Alluvial deposits had been worked along Carpet Snake Creek from as early as 1872 

(Arm/c/u/c Expi'e.s's 2/11/1872) and by 1 881 there were several prospecting parties at 

the head of the creek, as well as on the neighbouring Dingo. and Oakey Creeks 
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(Department of Mines Annual Report 1881, 101). Two years later a large amount of 

land had been taken up in the locality of Carpet Snake Creek and a party of Chinese 

were working there for Messrs. Cassidy and Company as tributors (Department of 

Mines Annual Report 1883, 103). The area was still being worked for alluvial tin in 

1 899 and by 1 911. F. George and J. Wilcox had obtained 5 tons of lode-tin, valued at 

E554 (Department of Mines Annual Report 1899, 73: 1911. 57). The final official 

mention of the area was in 1938, when R. E. Gibbs and party were prospectin(_T a 

kaolinised lode at Carpet Snake (Department of Mines Annual Report. 1938. 58). 

• 
;\lthough no historical information is known for this site. there are two possible hut 

sites, at least one of which is also associated with shallow alluvial workings. The two 

fireplace bases are roughly 600m apart on a bend of Carpet Snake Creek. One base 

(ICI 123 1) is better preserved than the other and is constructed from large rounded 

stones roughly coursed and arranged in a square shape. This is approximately I .Sm in 

width hut only 50cm high (figure 2.120). No other structural remains were located. 

although there are several fragments of dark green bottle glass. some of which is burnt. 

scattered around the hut base, and a scatter of blue transfer ceramic fragments (but 

with no markers marks) slightly to the southwest (figure 2. 1 2l).At least one of the 

bottle glass base sherds is part of the characteristically high push up from a ring seal 

wine bottle (as in figure 2.74). indicating a possible pre- 1 920 date for this site. 

Figure 2.120: I-tnt site TCH23/1, Carpet Snake Creek 
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Figure 2.121: Ceramic fragments, hut site TCH23/1, Carpet Snake Creek 

[he second hut is located further to the south. and is a low stacked stone Ireplace 

base. approximately I .4m in width and 4cm high at its highest point (figure 

No other structural or artefactual remains were found. but the site is located beside an 

area of alluvial workings with a possible race and at least two areas of surfacing. The 

race is merck an excavated ditch which is largely infilled with dirt and vegetation 

(figure 2. 1 23). but is visible along roughly 20m of its length. At one end the race 

appears to fork into two. one arm running towards the creek. the other into another 

area of shallow surfacing. The surfacing consists of shallow pitting beside small 

mounds of tailings. 

Figure 2.122: Hut site TCH23/2, Carpet Snake Creek 
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Figure 2.123: Race associated with alluvial workings close to TCH23/2 

if ff24. S2ccinw;7  f/i!! (E.i337) 

()vc/viL'u' of o/lerulions: Although it is known that the lode at Specimen I-Till was 

mined in the late nineteenth century, the first official mention of this area was in 1909. 

when M L5 I was (-1ranted to an A. Robson (anon 1982. 3). By 1917  this lease had 

been transferred to James Garth. Garth prospected this and the adjoining lease ML7 I 

until 1925, when the Inspector of Mines, H. Pearson, visited both leases and noted 

that Garth and his partner A .J. Mullett were awaiting the erection of a battery to 

treat the ore raised during the year. The treatment plant consisted of a 5-head stamp, 

two tables and huddles (Department of Mines Annual Report 1925, 27). Although 

NIullett seemingly ceased to be a partner in the scheme around 1926, in 1927 the Mt. 

Garth Tin Mine N. L. was floated with a nominal capital of £75, 000 to work the 

lodes held in the name of J. E. M. Garth (Nicholson 1968a. 4). Shafts and opencuts 

were developed on the southeast fall and on the crown of the hill, and an adit driven 

into the north fall. Specimen Hill was known at this time as Mt. Garth, although by 

1938 the lessees of ML51 were Thomas Mills and son (Nicholson 1968a. 6). Work 

since this date is only sparsely recorded: one reef was worked intermittently in the 
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1960s, in the early l970s the site was prospected by Reef Oil N. L. and in 1973 H. F. 

Lawson sank a shaft on the crown of the hill (Anon 1982. 4: Nicholson 1968a. 8-9). 

.1ichac'oIogicaI reiiicuns: The site of Specimen Hill is located on the crown and 

northern fall of the hill above Breakfast Creek. Being outside of the SRA boundaries, 

the site was not recorded in detail, although several features were plotted onto a 

sketch map and photographed. Lawson's shaft is the most visually obvious feature 

on the crown of the hill, consisting of a timber collared shaft and access ladders with 

some corrugated iron siding and a timber plank walkway (figure 2.124). Several 

mullock heaps and an old wheelbarrow are scattered across the brow of the hill. 

Figure 2.124: Lawson's shaft, Specimen Hill 

Many mullock heaps are located on the northern fall of the hill, as is a still partly 

timbered shaft. Roughly halfway clown the slope is the remains of a haul road 

winding up from Mills Gull, which is bordered on the downslope side by a roughly 

coursed stone retaining wall. This is quite high in places (up to 2m) and gently 

ascends the slope of the hill, sections of it incorporating flat granite outcrops into the 

route (figure 2.125). 
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Figure 2.125: Stone retaining wall bordering haul road, Specimen Uill 

Near this haul road is a large machinery base made from concrete poured between 

timber planks. The rear section closest to the slope of' the hill is a hollow rectangular 

structure. the front section is U-shaped and ends in two square concrete plinths 

(figure 2.126). To the rear of this base a long narrow trench ascends the slope of the 

hill for an unknown distance. To the west of this base is a low, raised, rock-bordered 

mound with at least one possible sleeper timber lying on its surface (figure 2.127). A 

square stone base is offset from one end of this mound, which could represent a 

possible tramway line. It is unknown whether this area was the location for a 

processing or milling area, although the trench behind the concrete base may be the 

remnants of the flying fox used to transport material from the site before the access 

track was put in (Terry Clifford Interview 28/4/98). Given that no dam was located in 

Mills gully, this is probably not the site for a pumping station, although the trench is 

also suggestive of the route for a possible pipeline. Further, more detailed survey 

work will be necessary to properly interpret this site. 
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Figure 2.126: Concrete machinerv base, north fall of hill 

Figure 2.127: Possible tramway mound, Specimen Hill 
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TCH25. Flagstone and Cartwheel bc/es (EA306) 

Overview of operations: One of the first mentions of Flagstone Creek was in 1874, 

when a correspondent to the Town and Country Journal (12/9/1 874) noted: 

Ihis property [Flagstone Creek Lode] belongs to Messrs. Laird. Buckenham, and others, and 

consists of twelve 20-acre blocks-240 acres. In the main creek little or no payable tim is 

found. At the extreme top of the creek there are specimens mixed through the ore. ... The 

amount of tin ore got in the creek was 2 tons 14 cwt 3 qr—just about paid expenses, having 

been partially worked by wage men and tribute over twelve months ago. 

• Although the location of this 240-acre area has not been positively 	identified, it 

illustrates that miners were searching for alluvial tin in the study area from as early as • 1873. Through the 1 880s and 90s small parties of fossickers worked all of the creeks • in the area. but by 1 890 lode deposits were beginning to be discovered in the area. 

The lodes in M1-33 are recorded as having been discovered by Thomas Johnson in • 1 896 while he was potholing in the area. although alluvial deposits were certainly • worked here prior to this date (Plan of portion ML156. 25/1/1896 Nicholson 1968b. 

3). 	Lodes were worked here by Edward Johnson in 1906, but large scale work only 

commenced here in the 1920s. 	In 1924 Messrs. Andrew, Gibbs and Collins, applied 

for leases totalling over 100 acres in the parish of Flagstone. at a locality known as the 

Cartwheel (Department of Mines Annual Report 1924, 26). 	By the following year 

the Flagstone Tin Mining Company had taken over the leases, driving two tunnels 

into the lode and erecting a 10-head mill (Department of Mines Annual Report 1925, . 27). 	By this stage, four hundred tons of ore were awaiting treatment and the plant 

from the Butler mine waspurchased, dismantled and transported 	to 	Flagstone 

(Nicholson 1968b, 4). 	In September of the same year, the Company acquired an . 
option over, and began work on, a 20 acre lease to the east of their holdings (possibly 

ML 40), known as the Cartwheel. 	The West Flagstone Tin Mining Company were 

also carrying out work in the same locality by this time, on MLiS, held by L. B. 

Collins (Department of Mines Annual Report 1925, 27; Nicholson 1968b, 3). 

a 
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In 1926 the Flagstone Tin-mining Company had installed their new machinety, 

consisting of a ten-head battery, rock-breaker, five concentrating tables, grinding pan, 

ore bins, electric generating plant, pumps, and pipe lines, valued at £15,000 

(Department of Mines Annual Report 1926,   26). In the same year, the Flagstone Tin 

Mining Company purchased the area held by the West Flagstone Tin-mining 

Company for £18. 750 (Nicholson 1968h. 5). By the following year however, the 

visible ore reserves had run out and the lodes had cut out and given way to granite 

(Nicholson 1968b, 8). By 1928, the mine had been turned over to tributors 1927 who 

worked up until 1930 (Nicholson 1968b 15). No further work was apparently 

undertaken here, although the site was prospected in 1963. 

Archaeological remains: The Flagstone lodes consists of shafts, tunnels and open 

cuts, along with the remains of machinery, ore carts, and tramlines. The site ascends 

the steep slope of the hill, with the workings located near the top of the ridgeline, and 

the processing and machinery area at the base (figure 2.128). A small concrete darn 

wall, buttressed by a stacked stone retaining wall at either end. traps water in 

Corduroy Creek and the remains of a pump casing are located adjacent to the dam wall 

(figure 2.129). A roadway runs around the base of the site and ascends the gully of 

Corduroy Creek. Due to the steep slope of the hill, this is buttressed by a stacked 

stone retaining wall on both its upper and lower edges. Several tramway lines run 

both east and west of this road along the contour lines at various points along the 

slope of the hill. There are at least three tramlines at the Flagstone mine: one leading 

to the upper level of the mill; one above this ending in a raised earth mound; and one 

along the uppermost tier of the site, where the mine tunnels and open cuts are located 

(see figure 2.131). These tramlines, built during 1925, are constructed in the same 

fashion as the roadway, i.e. with stacked stone retaining walls bordering both edges 

(figure 2.130). All sections of tramway still have timber sleepers embedded in their 

surface, although none of the rails are still in situ. The tramway which runs beside the 

mine workings (figure 2.131) on the uppermost tier of the site often runs across 

granite outcrops, using horizontal timber poles as a foundation upon which the earth 

and stone embankment of the tramline is laid (figure 2.132). This tramline also crosses 
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a timber bridge between rock outcrops, at one end raised on a stacked stone 

foundation (figure 2.133). Several flat iron strips, used to bolt two lengths of 

tramway line together, are also scattered around this line of tramway. 
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Figure 2.129: Dam wall and pump on Corduroy Creek 

Figure 2.130: Stacked stone retaining walls beside roadway and tramway lines 
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Figure 2.131: Mine workings—a: eastern tunnel; h: western tunnel 

Figure 2.132: Raised tramline crossing granite outcrops 

Figure 2.133: Tramline bridge on the uppermost area of site 
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The mill area is typical of processing areas recorded at other sites. It is arranged on a 

gravity feed principle, with at least four, possibly five, separate tiers of machinery 

bases ascending the slope of the hill. The concrete slabs have been poured onto stone 

foundations, but the lower part of this complex has collapsed into large slabs of 

concrete and rubble (figure 2.1  34). The eastern end of the lower tier of this complex 

has a large concrete chimney and fireplace and the remains of a centrifugal grinding 

pan. This is a large round rivetted iron cylinder with a small flywheel on one side and 

a larger double-layered wheel on the other. This has a perforated upper surface and a 

large diameter iron axle (figure 2.135). This device resembles a l-luntington mill (see 

figure 3.16). although one has never been mentioned as existing on this site. The 

Department of Mines Annual Report simply notes that a 'grinding pan' was included 

as part of the Flagstone mill, although if this also originated from the Butler, this could 

be the Berdan pan mentioned in the Chemical Engineering and \'fining Rev/eu' 

description (see figure 2.147). The iron cylinder at Flagstone is clearly some form of 

grinding pan, but does not resemble a Berdan pan (see figure 3.15). Sections of 

rivetted cast iron boiler chimney are located between the dam and the mill area. 

Figure 2.134: Processing complex 
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Figure 2.135: Centrifugal grinding pan 

Iwo photographs taken by Alvena Gibbs in the I 920s show the battery building at 

IIagStOflC, enclosed in a corrugated iron shed with two large water storage tanks on the 

top level of the site (figure 2.136) 

Figure 2.136: Two views of the Flagstone battery, 0920s 
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Two square rivetted iron mining skips are abandoned beside the tramway lines at 

Flagstone. and one of these, on the uppermost tier of the site, still has its wheels in 

situ (figure 2.137). This is extremely rare, as the wheels from the ore bins were sought 

after items for re-use (Interview Ginger Burton 29/4/98). Both square mining skips 

have a hinged door at one end allowing them to be emptied upon being raised vertically 

from the shaft, as well as transported horizontally along the tramlines. The wheels are 

narrower than the skip and positioned underneath the carriage to keep them out of the 

way when hauling them up the shaft. A photograph taken by Alvena Gibbs in the 

1920s. shows one of these skips in use upon a tramway at Flagstone (figure 2.138). 

What is possibly part of the braking mechanism for these skips are also lying beside 

the tramline, these consist of rows of metal teeth raised on flat metal plates or above 

flat metal strips (fi(Iure 2.13)). 

Figure 2.137: Square mining skip with wheels intact beside tramway line 

Figure 2.138: Square mining skip in use at Flagstone c1920s (courtesy Alvena 

Gibbs) 
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Figure 2.139: Possible brake mechanism for ore skip 

A section of tramline leads east from the Flagstone battery area to the Cartwheel lodes 

further around the hill. Like the other lines, this tramline is a raised earth mound 

bordered by a stacked stone retaining wall on both edges. It skirts the base of the hill 

ft)llowing the general line of Corduroy Creek, and when it reaches the head of the gully 

turns to head directly up the slope of the hill. At the base of this hill are two metal 

skip rails projecting towards the gully and a large steel pulley, presumably from an 

endless rope haulage system used to haul the skips (figure 2.140). Although the gully 

itself is extremely eroded, as is the line of tramway ascending the hill, the pulley is in 

good condition. Given that the rails attached to this pulley project in the opposite 

direction to the tramline ascending the hill, it may have been used to move the skips to 

and from the ore bin located on the creekline roughly halfway between the Flagstone 

and Cartwheel lodes, rather than into and out of the Cartwheel mine. With the slope 

being so steep, the mine skips could have been run down the slope of the hill on a 

gravity system, with the heavy outgoing skips being used to pull up the lighter ingoing 

skips. 
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Figure 2.140: Pulley for endless rope haulage system, Carbvheel lodes 

In the gully at the base of the pulley are two rivetted V-shaped iron side-tip skips and 

two steel under-frames which they rested in during transport. This form of skip was 

probably used to transport ore to and from the ore bin and possibly also to and from 

the mill, and were designed to tip easily and be emptied from either side (figure 2.141). 

ftc under-frames are approximately 1 .4m long and 1 m wide and separated into two 

compartments by a metal rod running across the width of the frame. No maker's 

marks were visible on either of the skips or frames. 

Figure 2.141: V-shaped side-tip skip and under-frame, Cartwheel lodes 
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Also located near these skips was a large round metal counter-weight, partially buried 

in the wash of the gully (fi(-,ure 2.142). 

Figure 2.142: Counterweight from haulage system, Cartwheel lodes, Flagstone 

T( 1126. Hut sites, (ordurm' ('reek 

Iwo possible hut sites located beside the access track leading to the Flagstone lodes. 

which runs beside Corduroy Creek. TCH26/1 is a square stacked stone fireplace base. 

approximately 1 .5m square and 1 m high, in an open clearing (figure 2.143). roughly 

800m south of the Flagstone lodes. No other structural remains were located in this 

clearing, but a small clear glass (essence?) bottle was located beside the fireplace. 

Approximately 50m up the road is another clearing with a more recent campfire near a 

square water filled hole. This does not appear to be part of a mine working as no 

mullock is located nearby. At the edge of this clearing is a large hollow steel ring 

TCI 126/2. which has a facetted waist and is possibly part of a winding mechanism 

(licure 2.144). This is located roughly 600m south of the Flagstone lodes. 

TCI 126/3 is a stone fireplace base with the remains of a corrugated iron and timber hut 

structure. 1 OOm south of the Flagstone lodes. The fireplace is located in the northern 

corner of the site and is six to seven courses high. The remnants of two bush pole 

uprights are still visible along one edge of the fireplace and fragments of clear bottle 

class, including one intact base are scattered around the area of the fireplace. The 
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timber pole uprights on the southern corner of the hut are the only other standing 

timbers. the remainder of the hut having collapsed resulting in a large scatter of timber 

and corrugated iron. Some sawn timbers are still attached to the hush pole uprights. 

The hut measured roughly 8m long x 5.5m wide. 

Figure 2.143: Stone fireplace base TCH26/1, Corduroy Creek 

Figure 2.144: Winding drum? TCH26/2, Corduroy Creek 
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TCH27. Butler Mine (EA 25) 

Overview of operations: The Butler Tin Mine, located at the head of Alick Staine's 

gully, was discovered by Butler and party in 1 881 and became one of the five largest 

mines in the Torrington area. Both tin and wolfram were mined from its lodes. Like 

the other larger mines, the entity which I refer to as the Butler mine is actually 

composed of numerous adjacent Mining Leases which have been worked by a variety 

of companies, parties and tributors over time. In 1883 the Butler Tin Mining 

. 	 Company had men were 'busily engaged in building their huts and doing other 

• 	necessary work, including making a roadway ...' (Department of Mines Annual 

Report 18 83, 103). A good road had been made to the place by the following year, a 

comfortable iron house built for the manager, and several mens huts constructed. 

(Department of Mines Annual Report 1884, 99). By 1 885 the machinery consisted 

of a 12-horse power engine, a 10-head battery and four buddles (Department of Mines 

• 	Annual Report 1885, 93). 

The mine was worked sporadically over the next five years, but by 1890, the Butler 

Tin Mining Company were spending 'some thousands of pounds ... in erecting a 

crushing plant, buildings and tram line, and in opening the mine' (Department of 

Mines Annual Report 1890, 103), and the plant, a 10-head battery and dressing 

appliances, was valued at £1,000 (Department of Mines Annual Report 1891, 125). 

The mine closed down in 1892, and did not reopen until 1907, when it was owned by 

S. L. Bensusan and the Austral Tin Company, also the owners of the Dutchman mine 

(Glen Innes Examiner 9/9/1953). Whether parts of the earlier plant still existed or had 

been removed at the end of the previous company's operations is not clear, but in 

1907 the Butler was described as possessing one small winding plant and a colonial 

boiler', suggesting that the older machinery had already been disposed of (Mine 

Record 0799). In 1908, the Department of Mines Annual Report noted that 'the only 

work of importance ... was that done at Butler's Reef [and] a large plant is to be 

a erected for the treatment of the stone ...' (Department of Mines Annual Report 1908, 

52). 
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Sold to Butler's Tin Mines N. L. in 1914. a 10-head stamper battery was erected on 

the site and an ore dressing and winding plant installed (Department of Mines Annual 

Report 1914, 57, 88). These were completed the following year at a cost of £12,000 

(Department of Mines Annual Report 1915. 53) and were described by the Inspector 

of Mines (Department of Mines Annual Report 1915, 94) as: 

An extensive plant ... consisting of two Babcock and Wilcox boilers, winding engine, with 

Hillman patent cages, air compressor ....receiver, 10-head battery with ... engine. 	Also 

concentrating plant, consisting of eight Wilfley tables and two jigs. with classifiers, 23-kilowatt 

generator to supply 7 h-p D.C. motor coupled to centrifugal pump for battery water supply, 22 

h-p motor to drive belt conveyor and 15 inch x 9 inch rock-breaker, the latter being of the Blake 

type. 

This was described as 'a most comprehensive and up-to-date plant'. the treatment 

process using wet crushing in the battery. and concentration followed by flotation to 

eliminate the lead, and finally drying and magnetic separation to give a marketable ore 

for the products (Department of Mines Annual Report 1916. 58). This is the period 

for which the most detailed historical information is known, given that statement 

accounts for the Butler's Tin Mines, and an article in the Chemical Engineering and 

Mining Review have survived from this period. The report and statement account for 

the Butler's Tin Mines for the 31st May. 1916 described the works undertaken at the 

mine to date: 

A large wooden tank has been placed in position as a battery feed tank, it will also take the 

return water from the steam pump on the creek. The galvanised iron tank formerly in position 

for this purpose has been moved higher up and takes the discharged water from the bailing tank 

to feed the boilers, water jacket of air compressor and water drills. In addition water races have 

been cut to bring in water from every available point, and also wooden fluming has been put in 

to bring all water falling below Number I dam to the feed water return on the tailings dam. 

In the report for the following six months, the statement recorded that: 

In order to provide accommodation for employees ... a wooden frame building covered with 

canvas, 20 feet by 10 feet, was erected on one of the Company's leases. Accommodation has 
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also been provided for mine and battery foremen near the workings. A tool sharpener's shed 

and tin storage house has been erected and the storeroom has been floored with boards. 

One year later, this plant was valued at £25,000, with machinery added to the old 

plant consisting of two Frue and one Triumph vanners, and one round buddle and 

strakes for saving the fine tin (Department of Mines Annual Report 1917. 46). 
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Figure 2.145: Processing plant at the Butler's tin mine, 1918. 

LI 

This plant had closed by 1921 and a year later a considerable quantity of the 

machinery was being removed, some of it ending up at the Flagstone mine 

(Department of Mines Annual Report 1923, 28). During the 1930s the Butler mine 

was operated on tribute, but owing to the lack of a processing plant, the mine was 

prospected by hand, using hand drills, buckets and windlasses (Glen Innes Examiner 

9/9/1953). In 1937, New Butler's Tin Mine N. L. took over the leases and in 1946 the 

company decided to equip the mine with a winding and treatment plant (Department 

of Mines Annual Report 1946, 56). By 1947, they had erected a 10-head stamper 

battery and concentrating plant, with an additional boiler and other plant, as well as a 

concrete retaining wall on Bridge Creek for an additional water supply (Department of 

Mines Annual Report 1947, 17, 26). This company operated the site continuously 
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until 1951, but since 1954 activity at the Butler's has been confined solely to 

prospecting. 

Date Event 

1881 Reef discovered by Butler and Company 

1883-1885 MLI7S and ML173 worked by Butler and Company 

1883-18?? Worked by J. Reid 

1883-1894 ML307 worked by A. Ottery 

1883 Huts built 

1883-1884 MLI79 and MLI8O worked by Reid and Company 

1883-1894 ML174, ML175, ML178 and MLI8O worked by T. McGuiness and Company 

1884 Manager's house built 

1884-1887 ML3I0 worked by Swyny and Bell 

1885-1887 ML3I I worked by Knight and Company 

1 885 Milling and concentration plant erected 

1887-1893 Worked by D. Bailey 

1890 Property acquired by Butler Tin Mining Company 

Battery, concentration plant and tramline erected 

1890-1891 ML34I worked by A. Ottery 

1890-1891 ML178 and ML 180 worked by Lavary and Company 

1892 Mine closed 

1892-?? ML3IO worked by W. Bell 

1904-1906 ML327 worked by J. McKay-Brown and R. Rogers 

1906-1925 MLI75 and ML6I worked by H. M. Porter 

1907-1925 Property acquired by S. Bensusan and the Austral Tin Company 

1908-1925 ML59 (ML2I) and ML60 worked by J. Jenkins and Company 

1908-1910 ML1777 worked by W. Robertson and party 

1914-1925 ML60 worked by J. McKay 

19 14-1925 Property acquired by Butler's Tin Mines NL 

Battery and concentration plant erected 

1916  Wooden battery feed tank erected 

Water races cut, wooden fluming built 

1920-1922 Portion 7 worked by T. Hooper and Another 

1921 Plant closed 

1923 Some plant moved to Flagstone 

1932-1955 PMLI (ML173, 174 and 176) worked by J. H. Dawson 

1934-1955 ML 175 worked by A. H. Lockwood 

1936-1938 ML122 worked by V. J. G. See 

1937 Property acquired by New Butlers Tin Mine NL 
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1937-1939 ML59 (ML2I) worked by F. Murphy 

1940-1942 ML122 worked by G. Hodge 

1944-1945 Portion 7 worked by A. W. Longrnore 

1944-1948 ML60 worked by A. W. Longniore 

1947 l3attery and concentration plant erected 

1957-1964 ML60 worked by J. A. Dawson 

1958-1959 ML60 worked by Torrington Mining and Development Company NL 

1958-1964 PML1 (ML173. 174 and 176) worked by J. A. Dawson 

1963-? ML 175 worked by J Gilbey and A. C. Martin 

1963-? ML60 and PMLI worked by I. McDonald Curnow, A. C. Martin and G. W. Gilby 

197 1-1976 Worked by G. A. Shephardlv 

Figure 2.146: Chronology for the Butler site 

Ti/lung process: Ore was crushed by ten heads of stamps and passed to a three 

compartment classifier. Typically each stage was successively refined until as much 

tin as possible was recovered from the ore. The classifier gave three products: a fine 

fraction, a coarse fraction and an overflow. The fines from the classifier were more or 

less 'straight concentrates. They were passed across Wilfley tables, and the firsts 

went straight to hydraulic cleaners. The seconds from this stage, along with the 

seconds from the coarse classifier product (also initially passed across Wilfleys) were 

retreated on more Wilfley tables. The firsts from the coarse fraction of the classifier 

were kieved. The overflow from the classifiers went into two tanks, from which the 

thickened product was fed to yet more Wilfley tables. The fines from this stage were 

sent to kieves, the seconds went to a vanner and the tailings to a race. The tailings 

from the race were fed across bag strakes, the fine material from which was re-treated 

in a Triumph vanner. This was the primary stage of treatment. Following this the 

concentrates were sent to a mineral separation flotation unit to remove the lead, and 

the remaining tin-wolfram dried and treated by magnetic separator to remove the 

wolfram and give a marketable tin product ((_hemical Engineering and Mining Rev/eu 

5/6/1918). 
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Figure 2.147: Flow chart for milling at the Butler Mine, 1918. 

Archaeological remains: The Butler is a large complex site, consisting of several 

shafts, including two larger main shafts, a processing area, and several hut remains and 

associated artefact scatters. Like the Wallaroo, Dutchman and Curnow's mines, the 

Butler's mine processing area is located on a series of levels ascending the slope of the 

hill (figure 2.148). The uppermost level of the processing area is roughly level with 

the main shaft. The processing area is a series of five raised concrete floors with both 

stumps and post holes from the timber superstructure still evident. The uppermost 

tier was for the hopper and engine and is now heavily overgrown with blackberry and 

bracken, both this level and the next level down have the remains of several concrete 
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machinery bases. The lowest level of the plant has a round concrete buddle base, but 

is also partially buried with stone and timber rubble and is overgrown with blackberry. 

On this tier are two V-shaped rivetted iron ore bins, typical of side-tip skips. which 

once fitted into a rivetted under &ame (see Flagstone Lodes TCH25). These appear to 

have been re-used. Both are lined with cement and one has a spout which has been cut 

in the centre of one side, suggesting they were used to carry liquids or semi-liquids. 

The original side of the bin has been folded down to make the base of this spout and 

two new segments welded on to form the sides (figure 2.149). 

Figure 2.148: Processing area, Butler mine 

Figure 2.149: Altered side-tip skip, Butler mine 
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The flow chart for the Butler mine (figure 2.147) also illustrates the layout of the 

processing plant: with the battery hopper and engine on the highest tier;, the stampers 

and a classifier on the second tier; followed by jigs, Wilfley tables and Callow tanks on 

the third level; a classifier, and Wilfieys on the fourth; and a buddle and the vanners on 

the fifTh tier. Below this level was the hag strakes and below this a slime settling tank. 

The race leading from the Callow tanks to the classifier on the third level, and from 

there to the bag strakes below the buddle is still clearly visible in the walls and floor 

(figure 2.150). 

Figure 2.150: Race leading from the Callow tanks to the classifier 

The main shaft (originally the Number 2 shaft) above the processing area is now 

capped, and is located at the base of a large granite outcrop, 6-8m in height, the top of 

which incorporates part of the superstructure for the shaft head (figure 2.15 1). Two 

concrete foundations have been places on top of this outcrop: one round base, formed 

by pouring concrete inside a 44 gallon drum, and one square base made by pouring 

concrete between sheets of corrugated iron. Both bases are reinforced with sections of 

tramway rails and sleepers. In the vicinity of the number two shaft are several 

concrete machinery bases and the remains of a square rivetted metal ore skip. This is 

identical to the square skips located at Flagstone (see figure 2.137), but has lost its 

hinged door, leaving it enclosed on only the base and three sides. 
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Figure 2.151: Concrete foundations above main shaft 

Extending west down the slope of the hill is a large mullock heap. in places up to Sm 

in height (figure 2.1 52). This is in the vicinity of the original Number I shaft, now 

presumably filled in. At the base of the mullock is an artefact scatter containing 

numerous glass fragments from clear green. dark brown, and solarised amethyst 

bottles. Three fragments were from an emerald green Empire Company' bottle. 

manufactured by the Botany Glassworks between 1889 and 1906 (Boow 1991. 176). 

supporting the date range for the amethyst fragments of between 1 890 and 1 91 6. 

Also included in the scatter was one fragment of green transfer printed ceramic. These 

could date from the earliest activities at the site by Butler and party. given that the 

original lease plan (for ML173) dated to 1882 shows at least one hut near a shaft in 

this area. Nearby are the remains of seven rusted alluvial pans. 

Figure 2.152: Mullock near No 1 shaft. Note processing area in foreground 
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i\ clam has been placed across Alick Staines Gully to the west of the processing area 

and first main shaft. This has a concrete wall and the remains of a Tangye pump 

(figure 2.1 53) as well as several concrete machinery bases. The remainder of the mine 

workings extend eastwards up the slope of the hill. On the eastern edge of the clearing 

containing the first main shaft is a low stacked stone retaining wall supporting a 

second clearing. Eastwards from this are a series of mullock heaps adjoining the 

remains ol an elevated tramway, the timber supports for which are still in situ (fi(-17 ure 

2.1 54). The line of lode extends eastwards from this point at an angle of 740  and 

consists of a series of shafts and trenches extending towards the crown of the hill. 

Timbering is still visible across some sections of trenching (figure 2.1 55). particularly 

near the second large shaft, which has now been fenced off by the Department of 

Mineral Resources. Immediately beside this shaft is a large square concrete tank 

approximately 71n wide and 2m deep (figure 2.156). On the top surft'ce of one wall of 

this tank is inscribed 'FRI/I) 1946/13 -1 O['?]'. 

Figure 2.153: Tang'e pump on dam, Alex Staines Gully 
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Figure 2.154: Timber trestles for tramway, 

.. 

Figure 2.155: In situ timbering across tniiching, near second main shaft 

Figure 2.156: Graffiti on top of reservoir wall, near second main shaft 
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At the crown of the hill is a third shaft and trench system also fi.nced off by the 

Department of Mineral Resources. In situ timbering is still visible within the shalt 

and at the surface (figure 2.157). A large mullock pile is located to the southwest of 

this feature and several concrete machinery bases, including the remains of an 

Ingersoll-Rand air compressor, to the east (figure 2.158). The base of a corrugated 

iron tank lies between the shaft and the air compressor (figure 2.1 59). It has been cut 

off to a uniform 25cm in height, converted into a shallow howl by cementing the 

interior, and a single outlet inserted at the base. 

Figure 2.157: In situ timbering inside and at surface of third shaft 

Figure 2.158: Concrete machinery bases near third shaft and Ingersoll Rand 

air compressor 
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Figure 2.159: Converted corrugated iron tank base 

The first timber structure (TCI-127/5) is located to the northeast of this shaft. Seven 

timber uprights are still standing, three of which still have the top plate in situ (figure 

2.160). The floor area is littered with fallen timber and scattered domestic debris. 

including sheets of corrugated iron, burnt glass and ceramic fragments. clear glass and 

brown glass bottle fragments and many rusted tin cans. One beer bottle from the 

domestic scatter is dated to 1948'. At one end of this structure is the remains of a 

possible dirt and stone fireplace, although much of this has collapsed leaving a wide 

scatter of rubble. The base of an old riddle is also located here (figure 2.161). Further 

domestic debris is scattered to the north of the site, including rectangular hinged 

tobacco tins, and clear glass bottle fragments (figure 2.162). These bottles are sealed 

with crown seals which came into general use after 1920 (Boow 1991, 68-70). 

Rectangular flanged (hinged) tobacco tins first appeared in 1882, but have been in use 

ever since (Heffernan and Smith 1996, 67). 

To the north of the timber structure is a small explosives magazine (TCH27/8) 

constructed onto one side of a large granite outcrop. This is made with roughly 

coursed stone walls, and a timber ceiling covered with a layer of stone rubble (figure 

2.163). It measures 3.5m x 2m and is 1.5m high. The door is timber and corrugated 

iron (Lysaght Orb brand) and is padlocked shut. Assuming that the corrugated iron 
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has not been re-used from elsewhere, the form of the Lysaght Orb trademark visible 

on the outer surface of the door dates the structure to post-1934. 

Figure 2.160: Timber hut structure TCH27/5 

Figure 2.161: Riddle base located near hut TCH27/5 
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Figure 2.162: Domestic debris found near hut TC112715 

Figure 2.163: Explosives magazine 

To the east of the track, roughly opposite TCH 27/5, is another timber structure and a 

brick and cement base. These are located on opposite sides of a long narrow race, 

running due east. TCH27/6 is a possible hut site consisting of two rows of low timber 

tbundation stumps, some of which still have intact floor joists, surrounded by a large 

scatter of burnt timber and domestic debris (rusted tin cans, galvanised iron, brown 

and clear bottle glass) (figure 2.164). At one corner of this structure is a partial stone 

and dirt fireplace base, surrounded by the timber supports for the chimney which 
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have collapsed outwards. A larger scatter of artefacts, dominated by rusted tin cans. 

is located to the southwest of this feature, between this and TCH27/7, a square brick 

and cement base (figure 2.165). The cement for this has been poured between sheets 

of corrugated iron to enclose a low, rectangular cement bay, one end of which is built 

of brick. Timber stumps at ground level indicate that some superstructure once 

existed in association with this feature. At present the function of this feature is 

unkno\vn. 

Figure 2.164: Possible hut structure, TCH27/6 

Figure 2.165: Brick and cement base, TCtI27/7 
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Both of these features are located on ML2I (formerly ML59), taken up by J. Jenkins 

and Company in 1908 and renewed in 1910 and 1915. Lease plans for this area in 

1908 record J. Jenkins' residential area as being located beside the access track, and in 

1915 note a camp' further to the north. 	Whether these correspond to the 

recollections of Isobel Finch, who recalled that a boarding house for mine employees 

was located on top of the hill near the mine area', is unknown. Presumably Isobel's 

boarding house is the wooden frame, canvas-covered building erected on one of the 

S 
. 	 Company's leases, referred to in the Company's statement of account for 1916. 

Isobel lived at the Butler between 1918 and 1921, so her recollections correspond to . 	. this most detailed historically known period. Apart from the boarding house. Isobel 

notes that alternative accommodation for miners consisted of corrugated iron huts. 

Given that features TCH27/5. TCH27/6 and TCH27/7 still survive despite bushflres 

and mechanical failure suggests that they correspond to the latest period of the site's 

use, post 1937 and dates from beer bottles and other diagnostic glass fragments would 

tend to support this. 

S 

S At least three periods of major use are known for the site. with possibly three 

separate periods of major construction of plant and machinery: 1885-1892: 1914-1921 

and 1946-1951. A fourth period, between 1907 and 1914, may also have involved the 

installation of machinery, although this may have been relatively small in scale. The 

Tangye centrifugal pump possibly dates to between 1910-1920 (Simpson and 

Simpson 1988, 147), and most of the remains on site (particularly the concrete 

reservoir and other machinery) are probably more recent in date. 

n 

TCH28. Cunliffe lode (EA262) 

Cunliffe's is located on ML 135. first applied for by M. Cunliffe in 1929. Cunliffe 

worked these lodes from 1929 until 1933 and from 1937 until 1940. Following this 

initial period the site was reworked in the early 1960s by F. Tobin, H. Coghlan and C. 

Pevy (Department of Mineral Resources Mineral Deposit Data Sheet for EA262). 

S 
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Figure 2.166: Plan of Cunliffe's lode 
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The site consists of shafts and trenching, two large mullock heaps. two water storage 

dams. machinery bases and a large raised earth mound (figure 2.166). The mullock 

heaps and storage darns are the most visually obvious features of the site (figure 

2.167). the dams built side by side and occupying the northeastern corner of the site. 

Between the two mullock mounds are three short lengths of trenching. containing deep 

shafts. two with bush poles laid horizontally as a cover across the (Tround surface 

figure 2.168). This line of lode has also been tested further to the southwest, in a 

series of shallow pits and trenches. To the south of the shafts is the casing from what 

is possibly an air compressor. This casing is embossed with Knowles Patent No. 

3 5822. 

Figure 2.167: Mullock mounds and southern dam, Cunliffe's lode 

lo the northwest and at right angles to the shafts is the base of a structure which has 

been erected on top of a large granite boulder, some 1.7m above the level of the shafts. 

This has a concrete slab floor and is walled' with single sheets of corrugated iron. 

This feature measures 2.8 metres in width at its northern end but narrows to only 

52cm at its southern end (figure 2.169). A raised earth mound connects the access 

track with the northern end of this feature (figure 2.170). 
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To the northeast of the concrete slab is a raised concrete machinciy base and a short 

length of trench flanked by several combined dirt and ash mounds. At least fifteen 

burnt iron arch bars are scattered around the surface of these mounds, indicating that a 

boiler was once located on this site (figure 2.171). Identical arch bars have also been 

recorded at Garth's battery and at Wallaroo. The remains of a five metre long rivetted 

iron boiler stack is also lying discarded near these mounds. 

Figure 2.168: Trench with shafts and timber covering, Cunliffe's lode 

Figure 2.169: Concrete slab edged with sheets of corrugated iron. 
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Figure 2.170: Raised earth mound at rear of concrete slab structure 

I 

I 

S 

S 

Figure 2.171: Boiler arch bars in the surface of ash and dirt pits, Cunliffe's 
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1-C1129. Nash 's (E1261) 

Worked by F. 1)avcy between 1891 and 1896, this site was reworked between 190$ 

and 1910  by a W. Robertson. Located on ML32 1, this site is located only 300m from 

Cunliffe's, possibly on the same line of lode, and has only one shaft. located on a 

small rise above the access track. The shaft has the remains of timber collaring at 

ground level (figure 2.172) and shows jumper marks on the internal walls from 

explosives charges. To the south of the shaft is a large mullock mound. which appears 

more recent than a second, smaller mullock mound immediately beside the shaft to the 

northeast. Compared to the first mound, this mullock appears more weathered and is 

covered in a patina of lichen. On the other side of the large granite outcrop to the 

northeast of the shaft is an area of possible alluvial workings, consisting of a shallow 

trench, 40-50cm deep, beside a larger pit, some 121n x 4.3111. 

Figure 2.172: Nash's shaft looking south towards mullock heap 
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TCH30. Lee 's Gully and Chapman 's lode 

• 
Overview of operations: Lee's Gully, also known as Battery Mountain, was one of 

the earliest sites mined for lode tin in the state. The Planet Tin-mining Company's 

lodes were being worked by 1875, and run just south of the area containing the Lee's 

Gully sites (see figure 2.1). By 1 882 the Great Britain Company had put down four 

shafts in Lee's Gully: two to a depth of 20 feet and one each 10 and 12 feet. Messrs. 

J. E. Elliott and Company were also working a block of 60 acres at Lee's Gully at this 

time, 20 acres of which has been prospected and proved 'exceedingly good' 

(Department of Mines Annual Report 1882, 89). Elliott and Company worked their 

block until 1886, although the Great Britain Company had ceased working on the 

blocks they held in 1883. These became forfeited and were applied for by other 

parties. Evidently two members of the Elliott family were working blocks in Lee's 

Gully and at least one of the blocks which J. E. Elliott and Company were working 

belonged to Peter Speare, a prominent businessman from Armidale (Department of 

Mines Annual Report 1883, 104). In 1884, the Mining Registrar noted that l am led 

. 	 to understand that the two parties I have named Elliott and Co. who hold adjoining 

blocks, have come to an arrangement to place the lot of their holdings into a large • 
company or syndicate' (Department of Mines Annual Report 1884, 98). • 
Other parties to work in the area included W. Weston (from 1880-1883), Murray and 

Co (from 1883), Langton and party (from 1884), Sny and Co (in 1885), A. 

Gillivray (1881-1889), W. Stevens (1890-1891), A. Bloomfield (1899-1901), G. Clark 

(1906-1911), Tin Options N. L. (1927-1934), H. D. Booker (1933-1934) and J. H. 

Dart (1934-?). At least the last three of these were operating on ML1OS, the location 

of the sites recorded during the present survey. David recorded seven different 

distinct veins at Lee's Gully, three of which were the parallel veins worked by the 

Great Britain Company (Came 1911, 161). 

• 
Chapman's lode, slightly north of the Lee's Gully lodes, was discovered by Messrs. 

G. R. Chapman, W. G. Gale and McDonald in 1884, who worked it for three years 
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before abandoning it. This lode was later reworked by Chapman & Ogilvie between 

1900 and 1911 (Came 1911, 157). No battery was erected at the site, their ore being 

treated five miles away at Torrington (Mine Record 3435, Chapman's lode). In 1928 

this was taken over by Mount Battery Tin N. L. who 'carried out [work] during the 

year ... [consisting] of ... driving ... tunnels, sinking shafts and general prospecting and 

developments work ... A compressor and machine rock drills have been added to 

expedite the work (Department of Mines Annual Report 1928, 29). 

Archaeological remains. The site ascends the slope of the hill above Lee's Gully to 

roughly the 1 lOOm contour level and runs around the slope of the hill approximately 

lOOm to the hill slope above Little Catarrh Creek (Figure 2.173). The Lee's Gully end 

contains four parallel worked lodes, all with deep sections of trenching interspersed 

with shafts. Many sections of trenching are connected by short lengths of tunnel 

between the open trenches and large mullock heaps are located on the downslope side 

of every trench. One section of trench on the lower area of the site has two timber 

poles laid perpendicularly across the trench at ground level and an internal wall left 

inside the trench. Internal walls such as this are lower than the ground surface and 

have been left inside to separate many of the trenches. 

To the west of this trench is a stacked stone loading bay facing due north and 

consisting of two stone arms' approximately 2.1m apart and 1.5m high (figure 2.174). 

These angle inwards towards the base and are 1 .5m deep. This was presumably used 

for hand loading the ore carts. Sections of the trench associated with this loading bay 

have pick marks still visible on the inner walls and in one section is a stacked stone 

retaining wall, 10 courses high, inside the wall of the trench. 

In the next trench system to the southeast is a shaft with partially intact timber 

collaring at ground level. In typical fashion, these are merely bush poles stacked in 

alternate layers and wired together (figure 2.175). Close to this shaft are the remains 

of two round metal ore buckets and an alluvial tin pan. One of the ore buckets is 

rivetted together and reinforced with metal strips at the base and lip, the other is also 
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Figure 2.174: Stone loading hay, Lee's Gully 

reinforced with metal strips (two of which are criss-crossed across the base), although 

these strips appear to have been reused from elsewhere (figure 2.176). The alluvial 

pan is of an older design. with a shallow groove around one half of the pan about half 

way down ('Ferry Clifford Interview 28/4/98). This pan has been converted to a 

makeshill riddle, by punching a series of holes in its base (figure 2.177). 

Figure 2.175: Timber collaring around shaft, Lee's Gully 
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Figure 2.176: Metal ore buckets near trenches, Lee's Gully 

Figure 2.177: Old alluvial pan 

A shaft further up the hill also has a typical bush pole collar at ground level and a 

timber upright inside each corner of the shaft. The mullock associated with this shaft 

looks more recent than the mullock associated with the trenches, which appears more 

\veathered and is covered with a heavy patina of lichen. 

Chapman's tunnel is located further around the slope of the hill from the Lee's Gully 

workings: it consists of a narrow adit with some in situ timbering into the hillside 

(figure 2.1 78), approached by a raised earth tramway mound. Some of the timber 
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trestles supporting the tramway are still visible above the surface of the mound (ligure 

2.179). 

Figure 2.178: Chapman's tunnel 

Figure 2.179: Tramway mound, Chapman's lode 
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TC113 1. Camp Gully alluvia/s 

This site consists of a rock cut race in the creekbed and associated alluvial workings 

(figure 2.180). The race is quite deep, up to 3m at its deepest point, and in part 

follows a natural fissure in the rock. The race runs beside the original creekline and 

makes a sharp right angled turn at its northern end (figure 2.181). There is another 

earth channel race approximately 50m to the west of the rock-cut race, this is a 

shallow ditch running into the creekline at an angle of 230° (figure 2.182). This race is 

roughly I OOm long and there are at least three shallow pits between the race and the 

creek, as well as a small mullock mound. 

/ 
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Shallow pit 0 
Shallow mined 
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TaiIings 
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Figure 2.180: Sketch of the Camp Gully alluvials 
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Figure 2.181: Two views of the Camp Gully race 

Figure 2.182: Earth race, Camp Gully 
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Roughly 400m further north up Catarrh Creek is a cement dam wall, remarkably 

similar to the dam on Back Creek (figure 2.183). This spans the entire width of 

Catarrh Creek and is made from concrete poured in sections between a timber plank 

facing (figure 2.184). Unlike the Back Creek dam there is no obvious water release 

mechanism as part of this wall, although some sections of the wall have washed away. 

Two large tailings mounds flank either end of the dam wall on both bank of the creek. 

The northern sections of these tailings mounds are composed of roughly stacked stone 

cobbles. the southern parts of earth (figure 2.1 85). A large curved metal hook 

protrudes from the creek bed to the south of the dam wall. 

Figure 2.183: Concrete dam wall, Catarrh Creek 

No historical information has been located relating to these sites, although oral history 

records that Chinese miners lived in Camp Gully, thus giving it it's name (Barry 

Vaughn-Johnson pers. comm.). Certainly, Chinese miners were known to be working 

all along  Catarrh Creek from 1 880 onwards. so  much so that by 1 884 the Department 
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of Mines Annual Report (1884, 98) was able to state that Catarrh Creek was being 

worked exclusively by them. The dam site is located on ML14. formerly ML207, 

although no lease plans or site descriptions have yet been located for these leases. In 

the absence of historical information, neither of these sites can be dated or identified 

more positively at present. 

Figure 2.184: Concrete dam wall, Catarrh Creek 

Figure 2.185: Stacked rubble tailings mounds, Catarrh Creek 
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4.3.3 Wolfram and Bismuth mining 

Ten sites relating to wolfram, bismuth and tungsten mining were recorded during the 

present survey. 	For the location of these sites refer to figure 2.1. 

T( H32. Bismuth Dam 

Overview of operations: Unlike other sites this site was put in exclusively to extract 

wolfram from the tailings at the old Fielder's Hill and Bismuth Mines. 	With 

improvements in processing technology, it became profitable in the 	1940s to re- 

process the waste dumps from older mines, although it was still never possible to 

extract all of the tin (Geoff Finnigan Interview 14/5/98). 	A neighbouring Mining 

Lease, ML9I (originally ML72), containing the tailings from the old Bismuth Mine 

dam, was taken up by Thomas Bollinger in June 1943. 	The site was probably • constructed by Bollinger in this year, as it was certainly operating by 1944, when the • Glen Limes Examiner (28/9/1944) reported that 'workings at the Bismuth Tailings • dumps are reported by Mr. Bollinger to be highly satisfactory.' 	By 1946, Messrs. • Bollinger and Ward were both directing operations involving the recovery of ore from • strake tables, which continued through until 1947 (Department of Mines Annual 

• Report 1946, 57; 1947, 26). 	In 1948 Continental Leases Pty. Ltd. took over and 

operated the site on a tribute basis, continuing to use the same methods of treatment 

• (Department of Mines Annual Report 1948, 28). Nothing further is mentioned about 

• the site until five years later when the Department of Mines Annual Report (1953, 

• 33) noted that: 

• 
T. Bollinger's production from tailings dumps at the Fielder's Hill and Bismuth mines was 

8.169 lbs of wolfram concentrate ... The District Inspector of Mines ... reports the satisfactory 

recovery of slimed wolfram from tailings dumps by means of strake tables covered with Scotch 

jute. 

n 

The dam itself was built by hand in 1904 on Mining Tenement 5, using a horse and 

dray to cart dirt from Fielder's Hill (Department of Mines Annual Report 1904, 143; 
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Geoff Finnigan Interview 14/5/98; Bill Sherratt Interview in Rosen 1998, 140). The 

darn was described as 'capable of conserving a great amount of water (roughly 600 feet 

x 200 feet x 12 feet)' and was apparently used to collect water for the Fielder's Hill 

battery (Bill Sherratt Interview in Rosen 1998, 140). The water was pumped to 

Fielder's Hill using an electric pump, driven by power run down from the Fielder's 

Hill generator (Bill Sherratt Interview in Rosen 1998, 140). The pipe line running 

alongside the northeastern bank of Bismuth Darn had been removed by 1930 (Note on 

plan of portion MIS, 27/1/1930) and the darn itself was extended into the adjoining 

MT2 in 1943 (Note on Plan of portion MT2, 18/6/1943). A second darn further to 

the north, collected the tailings from the Bismuth Mine battery. This later became one 

of the locations for the tailings which were re-treated at the Bismuth Darn site. 

Archaeological remains: The processing site is located behind the Bismuth Darn wall. 

below Mining Tenement 5. Built down the slope of the hill towards the creek, it 

contains three areas for strakes tables (blanket strips), a drying area, several mullock 

heaps and depressions, as well as scattered artefacts (figure 2.186). A Y-shaped rock 

and cement lined drain feeds into two sets of blanket strips (figure 2.1 87), the location 

of the eastern set (TCH32/1) marked by a square depression bordered on both sides 

by an earth and rock embankment (figure 2.188). This depression is constructed in 

three tiers, the uppermost tier approximately Im below the level of the drain outlet, 

the second and third tiers falling 20cm and im respectively down the slope of the hill. 

Geoff Finnigan who worked on this site from 1946 until 1949 remembers this set of 

blanket strips as being constructed on a timber floor supported on timber stumps 

(Interview 14/5/98). Two sets of standing timber posts are still in situ along sections 

of either bank (figure 2.189) of the depression and there are several upright bolts still 

in si/u in the third, lowest tier. 

The centre set of blanket strips to the west of TCH32/1, are constructed on a flat 

cement floor slab running down the slope of the hill. This slab (TCH32/2) is divided 

by a series of six channels running across the width of the slab, each originally covered 

by a thin strip of tin. Sections of these tin strips still survive in situ (figure 2.190). 
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Figure 2.186: Plan of the Bismuth Dam processing site 



Figure 2.187: Y-shaped stone and cement drain feeding blanket strips 

Figure 2.188: Site of easternmost set of blanket strips, looking southeast 
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Figure 2.189: Timber poles beside eastern blanket strips 
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At the uppermost edge of this slab is a square cement base. The third set of blanket 

strips (TCH32/3) is located on the far western edge of the site. This is marked by 

another flat concrete floor slab, 40cm high at its highest (downslope) end, which is 

divided into narrow strips by rows of 8mm diameter bolts which protrude from the 

slab's surface (figure 2.191). There is a second cement slab flush with the uppermost 

edge of the blanket strips, itself adjoining a square clearing bordered by a stone and 

cement retaining wall at the top of the hill. 

Figure 2.190: Tin strips on the second set of blanket strips TCH32/2 

Figure 2.191: One of the bolts protruding from surface of the third set of 

blanket strips, TCH32/3 
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At the foot of the slope beneath the second set of blanket strips are the remains of 

what is possibly an ore drying area. This consists of a set of three rectangular stone 

and cement bays joined by a partially collapsed rear stone wall (figure 2.192). At 

either corner of this rear stone wall are two circular brick and stone chimneys, one 

topped by a rivetted circular iron chimney stack (figure 2.193), possibly the remains 

of an old boiler stack, the other by a recycled kerosene/oil tin. Both of these chimneys 

are roughly built. with both the bricks and the stacks heavily cemented into place. 

The chimney at the westernmost end connects to a flue outlet at the base of the 

chimney, the arch supported by a flat metal strip. The remains of the door from a 

Beaconlight stone is located near the ore drying area. 

Figure 2.192: Ore drying area, Bismuth Dam complex 

Figure 2.193: Brick and stone chimney, ore drying area 
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A buddle base is still evident, located in a slight depression at the base of the first set 

of blanket strips. This is in excellent condition and consists of the typical cement 

huddle head situated in the centre of a sloping cement floor, itself ringed by a low 

brick rim (figure 2.194). A drain outlet, visible in the rim wall, probably ran 

downslope from the buddle towards the creek. A large iron cog, now lying discarded 

near the inlet for the Y-shaped drain, was possibly used to drive the buddle (figure 

.195). A large conical vat is also located near the buddle base (figure 2.196). this is 

I .4ni deep and has obviously been re-used from elsewhere. It is made from large 

rivetted iron sheets and has had one circular inlet/outlet in one side blocked up with 

cement. and two new ones cut in the opposite side. This was possibly once part of 

the coke burners at Fielder's Hill (Bill Sherratt pers. comm.), and was used as a 

container to hold the wolfram concentrate from the blanket tables (Geoff Finnigan 

Interview 14/5/98'). What is presumably the lid for this container is now lying along 

the slope of an embankment below the ore drying area. 

Figure 2.194: Buddle base, Bismuth Dam complex 
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Figure 2.195: Cog, possibly used to drive the buddle 

Figure 2.196: Vat from Fielder's Hill, re-used as a wolfram store 

Other features of the site include three large depressions below the site towards the 

creek and a row of low timber posts, 45cm in height, backed by a horizontal timber log 

retaining wall, along the veiy edge of the creekbank. At the top of the hill, beside the 

edge of the dam is the remains of the office and lunch shed (Geoff Finnigan Interview 
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14/5/98): this is marked by six still standing timber pole uprights and a scatter of fallen 

poles and sheets of galvanised corrugated iron (figure 2.197). A large scatter of 

domestic artefacts is located in the bush on the northern side of this structure between 

the track and the edge of the dam. This includes fragments of brown and clear bottle 

glass, the remains of a metal funnel-shaped sieve, an old billy, and numerous rusted tin 

cans (figure 2.198). 

U 

 

Figure 2.197: Remains of office and lunch shed 

Figure 2.198: Domestic debris scattered between track and edge of dam 
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Geoff Finnigan remembers the easternmost set of blanket strips as being the original 

set used while he worked the site, with the other sets on the cement floors being 

constructed after he left. When processing the sand, the clean water would be run 

from the drain gently across the blanket tables. I'imber strips were placed vertically 

down the slope of the hill to divide the table into sections which were covered by a 

sur!hce of sacking (bags) to catch the \vol fram. There were separators at the apex of 

the tables to direct the flow of water into the various individual strips and there were 

flur or five holes at the apex of each strip which could be pegged with wooden pegs to 

stop the flow of water so that the table could be cleaned and the metal removed. The 

waste sand would be washed away into the creek, but settling ponds below would 

catch the water so that it could be re-used. 

There was also a large kieve at this site. although the precise location for this was not 

identified in the field. After being run across the blanket strips, the wolfram would be 

fd into the kieve, which became so heavy that a couple of boys could just manage to 

turn the paddles. Once all the wolfram had been agitated in the water, they would tap 

it with two crow bars dug into the ground until the wolfram had settled (up to twentY 

minutes). Following this the sand was cut off the top with a scraper until the pure 

wolfram was reached. Both kieving and buddling were used as a final process in the 

treatment of the fines to make the wolfram saleable. although greater quantities of pure 

wolfram could be recovered from the buddle. Bill Sheratt recalls two sets of blanket 

strips at this site: one with a surface of sacking bags and one with timber riffles (Bill 

Sherratt pers. cornm). Bill's father, John, installed the first set of blanket strips. 

although Bollinger apparently hired someone else from Sydney to put in the second 

set and the buddle (Bill Sherratt pers. comm; Interview in Rosen 1998, 139). 

TCH33. Bis'muih AJine (Ei1874) 

(Jvervieu of operations: The l3ismuth mine was originally part of the l'orrington Ore 17 

Company's holdings, which also included Fielder's Hill and Wolfram Hill. The 

Bismuth mine was originally held by Messrs. Brady and Watson, who sold to 
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Messrs. Massey and Brooks who in turn had formed the Torrington Ore Company 

by 1907 (Came 1912. 68). Although the precise dates for Brady's and Watson's and 

Massey's and Brooks' ownership are not known, the mine was certainly in operation 

by 1904, when a large battery was also being erected on the site (Came 1912, 73: 

Department of Mines Annual Report 1904, 143). 	By 1907 the Torrington Ore . Company's Bismuth Mine was working steadily and approximately 13,000 tons of 

stone had been treated at the Cornpanys plant (Department of Mines Annual Report 

1907.   93'). 	The scale of operations at the Bismuth Mine gradually declined, until by . 
1910  it was only being worked on a small scale with a few hands. with the principal • .. 
operations being conducted at Fielder s Hill open cut (Department of Mines Annual 

Report 1910, 100). Bismuth Mine. located on ML324. was connected to a battery on 

nearby MTI 	by a skipway and tip-carts pushed by hand. 	The workings at the 

Torrington Ore Company mines were described in 1911 	by Came (1912. 68) as 

incorporating a 1 0-head stamper battery, the pulp from which was divided between a • Card and a Wilfley table the middlings and some of the tails from both being retreated • on a second Wilfley. 	The tailings from the Card table and the first 	Wilfley were • elevated by bucket wheel and passed to tailing heaps through blanket-lined launders. 

Tailings from the second Wilfley were run into two dead buddies, the centres from 

which were retreated in a sweeper buddle. • • In the following year. the Torrington Ore Company sold both the Bismuth Mine and • Fielder's Hill to Block 14 (Torrington) N. L., part of the larger parent company, B. H. • P. 	Because the original milling plant was deemed to be highly inefficient, in 1913 • Block 14 erected a new mill 'on a hillside closely adjacent to the mine' containing 20- 

head of stamps with automatic feeders, two sand pumps, Callow screen and tanks. • grinding pans (referred to by the Mining and Engineering Review as Middleton-Cobbe 

• pans, but by the Mine Manager, Askin Nicholas. as Mathieson grinding pans). 

Phoenix-Weir and Wilfley concentrating tables, canvas strakes tables, two tilting 

huddles and a mechanical buddle (Block 14 Torrington Report and Statement of 

Accounts for year ending 31/3/1914; Mine Record for ML324 and 325/326, c1914; 

and 11/9/1918: Mining and Engineering Review 5/1/1914). The plant also employed 
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Production must have decreased after this date, because by 1917, the Department of 

Mines Annual Report ( 191  86) noted that work had resumed at the old Bismuth 

Mine and by 1919 the mine was being worked by tributors (Department of Mines 

Annual Report 1919, 54). This mine must have closed down entirely soon after this 

date. as it is no longer mentioned in the Department of Mines Annual Reports and the 

Block 14 Company had surrcndered some of their leases by 1921, the others being 

cancelled by 1926.   As well as wolfram, the Bismuth and Fielder's 1-Jill mines 

produced small quantities of' cobalt and arsenide of nickel. ML324 (later to become 

ML29, and ML 142) was taken up by several parties as either a Mineral Lease or 

Mineral Claim over the next forty years'. John B. du Faur in 1926 (mining for cobalt), 

Henry Fletcher in 1942, and H. Milliard in 1949, and was also reworked in the 1960s 

(Register of Applications for Leases. Torrington Division 1023-1927: Mine Record 

2036, Bismuth Mine). 

lulling pi'oce.vs: The ore at the Bismuth and Fielder's Hill mines was worked by 

opencuts, served by vertical shafts and, in the Bismuth Mine. an underlay shaft. The 

Department of Mines Annual Report recorded the milling process as follows: 

As the ore is broken it is carried up an incline of 45 degrees and by self-acting skips is tipped 

into bins from which it passes to a Hadfield's ore (jaw) breaker. From this, by means of a 

Jeffries steel elevator, it is taken to a shaking conveyor to other bins from which it passes into 

Challenge feeders of the suspended type. These feed 20-head of stampers (each 1,150 Ib). The 

ore then passes into Frenier pumps and is elevated 24 feet to a launder connected with a 

revolving screen. The revolving and battery screens are of the same mesh, viz., 64 holes to the 

square inch; both screens are of steel, but they are being exchanged for brass ... From the 

revolving screen it passes into a V-shaped box on the principle of the spitzkasten, where it was 

expected the slimes would be removed and worked by Callow tanks; experience, however, has 

shown that it is better to pass the material direct to the concentrating tables, of which there are 

six of the Phoenix-Weir and Wilfley types. From these tables, wolfram fit for the dressing-

room is recovered ... this is reconcentrated by means of a hand buddler and hydraulicing ... A 

mechanical buddler is now on order for this work. The tailings from the tables are passed on to 

other Wilfley tables and a further quantity of concentrates ... is recovered: this also goes to the 

dressing-room ... The retreated tailings from the Wilfley tables go to the waste heap, while the 

seconds pass to further Wilfley tables, where they are concentrated without further treatment. 

All residues before going to the waste heap pass through Cornish tves, and the sands are 

classified out, the slimes passing over canvas tables. The latter are washed by a hydraulic spray 
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every three hours to remove the mineral: this gives a product of upwards of 25 percent [wolfram] 

and some bismuth which will be treated on the mechanical buddle to be installed. The finished 

concentrates assay about 68 percent [wolfram] and from 21  to 3 percent bismuth. ... The 

power is supplied by a Kynock's 220 B. II. P. tandem engine, fitted with the necessary starting 

compressor and suction gas plant. 
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Figure 2.201: Flow chart for the Block 14 milling process 
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1lrchaeological remains. This site is located behind the Bismuth town site to the east 

of the Fielder's Hill access track. The site contains at least five shafts, a large open 

cut with aclit, several large mullock heaps and the remains of a timber structure (figure 

2.202). The timber structure is located at the eastern end of the site and consists of 

seventeen in si/u poles, many up to 4m tall, some with intact upper wall plates 

running the length of the building (fi('ure 2.203). The rafters which are still attached to 

the top of the wall plates by steel bands and bolts have been burnt on the easternmost 

side, their ends now hanging downwards. Several other rafters arc still attached at one 

end only and now lean against only one lintel, presumably because the uprights which 

formerly supported their other ends have now collapsed. This structure was 

rectangular, although two poles project towards the east from the northern end. At 

the northeastern end of this structure is the remains of a rivetted iron drum with a 

hollow interior, approximately 2.5m diameter and I .2m high (figure 2.204). 

Figure 2.202: Panorama of mine site, looking southwest 
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Figure 2.203: Timber frame structure, looking southwest 

Figure 2.204: Rivetted iron drum near timber structure 
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A large open cut is located to the southeast of this structure (figure 2.205), which 

contained a partially buried adit still visible a the base of the cut in the southeastern 

corner (figure 2.206). This adit still has the remains of in situ timbering supporting the 

roof and walls (figure 2.207). To the west of the timber structure is another series of 

shafts, some of which still have in situ timber collaring, and one of which has a well 

preserved timber windlass still in place (figure 2.208). This shaft also has the remains 

ola timber lean-to above the shaft (two upright poles capped by a horizontal lintel). 

as well as ground level collaring and a sawn timber trapdoor. A rusted square mining 

skip minus its wheels and its hinged door lies to the north of this shaft (figure 2.209). 

A sheet of corrugated iron beside this shaft is stamped with the form of the Lvsaght 

Orb brand current between 1934 and 1938 and in use after 1950. Another sheet. with 

Stork Brand' and logo has not been identified as yet. 

Figure 2.205: Open cut, southern end of site 
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Figure 2.206: Partially buried adit inside open cut 

Figure 2.207: Adit timbering 
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Figure 2.208: Shaft west of timber structure 

Figure 2.209: Mine skip near shaft with windlass 

This mine, although located within the original mining lease 324. reflects a more recent 

mining experience than the original Bismuth mine. It is located in roughly the same 

position as a shaft, mullock heap and several sheds included on a 1921 plan of the 

lease (then classified as ML29) (figure 2.2 10). This area was reworked as a registered 

mineral claim in 1942 by Henry Fletcher (Plan of portion ML142. 3/6/1942) and it is 

likely that the archaeological remains recorded during the present survey relate to this 
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or a later period of working. At present, no features associated with the original 

Bismuth mine have been positively identified, although this does not mean that they 

do not exist. More detailed survey will be necessary to determine whether they exist 

or not. 
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TCfI3 -I. Li/jolt s wolfrctni (IJR 053) 

Very little historical information is known about this mine. 	Elliott's wolfram 

prospect was first worked around 1910 by the Elliott brothers, who were also 

involved in working a number of other leases in the Torrington area (Saul 1980. 1). 

The lode was subsequently worked by W. Smith in 1927: H. Phillips from 1927 until 

1 93 1. and Wally Saul from 1 979-1 980. When Saul began work the old workings 

consisted of two shafts approximately 7 metres apart joined at the bottom by a 

tunnel. The maximum depth of working was 9 metres. and there was a third shaft 

located 200 metres to the southwest (Saul 1980, 1). When Saul began work here he 

recol lared the shaft, cleaned it out and sunk it to I 4m. as well as prospecting lurther 

alorm the line of lode. 

The archaeological features on the site itself relate to this most recent period of 

working. A standing timber poppet head still caps one shaft. as does some of the 

timber collaring (figure 2.211). 	Beside this shaft is a timber lean-to structure. 

approximately 3.5m long and made from bush poles A second shaft 4.111 to the 

north still has its timber collaring. 

Figure 2.211: Elliott's wolfram mine shafts and lean-to 
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TC1135. Duck Creek Bismuth (?vfR052) 

Unlike the other sites, the Duck Creek site was recorded as an exercise in what 

survives at a rehabilitated site. Only one official mention is made of the Duck Creek 

area. which indicates that it has been worked for bismuth since at least 1879, when a 

block of 20 acres was applied for by Messrs. Chapman and Anderson (Department of 

Mines Armual Report 1879, 154). Saul, Fisher and Tietz reworked this site from 

1973 until 1975. and Avocado Holdings Pty. Ltd. from 1981 until 1983 (Department 

of Mineral Resources, Mineral Deposit data sheet compilation MR052). Wally Saul 

had both an alluvial and a hard rock treatment plant at this site, the hard rock plant 

consisting of a 5-head stamper battery. cyclone classifier and curvilinear tables, as well 

asatreatment water dam. Ginger Burton worked on this mine with her brothers. 

Lance and Don, trst for themselves and later for Avocado I-ioldings. Approximately 

10 years ago this mine site was completely rehabilitated (Ginger Burton Interview 

The archaeological features of this site are minimal. Although Ginger remembers this 

site as still containing a shaft with an attached headframe, no headframe was located. 

although what is possibly a capped shaft was located close to the creekline below the 

sandy area. This massive expanse of sand is the most visually obvious feature of the 

site, stretching away from the side of the Duck Creek fire trail towards the creekline 

(figure 2.2 12). Although a stamper battery was once located here and is still marked 

S 

	

	on the 1:50.000 topographic map, this may be all that remains to mark its location. 

although various pieces of concrete footing, metal and timber (now bulldozed into two 

piles, approximately SUm apart) no doubt relate to the processing plant once erected 

here. The water treatment dam is still in place at the base of the hill slope to the 

northeast, as are a series of tiered mullock heaps ascending the slope above the dam. 

Only one concrete footing/foundation was located that is still in situ: this was located 

almost on the road verge at the edge of the sandy area and was inscribed with a date of 

6-3-1979' (figure 2.213). 
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Figure 2.212: Location of former stamper battery, Duck Creek 

Figure 2.2 13: In situ concrete footing, dated to 1979, Duck Creek 

7( '[136. Oppeiih iC/nCr 's i tolfrum deposif 6\IR 1(J7) 

This site, too. has a bare minimum of historical information associated with it. A lease 

plan dated the 1 8th of January 1899, indicates that an R. Oppenhiemer applied for 
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this portion and worked it for approximately 10 months. No further information 

about this site exists. 

The archaeological features are quite well preserved, suggesting that at least part of the 

site (the western part) has been reworked more recently and on a much larger scale. 

The older area of the site is heavily overgrown and consists of two shafts, five or six 

shallow pits and extensive mullock heaps, up to 1.5 metres in height (figure 2.214). 

The two shafts are connected by a drive, and there is also another possible adit 

extending eastwards from one of the shafts. The shallow pits are located in a line 

running parallel to the shafts, roughly 12 metres to the east. No structural or 

artefactual remains were located in association with these shafts and no diagnostic 

markings (i.e. powderwork) were located in the walls of either shaft. 

Figure 2.214: Oppenhiemer's shafts looking west 

ft the west of the shaft area is a second area of workings comprising a large water 

filled open cut and extensive mullock heap (figure 2.215), a possible fireplace base and 

some scattered artefacts. The open cut appears to have been cut through an older 

working, leaving sections of the older mullock heaps around its rim, although this 
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could also be an artefact of natural erosion occurring to the cut since it was last 

worked. The possible fireplace base is roughly 1.4 metres x 2.1 metres and is made of 

flat stone slabs roughly stacked with one in situ timber pole at the eastern corner 

(figure 2.216). Located between this feature and the open cut is a large bolt or axle 

protruding from a flat granite slab (figure 2.217) and several fragments of woven steel 

mesh, and one fragment of a perforated screen, possibly the remains of riddle screens 

figure 2.21 8). These mesh fragments are relatively common artefacts on sites. 

Figure 2.215: Water filled open cut, Oppenhiemer's 

Figure 2.216: Possible fireplace base, Oppenhiemer's 
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Figure 2.217: Bolt/axle between fireplace base and open cut 

Figure 2.218: Possible remains of riddle screens 
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1(7/37. f)oiuighue 's (IJTelc'oinc Stramer und Dodger Iode.v) 

Located on Dingo Gully, this site, located on ML 113, has a hare minimum of 

historical information associated with it. Applied for by James Donoghue and Co. in 

1 9 11. in 1 91 2 it was owned by J. Donoghue and F. Patterson. who had sunk three 

shafts with a drive (Mine Record 1524). No machinery was listed as being associated 

with the site and only the two men were employed. In 1913 Donoghues mine was 

160 0et deep and was recorded in the Annual Report (1913, 90) as one of 'several 

smaller mines [which] continue to yield parcels of wolfram'. Donoghue's lease was 

cancelled in 1920 and taken up by H. C. Milliard in 1951. This site may he related to 

two of the earliest mined wolfram lodes in the Torrington area: the Welcome Stranger 

and the Dodger lodes. Both the Welcome Stranger and Dodger lodes were discovered 

in 1910 by J. McMullen, although whether these are simply extensions on the same 

lead or whether Donoghue's was located over parts of these earlier workings is at 

present unknown. 

Fhe site of Donoghue's is located immediately beside the Duck Creek fire trail and 

consists of a line of six shafts running roughly east-west, each surrounded by 

extensive mullock heaps (figure 2.219). Some shafts still have in situ timber collaring 

and partial internal timbering (figure 2.220), presumably relating to the most recent 

period of the site's use in the 1950s There are also three shallow trenches, possibly 

the remains of other shafts which have collapsed. In the middle of the site is a large 

circular ditch, approximately 50cm deep and 5.6m in diameter, with a raised circular 

'island' containing the base of a timber pole in the very centre. This is the remains of 

a horse drawn puddler, the only one of its kind located during the survey. 
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Figure 2.2 19: Plan of l)onoghue's lode 
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Figure 2.220: Partial timbering around shaft, Donoghue's lode 

[C7-138. .\ fcDonuld s (Ei 009 ) 

There is no historical information associated with this site. which is known locally as 

McDonald's (Bill Sherratt pers. comm.). The site is mentioned once in a 1971 

prospecting report, when the shaft was re-collared and pumped, a poppet head 

erected and ladder ways installed (GS 1971/44). 

The site has two shafts, the main shaft of which is timber lined and has a collapsed 

poppet head and associated timber rails, a partially intact timber structure 

approximately 1 5 metres from the shaft area and two possible fireplace bases. The 

rails associated with the main shaft are I .2m in height and consist of two parallel 

rows. originally of three upright bush poles (one has been burnt out and since 

collapsed), each row capped by a horizontal bush pole rail (figure 2.221). The main 

shaft is aligned with the long axis of the two rows of rails and the entire area of the 
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shafts is surrounded by a large expanse of mullock. This timbering is presumably 

associated with the I 970s prospecting of the site. 

Figure 2.221: McDonald's with main shaft located in foreground and standing 

timber structure in background 

To the north of the shaft area is the timber structure consisting of the remains of six 

upright bush poles arranged in a rectangle (three to each side, those on the eastern side 

still intact to 2m tall, those on the western wall (,round level bases only), with in situ 

top plates across the three taller poles. This top plate has been mortised to fit onto 

the uprights and one end of a single ceiling joist is resting on the top plate. Large 

quantities of recent rubbish are scattered around this feature, including stubbies' beer 

bottles. beer bottles with embossed dates of 1970 and 1976. and plastic food and 

drink containers. 

The two possible tireplace bases are located to the southwest of the shaft area. One is 

more definitely square shaped than the other and consists of a ground level row of 

stones arranged in a rectangle (figure 2.222), the other is possibly the remains of a 
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more recent camp site, although the base from a makeshift riddle is located near here 

This is simply a square piece of flat galvanised iron which has had holes punched in it 

and the edges bent up to form the rim of a shallow tray. A similarly makeshift ore 

bucket. made from a 20-gallon drum, is located between the shafts and the standing 

timber structure. A handle has been attached with bolts to wire strappng around the 

middle of the drum, so that the bucket can be rotated and emptied easily. One 

fragment of solarised amethyst bottle glass was located in the clearing between the 

shafts and the standing timber structure. 

Figure 2.222: McDonald's with possible stone fireplace in foreground and 

standing timber structure in background 

T(7139. \ficu Hill Vol/rwii (1II?079) 

MEl 07, containing the workings of Mica I-Jill was taken up by W. .Johnson in 1911 

and worked until 1915. Nothing further was done at the site until 1942. when R.W. 

Elliott applied for portion ML 143. at least a third of which covered the old portion 
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ML 107, including an area of old workings and an associated hut immediately to the 

north (Plan of portion ML143, 21/4/1943). In 1943 Vivian William Elliott was listed 

as the lessee of this property and a 45 foot shaft had been sunk, along with extensive 

shallow workings nearby. Aid was subsequently granted for Elliott to recollar the 

shaft. erect a motor car whip, and work a drive from the bottom of the 45 foot shaft 

(Mine Record 28/8/1 943. in Department of Mineral Resources Mineral Deposit data 

sheet compilation for MR79). The lease was later applied for by C. Ellis in 1955 who 

held it until 1957. Ellis' production was recorded by the Department of Mines 

Annual Report (1956, 33) as amounting to 740 lbs of wolfram in 1956. 

Figure 2.223: General view of Mica Hill Wolfram Mine 

This site only contains evidence for the latest period of the site's use in the 1940s and 

1950s.   It contains a group of nine shafts, as well as several shallow pits and 

trenching, surrounded by mounds of mullock (figure 2.223). The most southerly of 

these shafts is capped by timber collaring and trapdoors, as well as a loading ramp and 

poppet head. The loading ramp is made of split timber poles, nailed flat side down to 
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two timber rails and is aligned with the long axis of the shaft. The shaft itself is 

collared with round bush poles and has the remains of two timber trapdoors on the 

same level as the loading ramp (figure 2.224). A makeshift warning bell is still in place 

on a sawn timber upright beside the shaft, this consists of a round metal rim, with a 

metal clacker attached to a spring. No other structural remains were located in 

association with this site, although several beer bottles embossed with dates of 1979 

were found scattered around the site. 

Figure 2.224: Collaring and trapdoor on main shaft 

RI 1-140. Se yen s Wolfram (AIR OSO) 

This is located on ML3, immediately south of ML107. ML3 was applied for by J. 

Stevens and Co. in 1904, who held it until 1909. These workings join the Mica Hill 

workings to the north and consist of a line of shallow pits and trenches near the 

summit of the hill, two of which are connected by a drive. A possible stone fireplace 

base is located to the south of the line of pits. 
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TC'H-II. Rockvale Wo7fain Ply. Lid. 

Overvieiv of opc'raIions. This was originally known as the Wentworth Proprietary 

Mine and operated from at least 1907. The leases, battery and dams were situated 

adjacent to the western bank of Black Swamp (or Bald Rock) Creek. The Rockvale 

Wolfram Company operated both open cuts and underground workings on at least 

two separate leases. joined by a tramway which also linked the workings to the 

battery. Carter's cut (ML205) and l-lawkins' cut (ML20) were the two principal 

workings, although the company also had quarries on contiguous outcrops known as 

Romcr's. Lockwood's. Kennedy's and Gihb's cuts (Alt 1981. 26). In 1910 a 10-head 

stamper battery. with fittings for an additional I 0-head. and a concentration plant 

containing three Wililey tables, one Card table, two Frue vanners, two Phoenix-Weir 

tables and five sweeper huddles. were erected on MLI8 (Department of Mines 

Annual Report 1 91 0, 100). Other equipment in the battery included a chain bucket 

elevator. 24 one ton hopper trucks. a complete saw bench and several boilers and 

engines (Rockvale Wolfram Mines Limited Report. Mine Record 1431). 

Figure 2.225: Rockvale Wolfram Proprietary Ltd's milling and concentrating 

plant, 1910 (Came 1912). 
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In 1919. the Rockvale Wolfram Mines were held by William Fletcher and the 

machinery on the area was estimated at £12,000 (Department of Mines Annual 

Report 1919, 59). Carter's cut was operated by at least 17 different producers over 

many production periods from 1907 until 1975.   The battery area has been covered by 

leases until at least 1969 (Plan of Portion ML138). 

YilIzng process: The breaking plant contained a May Brothers and a Robey breaker. 

with two link-belt elevators connecting to the battery hoppers. The reduction plant 

consisted of two 1 0-head stamper units fitted with Challenge self-feeders. From the 

first 10-head the pulp passed to a 5-hutch May Brothers jig. the spigots to a 5 foot 

Huntington mill, the pulp to two Card tables, middlings to Frue vanners and the 

tailings elevated by a 25 foot wheel through blanket lined launders to discharge. 

Archaeological remains: The sites of the battery on ML 18. Carter's cut on ML205. 

Hawkins' cut on ML20, and the tramway linking Carter's. Hawkins' and the battery 

were visited as part of this survey. Carter's has been worked extensively since its 

opening and the landscape and artefactual remains reflect these later periods of 

working rather than the earlier. The quarry is now an enormous open cut (figure 

2.226) with some in si/u machinery, including a small timber ore bin, a grinding pan 

(made by G. Foster and Sons Ltd. St. Peters, S'dney) and a timber walled enclosure 

(figure 2.227). Some shafts and pits are located to the northeast of the machinery 

area, although these are not extensive. At present these structures cannot be ascribed 

to a particular producer or period, although oral history could probably identify these 

more lully. 

A tramway runs between Hawkins' lease and Carter's lease and the battery on ML 18. 

This runs from the southern end of Carter's lease south to the battery and is visible as 

a raised earth mound. A second raised earth mound is visible running north from 

Hawkins' lease, which originally must have crossed the road to reach the battery 

(figure 2.228). 
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Figure 2.226: Carter's open cut, ML205 

No remains associated with the tramway, other than the mound itselL were located 

during the survey. Geoff Finnigan remembers seeing a horse drawn cart in use on this 

tramway, although it had already ceased to be used when he was a child (Geoff 

l7innigan Interview 14/5/98). This accords with Mineral Lease plan information, 

which shows the tailings from the battery as old tailings' and does not show the 

tramway at all on plans of the area dated to 1939 (Plan of Portion ML138 8/10/1939). 

Figure 2.227: Machinery and timber structures on edge of Carter's cut 
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J-Iawkins' cut is now a heavily overgrown and water filled quarry, with the opening of 

an incline shaft still visible in the western wall of the quarry (figure 2.229). Geoff 

refers to I-lawkins' cut as Cleghorn's cut, alter Cleghorn, a managing director of the 

company in 1921 or 1922 (Geoff Finnigan Interview 14/5/98). No other features were 

located during the survey, although the area was not surveyed intensively. 

The battery site is located on the western bank of Bald Rock (or Black Swamp) Creek 

near what is known locally as Lock's dam. G. P. Lock erected a dam on Mining 

Tenement 6, adjoining ML 1 8 on the southeast, in 1910 (Plan of Portion M T6 

22/11/1909). The mill site is now only marked by the location of the stamper battery. 

a buddle base and some scattered artefactual debris. The stamper site still has the 

remains of the timber stamper bed, as well as a timber frame above the bed used to 

hoist the mortars into place on their blocks (fi(1ure 2.230). 

The stamper bed is a row of five massive timber stumps. squared off on the top two 

thirds, but left round at the base. and sunk up to six feet into the ground (figure 

2.23 1). The mortar boxes for the stamps rested upon these stumps (see Volume 2. 

figure 3.13). These are the only known examples of such a bed in the study area, 

although another one used to be located at James' (the original New Hope) mine (Bill 

Sherratt pers. comm.). The posts of the frame are aligned with either end of the line of 

stumps, and the lintel for the frame is still in situ. An engine bed is located at the 

northern end of the stamper bed, this is merely a deep rectangular depression, with 

some timbering (bush poles) around the mouth of the depression at ground level. A 

buddle base is located to the east of the stampers, this is a round stone basin with two 

standing timber uprights (one in the centre, one on the northern edge) (figure 2.232). 
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Figure 2.228: Raised tramway mound between Hawkins' and Carter's cut and 

processing plant 
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Figure 2.229: Incline shaft, Hawkins' cut 

Figure 2.230: Timber stamper bed and frame, Rockvale Wolfram Mine 
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Figure 2.231: Timber stamper bed, looking south 

Although the tables would have been located between the stampers and the buddle. no 

discernible trace of these survives, although the entire area is heavily covered with 

vegetation and leaf litter. Two upright timber posts with slightly angled upper 

surfaces mark the location for the tramway entrance to the mill, these are raised 

approximately one metre above the ground, indicating that the tramway was raised as 

it entered the mill (figure 2.233). Numerous fragments of vitrified coke are littered 

tbout the site. as is one of the buckets from the chain bucket elevator (figure 2.234). 

Figure 2.232: Buddle base, Rockvale Wolfram Mine 
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Figure 2.233: Tramway supports near stamper l)ed 

Figure 2.234: Bucket from chain elevator 
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2.3.4 Summary 

Figure 2.235: Table of dates, major physical features and moveable artefacts at 

each site 
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Figure 2.235: Table of dates, major physical features and moveable artefacts at each site 

Site Mineral Major Mining Associated plant Known Remaining major Remaining items 	Condition* 
Deposit periods methods instances of physical features of equipment 

of use intervention in 
site fabric 

TCH 1: Roaring N/A I 840s- 920 N/A N/A Fire Upright timber N/A Poor 
Meggs Creek posts and rails, 
stockyards 

N/A N/A Fire 
postholes 

 N/A 1840s-1920 Upright posts, N/A Poor 
Maidenhead postholes 
stockyards. 
Tungsten  

N/A N/A 
----- - 	- 

Removal of  N/A cI 880s, ? 
J 

Three standing N/A Excellent 
Turner's farm, 1975 floorboards in structures, yards, 
Bismuth kitchen and multi fencelines 

1881-1941 Shafts, pits Stamper battery 
house 
1946 plant None  Tin Shafts, pits, Level of the 

Wallaroo Lode and concentration moved to mullock heaps, complex: 
plant Butler's concrete machinery good 

bases. buddle, floor Level of md. 
slabs, reservoir, features: _ 

Shafts, pits, 
----- 

Stamper battery 
- 

1953 machinery 
clain poor 

TCI-15: Tin 1881-1947 Shafts, pits, adit, Three multitubular Level of the 
Curnow's mine trenches, adit and concentration sold, shafis concrete floor slabs, boiler shells; complex: 

plant capped and fenced machinery bases. Ingersoll Rand air good 
buddle, tramway compressor base: Level of md, 
mound, mullock drying pan features: 

Shafts fenced. 
poor 

TCH6: Tin 1875-1890; Shafts, pits, Stamper battery 
--- 

Shafts, pits, 
--- 

Three boiler shells: Level of the 
Dutchman mine 1906-1923; trenches, adit and concentration mill site buried trenches, adit, winding gear complex: 

1937-1945 plant under mullock machinery bases, sheaves good 
reservoir, two Level of md. 
magazines, features: 
tramway mound, poor 
niullockhç - 	-- 



Figure 2.235 Icontl: Table of dates, major physical features and mo'eable artefacts at each site 

TCH7: Hill Thi 1936 Alluvial, - None Unknown Shafts, phs, 

Flat deposit shafts, pits, trenches, stone 
trenches base, domestic 

artefact scatters 

Unknown Alluvial None Unknown 
-J 

TCH8: Flaggy Pits, 	tailings 

Ck alluvials 

Tin pre-1907: Alluvial. None Unknown TCH9: ML3I. Pits, 	tailings, 
Tungsten 1907- I 930s? dredging races, dams, 

domestic artefact 

N/A N/A None 
scatter 

TCH 10: N/A c 1924-1977 Graves, headstones, 

Cemetery, fence 

uflgsten - 
N/A N/A 

- ------ 
Unknown 

___________ 
TCH 11 N/A c1904- Earth mounds. 

Bismuth town 1950s? stone bases, 
fencel ines, 

------ 

domestic artefact 
scatters, I pathway, 

I standing timber 

None Unknown 
structure 

TCH 12: Wall Tin Unknown Alluvial Pits, 	tailings, 

Ck alluvials but by 1920 graves, domestic 

and 	esite _ _ ---------------------------
Stamper battery Removal of 

Hefact scatter 

TCHI3: Back Tin 1915-1920: Shafts, pits Shafts, pits, 

and Wall Ck 1967-1978 and concentration second (c I 960s) mullock heaps, 

lode plant stamper battery concrete machinery 
1997 bases, floor slabs, 

haul road 

No 
Level of the 
complex: 
good 
Level of md. 
features: 

_ good 
None Level of 

individual 
features: 
good 

None Level of 
individual 
features: 

_good 
N/A Excellent 

N/A Poor 

None Poor 

Wolseley pump Level of the 
complex: 
good 
Level of md 
features: 

- 

'0 
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Figure 2.235 Icontl: Table of dates, major physical features and moveable artefacts at each site 

n 

TCHI4: Tin Unknown Alluvial None Unknov 

Back/Wall Ck but by 
alluvials 

N/A 

1920s? 
?- I 970s N/A N/A Unknov TCH 15: Back 

Ck huts 
(B I ngh i) 

Alluvial None Unkno TCH 16: Tin 1875-? 

B latherarm 
alluvials 

Tin? TCH 17: Unknown Alluvial None Unkno 

B latherarm 
stone bases 

Shafts, pits A i r compressor, Unkno TCH 18: Tin 1878-1886, 

KathidalYankee 1937-cl 940s pump, engine, 

odes boiler 

N/A None  N/A N/A 

Cemetery, the 
Gulf  

 Tin 1872-19I0s Shafts, adit Unknown Unkno 

Company's 
Hill  
TCH2 I: Raines Tin ?-WW2 Alluvial None Unkno 

Gully 

TCH22: Tin 1911-c 1960 N/A Stamper battery Unkno 

Garth's battery and concentration 
plant 

Concrete dam wall, None 	-- 
hut site 

- - Poor 

Concrete floor N/A Poor 
slabs, stone 
fireplace, domestic 
artefact scatters 
Pits, tailings, stone None Poor 
bases 

Stone bases, trench None Average 

Shafts, pits, Babcock and Level of 
trenches, mullock Wilcox boiler, complex: 
heaps, machinery Taylor Horsfield air excellent 

compressor. Level of md 
Tangye pump, features: 

N/A 
excellent 

Graves, headstones, Excellent 
fence 

Shafts, trenches, None Good 
pits. 	adit 

Well, stone oven, None Excellent 
shaft, trench, stone 
dam wall 

Concrete niachinery Davey Paxman and Level of 
bases, timber Co. Boiler, comples: 
retaining walls, shaking table? good 
earth mound, Level of 
concrete floor slab, individual. 
stone bases features: 



Unknown 

'? Fly tug 	Unknown 

and TUnknown 
ration 

Jnii 

r battefl 	JPiit rein oved 

centration I Flagstone 191 
vinding 	Shafts fenced a 

capped 

—FUnknoWfi  

Unknown 

Figure 2.235 Jcontj: Table of dates, major physical features and moveable artefacts at each site 

Carpet Tin Unknown Alluvial 	JNone 
Snake Ck (pre-1920?) 

alluvials 

 Tin 1909-1938, Shafts, pits. Batter 

Specimen HiM 1960s-1970s trenches fox 

1896-1906, hafts, adits Batten  Tin 
Flagstone and 1924-1927 concen 

Cartwheel lodes plant 

Huts N/A Unknown N/A N/A 

Corduroy Ck 

Stamp Butler Tin, wolfram 1881-1892, Shafts, pits, 

Mine 1907-1921. trenches and cot 
1937-1951 plant, 

gear 

 Tin 1928-1933, Shafts, pits Boiler' 

Cunliffe's 1937-1940, 

1960s 

Nash's Tin 189 1-1896, Shafts, None 

1908-1910 alluvial? 

Ston f None Poor 
pits, 	tailings, 

domestic artefact 
scatter 

Shafts, pits, None Level of 
mullock heaps, complex: 
machinery bases, poor 
haul road Level of ind. 

features: 

poor 
Shafts, adit Centrifugal ri?, Level r 
mullock heaps, pump, ore skips, complex: 
concrete machinery pulley from haulage good 
bases, road, gear Level of md. 
tramlines, dam features: 

oor 
Stone bases, N/A Poor 
standing timber, 

winding drum? 

to Shafts, pits, Ingersoll Rand air Level of 
trenches, mullock compressor, complex: 

d heaps, concrete Tangye pump, good 
machinery bases, mine skips Level of 
buddle, floor slabs, individual. 
tramway, hut sites, features: 
race, magazine, poor 
d am 

Knowles patent Level of Shafts, pits, 

trenches, mullock casing complex: 
heaps, concrete good 
machinery bases, Level of md 
floor slabs, dams features: 

----
None 

poor 

Good Shafts, pits, 

mullock heaps '.0 

00 



TCH30: Lee's 1875-191!, 	1 Afluvial, 	
f 

—Tin  Air compressor Unknown 	f Shafts, trenches, - None 

Gully and 927-1934 shafts, pits, pits. mullock 

Chapman's trenches, adit heaps, drives, adit, 

lode 
None 

- 
Unknown TCH3 1: Camp Tin Unknown Alluvial Rock cut race, earth None 

gully alluvials I race, tailings, 
concrete dam 	vall, 

Wolfram, 1943-c 1953 Concentratmg 	t Unknown Blanket tables, TC1432: N A Vat from coke 

Bismuth Dam bism uth? plant buddle, tin drying burners at Fielder's 
tables, 	pits, Hill 

- 	- 	- 
1904-1926, Open cuts. Batters and l nknoe n 

machinerybases  
Shafts, pits, TCH33 : 

- 
Bismuth, Rivetted iron 

Bismuth Mine wolfram, 1942, 	1949. shafts concentration mullock heaps, drum, ore skip, 

cobalt. 1960s   plant 	 Open cut 	 windlass 

Good 

Poor 

Excellent 

Good 

Figure 2.235 [cont]: Table of dates, major physical features and moveable artefacts at each site 

arsenide of 
nickel 
Wolfram 

Elliotts wolfram 

Duck 	Bismuth 
Ck Bismuth 

Wolfram 
Oppenhiemer's 

TCH37:
Donahue's 

Wo I frani 

TC H 38: Wolfrarn - 
McDonald's 

(IQ 

NJ 
NJ 
NJ 

1910, 1927-  l Shafts None Unknown Shafts, drive, None 
1931, 	1979- 
1980 

mullock heaps, 
poppets head, 
standing timber  

1879, 1973- Shafts Battery Rehabilitation 	10 I possible capped None 
1975, 	1981- years ago shaft, machinery 

1983 bases, dam, 
- 

None Unknown 
mullockhçs 

899,?? Shafts, open Shafts, drive?, pits, None 
cut mullock heaps, 

open cut, stone 

Puddler Unknown 
base 

191 l-l920, Shafts Shafts mullock Puddler 

1951? - 	- 	- - 
Unknown 

heaps, puddler - 
None ??, 	1970s   Shafts None Shafts, mullock 

heaps, poppet head, 
stone bases, 
standing timber 

Good 

Poor 

Good 

Good 

Good 

0 
00 



Figure 2.235 Icontl: Table of dates, major physical features and moveable artefacts at each site 

Mica 	Wolfram 	191 l-l9l5, 	Shafts, pits 	None 	 Unknown 	Shafts, pits, poppet None 	 Good Hill 	 1942-1943, 	
head, trenches, 

1955-1957 	 iiuHockeas 
Wolfram 	1904-1909 	pits, 	None 	 Unkn(wn 	I Pits, trenches, 	None 	 Good Steven's  	trenches 	 - 	mulhep 

TCH4 1: 	Wolfram 	1907-1919. 	Open cuts. 	[3attery and 	Unknown 	Open cuts, shafts, 	Grinding pan 	Good Rockvale 	 ?? I 970s? 	shafts 	concentration 	 pits, traniwavs, 	(I 970s?) Wolfram Mines 	 plant 	 battery bed, 
buddle, engine bed 

Condition: Level of the complex = in terms of the whole operation, e.g. are all pails of the industrial process represented by clearly visible physical evidence? Level of 
individual features = e.g. what is the state of preservation of the milling plant? The level of integrity for sites relates to the nature of the original physical features present 
at the sitethose sites which were only ever mining and not also milling and processing sites, are considered to be better preserved (i.e. there are fewer alterations to the 
physical fabric of the site) than those which once had batteries or iii ills which have since been removed 
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• 3. GLOSSARY 

• Other terms are referred to in the text 

• • Adit A horizontal passage from the surface. on or along the vein, into a 

• mine. 

• 
O Alluvial 

terraces Terraces formed by the accumulation of alluvial deposits. 

Artefact (In historical archaeology) any 	deposit, 	object or 	material 	evidence 

relating to the settlement of Australia which is at least fifty years old. 

• 
Banjo Named for the distinctive shape of the shovel used to throw the dirt. 

which is reminiscent of a banjo. 	A banjo is a sloping trough or an 

excavated trench in a creek bank. into the rear of which the wash dirt 

and water is continually shovelled by an operator standing in front of 
0 

the banjo. The continual action of the water running down the slope of 

the trough causes the heavier ore particles to precipitate out. 

0 
Bucket 

0 
elevator Continuous chain of buckets used to raise washdirt for processing. • 
Cradle A trough or box mounted on rockers to wash ore-bearing material. 

0 

Dredge Apparatus for extracting sand and mud containing ore from the bottom 

0 of waterways. 

0 

f Gangue The worthless or undesired portion of the material contained in an ore 

body (Mining Handbook of Australia 1936, 25). 
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Incline shaft Also known as an underlay shaft. Incline shafis sloped down into the 

mine, usually at about 450 

KiJble 	Derived from German kubel, or bucket. A \VoOden or rivetted steel 

barrel-shaped bucket used to haul material up from a mine. The 

characteristic barrel shape rninimised catching on the sides of the shaft. 

Launders 	Narrow inclined troughs used for transporting units of pulverised 

solids and water by gravity flow. The slope must allow sufficient 

water velocity to overcome frictional resistance and the inertia of the 

solid material (Taggart 1927. 1088). 

Lode 	Vein of metal ore. 

Magazine 	Secure structure used to store explosives. 

Mullock 	Old Cornjsh word used to describe the waste rock which does not 

contain ore. 

Pan 	A shallow dish used to wash dirt to see if it contains ore. 

Puddler 	Machine for agitating wash dirt so as to separate ore from gangue or to 

remove heavy clay content. A puddler was a circular depression, often 

lined on the sides and base with timber or iron, with a raised central 

mound containing a perpendicular shaft moved by steam or horse 

power. Harrows were attached to the shaft and dragged around the 

circular depression to agitate the wash dirt. 

Race 	A channel cut into the ground to convey water to the diggings. 
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Reef 	Chiefly Australian term, originally applied to an outcrop standing 

above the surface. It is also used to describe the rock walls confining 

an old buried channel or 'deep lead'. 

Riddle 	Perforated screen used to sieve ore bearing washdirt. either by hand or 

in conjunction with a cradle. These were usually made with fine wire 

mesh screens, but could be made more cheaply using perforated 

galvanised iron bases. Riddles were also known as raddles. 

Riffles 	Transverse bars in a sluice box to trap the heavy minerals (Mining 

Handbook of Australia 1936, 27). 

Shaft 	A vertical opening into a mine. 

Tramway 	Railed transport system for hauling skips. Also called a skipway. 

Sluicing 	A method of washing ore-hearing earth by means of rinsing or scouring 

with a flow of water. 

Tributors 	Miners who work a section of an ore body belonging to a company on 

their own account and pay a royalty of a percentage of the value they 

recover (Mining Handbook of Australia 1936, 29). 

Vein 	Fissure in rock. 
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